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ABSTRACT
A B S T R A C T
The majority of ceramic parts are made by forming a powder compact, known as a 
green body, which is subsequently sintered i.e. heated to a temperature at which 
diffusion takes place to densify the body which causes considerable shrinkage of the 
body. If the part is undersized then it must be scrapped; if it is significantly oversized 
then there are extra costs associated with machining. Hence, the accurate prediction of 
shrinkages is important. Although various models and simulation techniques have 
been proposed, these are not particularly accurate and/or easy to use. Thus, the 
purpose of this study is to provide a numerically based model that is better suited to 
the needs of industry i.e. one that is relatively simple and predicts the shrinkage 
reliably. A general structure for sintering simulation was constructed by comparing 
different constitutive laws and densification equations proposed by various authors 
with experimental measurements. A finite element computer code was developed that 
could accommodate various constitutive laws for different sintering processes.
Master sintering curves are a new concept in the representation of sintering data. A 
new method of constructing such a curve was developed, based on the finite element 
concept of dividing a region into sub-elements. This approach is more flexible than the 
standard technique and allows data which cannot be fitted using a constant activation 
energy to be analysed. A similar technique was then used to give a new method for the 
general representation of various constitutive laws. This method facilitates the 
modification of bulk/shears viscosities and also prevents a sudden change in these 
functions, thus providing smooth transitions during different sintering stages.
Finally, a new empirical finite element method for the analysis of sinter shrinkage was 
developed which does not require a constitutive law. The new method uses only 
density as a function of time as input data; this can be obtained from a few simple 
sintering experiments or by using the data provided by a master sintering curve. Using 
this method eliminates the need for bulk and shear viscosity expressions. This method 
is limited to pressureless sintering but is applicable to variety o f different sintering 
mechanism. The validity of method has been tested by comparing the results with 
various constitutive models and experimental data. The results are comparable with 
predictions from models using full constitutive laws and requiring more difficult to 
obtain input data. Thus, it offers significant advantages over previous models.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1  B a c k g r o u n d  o f  t h e  P r o je c t
Ceramics are most commonly fabricated by shaping powders in dies, to form green 
bodies, which are then heated to a significant fraction of their melting temperature. 
Whilst at temperature, the powder undergoes sintering which can be defined as a high- 
temperature process of material redistribution. The driving force of the process is the 
reduction in the free energy related to the large surface area of fine particles in the 
green body. The sintering process is accompanied by densification and shrinkage.
Ceramic powder products undergo large deformations during sintering. If  there is no 
way to predict the deformations, an iterative procedure (trial and error) has to be 
applied to ascertain the proper dimensions of the green body so that the required final 
dimensions are achieved. The sintered body should be big enough to make sure that 
final dimensions will be reached after grinding and/or polishing operations. If  the body 
is too small it will be scrapped as recycling is not possible. Dimension control is 
therefore a critical issue in sintering technology especially for ceramics and hard 
metals since post-processing of these products after sintering is expensive and can 
introduce damage to the components.
In a competitive market, the manufacturer has to reduce cost, which means reducing 
rejection rate and minimising the cutting and grinding operations i.e. improving 
dimension tolerance. Apart from final dimension control, the large shrinkage also 
leads to residual stress in multilayer systems (membranes used in fuel cells for 
example) and functionally graded materials. Good sintering process control and hence 
high quality products can be achieved via a complete understanding of the material 
constitutive laws governing the sintering behaviour. Once the constitutive laws are 
known the process can be modelled and the final shape predicted prior to production. 
Thus, modelling can replace the high cost trial and error process.
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There are various constitutive laws, which can be used with commercially available 
finite element codes to predict the densification behaviour of a sintered ceramic body. 
Although these models all provide reasonable information in term of the deformation, 
the accuracy of these finite element models is unsatisfactory. Cocks (1994), Olevsky 
(1998) and Pan (2003) have provided reviews of the constitutive laws and finite 
element analysis for sintering. The difference between the measured and predicted 
shrinkage might be as large as 10%, which is unacceptable, considering that typically 
sintering shrinkage is 15 -  20%.
There are two approaches could be adopted to establish the constitutive laws. The first 
approach is to use micromechanical models in which a controlling sintering 
mechanism is assumed to be grain-boundary diffusion (McMeeking and Kuhn 1992, 
Pan and Cocks 1994, Kraft and Riedel 2004), viscous flow (Olevsky 1998) or liquid 
phase sintering (Svoboda et al. 1996 and McHugh and Riedel 1997)). In each case a 
simplification to the microstructure has been made. The second approach is to 
experimentally fit the constitutive law. The work by Gilla et al. (2001), Kim et al. 
(2002) and Kim et al. (2003) provides recent examples. This is however an expensive 
and time consuming exercise. It is experimentally difficult to determine the 
constitutive law because a force has to be applied to the sample at the sintering 
temperature. Furthermore, any fitting is only valid within the range of conditions of 
the particular experiment.
1 .2  P u r p o s e  o f  th e  P r o je c t
The main aim of this project was to explore ways of improving the existing analysis so 
that the finite element predictions give better agreement with the experimental data.
For this purpose a finite element computer code with the ability to accommodate 
different constitutive laws was needed. Therefore any modification of constitutive 
laws could be applied without any limitation. The key idea of the modification of 
constitutive laws was to improve their sintering behaviour prediction accuracy without 
restricting them to a particular ceramic powder and specific sintering process. For this
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reason different constitutive laws with different material redistribution models needed 
to be critically reviewed.
Another way of achieving the main aim of the project that was explored, to establish a 
simple method of evaluating sintering behaviour instead of using complicated 
constitutive laws. For this purpose the use of master sintering curves (MSC) was 
considered.
The other point of interest was to propose a modification to cover most of the existing 
constitutive laws. The main differences between various constitutive laws are in the 
expressions for bulk and shear viscosity, therefore, it was desirable to try to find a 
modified expression that could cover various bulk and shear viscosities expressions.
Finally, if the model was to be useful to industry, it needed to have general 
applicability and only require relatively easy and detail input data.
1 .3  O u t lin e  o f  t h e  T h e s i s
In chapter 2 of this thesis several different constitutive models for sintering are 
reviewed. The focus of this work is linear sintering laws with solid-state diffusion as a 
dominant sintering mechanism. Interface reactions as a dominate mechanism alone or 
combined with other mechanisms are also studied. The major parameters in the 
formulation, including bulk and shear viscosities and sintering potential, as well as 
grain growth laws are discussed in detail. It is shown that the bulk and shear 
viscosities from the different sintering models are dissimilar. Even the sintering 
potential can be very different from one model to another. By identifying these 
differences a critical review of the constitutive models is possible.
It is shown that in most cases the predicted bulk and shear viscosities decrease as 
sintering proceeds although the reduction rates can be very different. The difference in 
the predicted sintering potential is even bigger. While some models predict that the 
sintering potential decreases as the relative density increases, others predict it in an
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opposite way. It is in part because of this confusion and contradiction in the literature 
that this project is necessary.
In chapter 3 the finite element procedure to model the shrinkage of green powder 
compacts during sintering is presented. A dedicated finite element computer code for 
sintering simulation has been developed and tested. The approach presented here is 
shown to be an effective tool for the prediction of the effects of all of the material and 
processing parameters on the final dimensions and distortion of sintered bodies. 
Additionally the profiles for the relative density and grain size distribution can be 
generated.
In chapter 4, development of a new method of finding and utilizing the master 
sintering curve is presented. The chapter starts with background information. This is 
followed by construction of a master sintering curve. The master sintering curve is 
determined for a set of data from Chu, et al (1991). After that, the piece-wise 
approach to finding and utilizing the master sintering curve is explained in detail and a 
previous example by Su and Johnson (1996) is repeated using the new method. Finally 
piece-wise method is used for a two-phase material with a very diverse set of data.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the finite element prediction of sintering deformation using 
densification data instead of a constitutive law. At the beginning of the chapter a new 
method for approximating the expressions for bulk and shear viscosity in the 
constitutive law with a few sub-elements formed by quadratic shape function is 
presented. After that, a new approach to simulating the sintering process without a 
constitutive law is explained. The method is derived based on two different approach, 
firstly the virtual power principle and secondly the weighted residual error method. 
This is followed by an illustration of the modification of the in-house finite element 
computer code to give a density based finite element code. Finally, different cases are 
examined and compared with experimental and other finite element data for 
verification of density based finite element method.
In chapter 6 conclusions from the current work are presented and suggestions for 
future work are given.
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2  A  L I T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W  O N  S I N T E R I N G  A N D  
C O N S T I T U T I V E  L A W S
2 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
Constitutive laws are a vital part of any finite element model. The existence of 
different constitutive laws demonstrates that, in sintering problems, there is a lack of 
fundamental understanding. This chapter provides a literature review on the sintering 
process and constitutive laws. The aim of this chapter is to compare the different 
constitutive laws.
The chapter begins with a general background on advanced ceramics and their 
applications. This is followed by some explanation of the sintering process and 
different material transport mechanisms. General definitions of constitutive laws are 
given and then two different types of constitutive laws, micromechanical and 
empirical, will be reviewed. After that sintering potential, which is the driving force of 
any sintering process will be considered. Then the other important factors in the ' 
process, such as grain growth, are discussed. Next, the different constitutive models 
are considered in detail. This gives a clear insight as to how to put these models into 
practice as all the equations, material parameters and constants are brought together. 
Finally the differences between the models are highlighted.
2 .2  A d v a n c e d  C e r a m ic  C o m p o n e n t s  a n d  T h e ir  A p p l ic a t io n s
Ceramics are some of the most widely used materials in human history. The word 
ceramic is commonly associated with of dinner sets, mugs and kitchen/bathroom tiles. 
However, the object of this study is to examine advanced ceramics which are materials 
with superior mechanical properties, corrosion/oxidation resistance, thermal and 
electrical resistance properties.
Advanced ceramics are generally divided into the following categories:
5
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• structural ceramics,
• electrical and electronic ceramics,
• ceramics coatings, and
• chemical processing & environmental ceramics
Structural ceramic applications include industrial wear parts, bioceramics (human 
body implants), cutting tools, and engine components. Due to their high hardness and 
resistance to high temperature and corrosive enviromnents, there is a great interest in 
using ceramics in demanding structural applications such as heat engines, turbines and 
automotive components where their use would result in long life, operation at high 
temperatures. They are the prime choice for cutting tools as they exhibit superior wear 
resistance properties. The insulating, dielectric, piezoelectric, magnetic and 
superconducting properties of ceramics have led to their widespread use in electrical 
and electronic devices including capacitors, insulators, substrates, integrated circuit 
packages, piezoelectrics, magnets and superconductors. Ceramic coatings include 
engine components, cutting tools, and industrial wear parts. The applications under 
chemical processing and environmental ceramics include filters, membranes, catalysts, 
and catalyst supports.
2 .3  S in te r in g
2 .3 .1  B a s ic  C o n c e p t  o f  S in t e r i n g
A long list of industrial and domestic ceramic products are made by sintering, a 
process in which compacts of fine powder are heated and consolidated. Ceramic 
components for engineering applications are most commonly manufactured by 
forming powders into compacts, called green bodies, which are fired at a significant 
fraction, approximately over one-half, of their absolute melting temperature. The 
process by which the porous green body is transformed into a dense object is known as 
sintering (Mackenzie and Shuttleworth 1949). The sintering process is a combination 
of densification and grain growth. Densification is a process during which matter is 
transferred from particles into the pores so the material becomes denser and stronger.
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Grain growth causes the large grains to grow even larger at the expense of the smaller 
ones which often leads to a poor strength. Most of the sintered products experience 
large shrinkage, typically in the order of 20-30 percent, in the firing process. During 
sintering, mainly due to non-uniform powder/pore distribution, the green body 
experiences a non-uniform shrinkage. As well as poor dimensional tolerance this can 
lead to twisting and bending of the sintered body.
Sintering processes can be divided into two major categories, namely pressureless and 
pressure-assisted sintering. If  high densification is desired and/or materials are not 
responsive to usual sintering processes, then an external pressure will help the 
sintering process to reach a desirable density. External pressure is either hydrostatic 
(hot isostatic pressing) or uniaxial (hot pressing).
Pressureless sintering can be further divided into solid state and liquid phase sintering. 
In liquid phase sintering some particles melt and form a solid-liquid mixture within 
process. The liquid may be present momentarily or may persist during the heating 
cycle. The liquid phase allows particle rearrangement, improves mass transport rates, 
accelerates densification and provides bonding between particles. It also applies a 
capillary pressure on the particles that is equivalent to a large external pressure. In 
many processes the liquid wets the solid particles and has solubility for the solid 
allowing solution and reprecipitation to occur. The capillary force from the wetting 
liquid pulls the solid particles together to eliminate porosity and reduce interfacial 
area. These combined effects mean that densification rates are higher than for the 
equivalent solid state sintering. Because of the cost and productivity advantages, a 
large number of industrial sintering is performed using liquid phase process. Silicon 
nitrides, debased alumina and cemented carbides are common examples.
In single phase solid state sintering the bonding between particles is a result of solid 
state diffusion. The initial spaces (pores) between the particles tend to shrink under the 
driving force. The driving force for matter transport is the difference in the chemical 
potential between the free surfaces of particles and the point of cotact between 
adjacent particles. The smaller the particles, the higher the chemical potential 
difference which subsequently results in a greater densification rate. Elimination of the
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pores causes a reduction in the total surface area, and hence the green body has a 
lower total free energy. Initially surface diffusion causes necks (initial contact area 
between particles) to be formed between the particles. The pores then shrink by 
diffusion of vacancies from the pores into the grain boundaries or alternatively a layer 
of atoms migrates from the particle contact area into the pore. As a result the centres 
of particles move closer together and densification occurs. Single phase solid state 
sintering has received the most consideration from a theoretical view point as theory is 
most accurate for the case of solid state sintering. Materials such as alumina, zirconia, 
and silicon carbide mostly undergo solid state sintering.
2 .3 .2  S in t e r i n g  S t a g e s
Ashby (1990) has divided the sintering process into three sequential stages. In the first 
stage, (named stage 0 by Ashby) particles are packed together by external forces. The 
initial relative density distribution depends on particle shape, size, size distribution and 
the extent to which surface and frictional forces prevent rearrangement.
Stage 1 represents the early part of sintering, when relative density is low. The body is 
made up of loosely compacted particles but the sintering bond (the joining of two or 
more particles in order to create a bigger particle) starts to grow. The pore structure is 
inter-connected and irregular in shape.
In stage 2, relative density still rises but at a much lower rate. The mean grain size 
increases at a high rate. The pores are smoother although some are still open to the 
compact surface. At the end of this stage the relative density has reached its highest 
level. The inter-connected networks of pores have become individual closed pores,
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while grain growth continues. The stages are shown schematically in figure 2-1.
a) b)
Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of the sintering process, a) initial stage, b) early 
sintering in stage 1, c) intermediate sintering in stage 1 and d) final stage.
It is now widely accepted that there are a number of possible mechanisms responsible 
for material redistribution during sintering. For solid-state sintering the three most 
dominant mechanisms are plastic yielding, power law-creep (Coble 1956, Wilkinson 
and Ashby 1975 and Li et al. 1987) and solid state diffusion (surface, grain boundary 
and volume or lattice diffusion). It should be noted that those mechanism do not 
equally contribute to the sintering process.
2 .3 .3  P la s t ic  Y ie ld in g
In the case of plastic yielding, under isostatic pressure the green body displays a 
shrinkage caused by plastic deformation independent of time (Ashby 1990, Cocks 
1994 and Lippmann and Iankov 1997). It starts at the small region at contact point 
between grains shown in figure 2-2 a) where normal stresses <jtj reach the yield stress
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in stage 1 sintering. Therefore the local stress is equal to yield stress cr0 which means 
that
f(aij)=o:-cr0 = 0  2 -1
The plastic deformation, siy, which
2 -2
where Xp is a plastic multiplier. This deformation causes shrinkage and densification
of the green body. Plastic flow is accomplished by material moving by dislocation 
motion or along grain boundaries (Helle et al. 1985).
As a consequence of this plastic deformation, the average contact area grows so that 
the normal stress is reduced and becomes smaller than the yield stress. If the external 
pressure is high enough to create a normal stress equal or greater than the yield stress 
in the spherical region surrounding an isolated pore, then stage 2 sintering will proceed 
as shown in figure 2-2 b.
where cr is a local homogenous function of stress, 
occurs at the yield stress region is expressed as
9 p da,. p da.
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a) b)
Figure 2.2. Plastic yielding mechanism for a) stage 1 and b) stage 2 sintering
(after Ashby, 1990)
2.3.4 Power-law creep
Power- law creep is a form of plastic yielding where strain rate increases much faster 
than stress (Helle et al. 1985, Ashby 1990 and Cocks 1994). Green body under 
pressure shows creep deformation in a creep zone around the contact area in stage 1 
sintering (see figure 2-3 a) (Ashby 1990, Wilkinson and Ashby 1975, Kim and Lee 
1999 and Subramanian and Sofornis 2002). The movement of dislocations (due to 
vacancy absorption) and plastic flow (due to surface stresses exceeding the flow stress 
at the sintering temperature) are the main mechanisms of deformation for power-law 
creep. However, the high temperature allows diffusion of atoms and recrystallization 
(Porter et al. 1981) so densification and shrinkage can continue at lower pressure 
(stresses) than plastic yielding in stage 2 sintering as shown in figure 2-3 b).
11
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a) b)
Figure 2.3. Power- law creep mechanism for a) stage 1 and b) stage 2 sintering
(after Ashby, 1990)
In creep deformation the strain rate can be defined in terms of two potential functions 
(Cocks 1994, He and Ma 2003 and Subramanian and Sofomis 2002) as
d<j>c
£iJ dai 2 -3
and
dy/c
G ij d s ,
2 -4
where
&C ~ , a0CT0n + 1
/  _  \"+1 a
V o  y
2 -5
and
1 2
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2 -6
In the above equations, £ 0 is the uniaxial strain rate at stress <x0, n is the creep 
exponent and
where £ is strain rate, C is a constant, n is the power creep exponent, Qc is the 
activation energy for creep, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin 
(Ashby1990).
2 .3 .5  S o l id  S ta t e  D i f f u s i o n  a n d  C o a r s e n in g
Solid state diffusion consists o f surface, volume (lattice) and grain-boundary diffusion. 
Due to chemical potential differences in the micro structure material diffuses from and 
alongside the contact area between particles and fills the free spaces, which in turn 
leads to densification and shrinkage. Sintering models with simplified forms shown in 
equation (2- 9) can be introduced through an estimate of the relative rate of neck 
growth for surface, volume and grain-boundary diffusion mechanisms
where X  is the neck diameter, r is grain radius, t is sintering time, and $  is a term that 
collects together material and geometric constants based on the sintering mechanism. 
The values of n, m and $  change with the mechanism of mass transport.
2 -7
Power law creep can also be written in the following format
£ =  Ca" exp 2 -8
( X Y _  Q
2 -9
K2 r) (2 r)a
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Sintering usually starts with surface diffusion during heating to the sintering 
temperature. Surface diffusion will not lead to densification because material is not 
being moved from between the particles to bring the centres closer together. Instead it 
leads to coarsening i.e a change of shape without shrinkage (German 1996). Equation 
(2- 9) for surface diffusion can be written in following format
where Ds is surface diffusivity, y is surface energy, Q is atomic volume, k is 
Boltsmann’ s constant and T is absolute sintering temperature.
In volume (lattice) diffusion matter is transported through the particle interior. The 
vacancies and atoms move in opposite directions and swap places so that material is 
redistributed to the neck region. If the source of the material is not the surface this 
leads to shrinkage and densification. The coefficients m and n, and also the material
and geometric term ^ , in the volume diffusion transport mechanism change such that
where Dv is volume diffusivity.
In grain boundary diffusion, grain boundaries act as perfect sources and sinks for the 
diffusing atoms, due to their irregular structure. The activation energy for mass flow in 
grain boundary diffusion is usually between that for surface diffusion and volume 
diffusion (German 1996). In case of grain boundary diffusion mechanism, equation (2- 
9) can be written as follow
2 r)
x Y  (56D,yQ 4/3/k r ) j  
j ~ (2r)4
2 -1 0
(X j  {S0D,rn/kT)t
2- 11
U  r) (2 r)3
where 8  is grain boundary width and Db is grain boundary diffusivity.
Equation (2- 11) and (2- 12) are valid for initial stage of sintering where shrinkage is 
linked to neck growth. The governing equation for the entire sintering process in grain 
boundary and volume diffusion is discussed in the following section.
14
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V o lu m e (lattice) 
diffusion
to— -  iI----H
o - l LGrain boundary  
diffusion
a) b)
V olu m e (lattice) diffusion
Grain boundary 
diffusion
a’)
Figure 2.4. Volume and grain boundary densification in stage 1 sintering
(after Ashby, 1990)
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2 .4  C o n s t i t u t iv e  L a w s
2 .4 .1  O v e r v ie w
The constitutive law expresses the strain rate with the stresses &0- through a strain 
rate potential function (f>. The constitutive law also should be accompanied by an 
expression to evaluate grain growth. Regarding different sintering processes, many 
authors have proposed various constitutive laws. Some o f them have been based on the 
assumption of a simple material model and structural evolution during sintering; these 
are micromechanical models. The real microstructure is much more complex than 
assumed and in addition the dominant mechanism of material transportation changes 
throughout sintering process as temperature, grain size and density change. Therefore, 
to accommodate all those complications and uncertainties into the constitutive law, a 
basic form of constitutive law is assumed and then empirical expressions which are 
fitted with suitable experimental data, are developed instead of making assumption 
about the microstructure. These are called empirical constitutive laws.
In this section, different constitutive laws for sintering will be reviewed. The models 
differ with respect to the dominant mechanisms, often in the form of their parameters 
and coefficients because o f diversity in ceramic powders and sintering processes. 
Although the effect o f sintering temperature and all the other materials information, 
for example chemical composition, density and grain-size, are compressed into the 
constitutive law, the structure of the constitutive laws can be the same.
Cocks (1994) has demonstrated that for fine grained materials the general structure of 
the constitutive law can be expressed in term of stress magnitude and strain rate 
potential function. Cocks (1994) assumed a general situation where a porous body is 
subjected to stress 'Ey and deforms at strain rate Etj as shown in figure 2-5.
16
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t t
I  N
S i j  5 Ejj
Figure 2.5. A porous body deforms with strain rate Etj due to combination of stresses 
and matter redistribution (adapted from Cocks 1994).
As microstructure changes through consuming pores and diffusion along grain 
boundaries the system tries to reduce its free energy. The dissipation energy rate per 
unit volume d, of the system can be related to potential function, so
d = <j>. 2 -1 3
Potential function can be expressed in term of grain size L, relative density D, 
sintering temperature T, von Mises effective stress cre, mean stress <Jm and sintering 
potential crs (Cocks 1994, Pan, 2003) such as
</> - D,T, <Jc,crm -crs) 2 -1 4
The microscopic strain rate, sf can be related to stress, Gy, through the potential 
function presented in equation (2- 14), so
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£ , J  =  T—  D,T,ffe,cr - cr,)] 2 -1 5
and densification rate, D  can be related to mean stress crm also through the potential 
function
E = D P ~  2 -1 6
0 (7,,,
in which crm =  -c r ^  is the mean stress and
.2 3
<  =  2 S»S'J 2- 17
Deviatoric stress Sv is expressed as,
Rij ®ij 2 - 18
An example of the strain rate potential function $ is equation (2- 19), which assumes 
grain boundary diffusion is the dominant mechanism, (Pan, 2003).
(f> = AQ
A?Z> exP| ^/RT
TL3
2 -1 9
Here, A0 is a coefficient, Dgb and Qgb are the pre-exponential constant and the
activation energy for grain boundary diffusion, R is the gas constant, and f  and / 2 
are functions of relative density, D.
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Ma and Cocks (1996) have proposed a general form of potential function for a grain 
boundary diffusion controlled mechanism, denoted by subscript b, for both 
micromechanical and empirical constitutive laws as
In the above equations, £ob is the uniaxial strain rate at stress cr0 for a fully dense 
material o f grain size L0. The difference between the micromechanical model and the 
empirical model is in the sintering potential as and Cb (D) and fh(D) which are 
functions that represent bulk and shear viscosity, respectively (Du and Cocks 1992).
2 .4 .2  S in t e r i n g  P o t e n t ia l
The driving force for the sintering process is described by the sintering potential crs. 
Although an externally applied pressure accelerates the sintering process, a porous 
body will shrink even without external force. The reduction energy associated with a 
free surface y s which is often higher than the grain boundary y b is the cause of the
sintering potential. On the atomic scale, the atoms at the surface need less activation 
energy to move because there is lower degree of chemical bonding on the surface than 
across the grain boundary region. In a porous body sintering potential is related to the 
surface tension or traction normal to the surface. However, reducing the grain 
boundary area leads to energy dissipation which contributes to sintering potential 
(Svoboda et al 1994 and Lam 1999). On the scale of the particle size, there is a 
chemical potential difference between a flat surface and a curved one. There is higher 
free energy associated with a convex surface compared with a flat area and energy can 
be lowered further by atoms moving to a concave surface (the neck area) or grain- 
boundaries. As a result, mass transportation occurs from the particle contact into the 
pores. For large pores, the sintering potential can be represented as the traction force
Cb(p)
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acting normal to the surface of a pore as shown in figure 2.6 which yields the well- 
known result as:
<r = 2y/r 2- 21
where r is pore radius.
Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram showing the direction of movement of matter.
The total free energy for a porous body with free surfaces and grain boundaries can be 
expressed as
E = jr ,d T +  fy sbd r  2_22 
E I*
where ys and yg b are surface and grain boundary energy which have an approximate 
relationship yg b .
The sintering potential can be defined as
2 0
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O’,  -  ™ —  =  <r,(r.>r*,D,L) 2 - 23
p o r e
where £  is the total free energy of the solid and Vpore is the total volume o f the pores 
in the solid and D  and L are relative density and grain size respectively.
Hsueh et al. (1986), De Jonghe et al. (1986) and De Jonghe and Rahaman (1988) 
proposed that the sintering potential is independent of grain size and density. So the 
sintering potential can be set as a constant (for instance 1 MPa in accordance with 
Hsueh et al. 1986) throughout sintering. Others believe that sintering potential 
depends on the specific energies of the free surface and the grain boundary, the grain 
size and relative density. Evans and Hsueh (1986) proposed that the sintering potential 
for large pores surrounded by a number of grains is dependant on outward acting 
traction at the pore surface, associated with surface energy and inward acting traction 
at the grain boundaries, associated by grain boundary energy. Ashby (1990) showed 
that the sintering potential depends on the grain size and relative density. The idea is 
that the mean number of contact neighbours between particles grows with relative 
density D  and the average growth of area of each contact depends on the radius of the 
particles. In that case, different equations should be applied for different stages of 
sintering.
2 .4 .3  G r a in  G r o w t h
Grain-growth is always inevitable in sintering. As sintering proceeds, there are 
changes in grain shape and size. In a typical sintering process, the average grain-size 
can easily increase by an order o f magnitude. The enhanced mass transport resulting 
from the lowering of the free energy also leads to extensive grain growth, especially in 
the later stages (Brook 1969, Ashby 1990,Pan 2003). Reducing grain boundary energy 
by eliminating them to form bigger grains is the main driving force behind grain 
growth. Grain-growth changes the average diffusion distance for matter redistribution 
and affects the constitutive law dramatically. The particles with larger mean radii will 
grow while the ones with smaller radii will be consumed. It should be mentioned that
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in some sintering processes, sinter bonds between particles form without densification, 
a process known as coarsening. As densification is desirable in most sintering 
processes, the balance between densification and coarsening rates is important in 
determining the microstructure and properties of the sintered materials. An accurate 
grain-growth law is a critical part of a constitutive law. In recent years, several 
authors have introduced different methods to evaluate grain growth and microstructure 
evolution. Cocks and Gill (1996) categorized those attempts into two different groups, 
deterministic and probabilistic models. To determine the parameters in a grain-growth 
law, one has to carry out a series of interrupted sintering tests and measure the grain- 
size usually using scanning electron microscopy which is an expensive and time 
consuming exercise.
Most of the grain growth equations that will be discussed later are expressions 
extracted from deterministic models. However, it should be noted that grain growth in 
this study is considered as the growth of mean grain size. The study of microstructure 
evolution is beyond the scope of this study. The grain growth rate L can be defined as 
a function of temperature T, relative density D  and instantaneous grain size, L as 
follows:
L = i(T,D,L) 2 -2 4
A  method of developing grain growth laws has been proposed by Du and Cocks 
(1992) with regard to Brook’s (1969) and Ashby’s (1990) work. Brook (1969) 
identified three different interactions between pores and grain boundaries which are 
based on driving pressure for grain growth and mobility of pores and grain boundaries 
as functions of pore size and grain size. Firstly, pores separate from grain boundaries 
due to lower velocity of pores than the grain boundary velocity. Secondly, interaction 
occurs when pores migrate with the grain boundaries, which the interaction is 
controlled by pores mobility. Finally, interaction occurs when pores migrate with grain 
boundaries and the grain boundary mobility controls the interaction. As most of the 
grain growth occurs in later stages, Du and Cooks (1992) have developed a grain 
growth law for stage 2 o f sintering based on identification of driving pressure. Then 
conditions of the transition of grain growth from stage 2 to stage 3 were identified. 
After that, with the same analogy to stage 2 and considering porosity condition in
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stage 1, a grain growth law for stage 1 was developed. Du and Cooks (1992) proposed 
that the grain growth rate can be expressed as
and/? is a mechanism of material transport based constant. For most common 
situation of surface diffusion controlled mobility J3 = 4.
2 .5  D iffe r e n t  C o n s t i t u t iv e  L a w s  in t h e  L ite ra tu re
2.5.1 Overview
As discussed above there are several possible mechanisms for the densification of a 
green body. As sintering laws are often designed for a specific sintering process, a 
universal constitutive law does not exist. Even for the same governing mechanism, 
different authors have developed different constitutive laws. In the constitutive law, 
the relationship between the strain rates and the stresses can be either linear or non­
linear. Particle size is a major factor to control whether the constitutive law is linear or 
non-linear. Submicron particles, especially nano-sized particles, tend to behave non- 
linearly because of the large driving force and the short diffusion distance , (Pan 2004, 
Kim and Kim 1999, Hagueand Mayo 1995, Jan and Cocks 1997), while larger 
particles tend to behave linearly. Another issue in matter redistribution during 
sintering is that the diffusion process is very sensitive to the chemical composition and 
the shortest diffusion distance available. A  small variation in the chemical impurity 
can change the diffusion coefficient by several orders of magnitude. The current
2- 25
where
2- 26
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generation of constitutive laws does not take the chemical effect into account because 
of the uncertainty in knowing the exact chemical composition.
Ashby (1990) has identified plastic yielding, power-law creep and lattice and 
boundary diffusion as the mechanisms for the full range of sintering processes. He 
based his work on the study of the growth of the contact area between two particles 
(the neck). The pressure at the contact area determines the local rates of diffusion. As 
densification proceeds the contact area will increase. This leads to lower pressures and 
in turn this will affect the densification rate. At high homologous temperatures, 
densification may proceed by power-law creep or the direct diffusional transport of 
material. Some mechanisms, such as grain-boundary diffusion, are less sensitive to 
pressure than others so at low pressure and in fine-grained powders, the diffusional 
mechanism seems to be the governing mechanism. The other possibility for the 
dominant mechanism is interface reaction. The grain boundary diffusion models 
assume that grain boundaries act as perfect sources and sinks for diffusing atoms. This 
is not always true and some energy can be expended on adding or removing atoms to 
or from a grain-boundary site, a process called interface reaction. Cocks (1994) has 
also examined the general structure of constitutive laws for sintering when interface 
reaction is the dominant mechanism. It should be noted that for lattice and boundary 
diffusion mechanisms a linear kinetic law has often been assumed, which leads to a 
linear relationship between strain rate and stress in the constitutive law. The interface 
reaction on the other hand leads to a non-linear constitutive law.
Another attempt to develop a constitutive law for sintering was the linear-viscous 
description of the process by Hsueh et al. (1986). In this model, viscosities are 
expressed as a function of the relative density. The key aspect o f this work is that it 
provided a set of equations in terms of relative density as the single state variable. 
McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) and Cocks et al. (1991) have also provided general 
constitutive relationships for deformation and densification for stage 1 and 2, 
respectively, assuming that grain boundary diffusion is the dominant mechanism. 
Riedel et al (1994) derived constitutive laws for the intermediate and late stages based 
on their numerical simulations of the pore evolution in a uniform powder compact. 
McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) derived a stage 1 constitutive law assuming that the
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powder compact consists o f uniform spheres with the number of contacting necks on 
each sphere depending on the relative density.
Pan and Cocks (1994) derived a set o f constitutive laws for the final stage of sintering 
assuming that the material consisted of a uniform 3D array of tetralcaidecahedron 
shaped grains. In most cases, when external pressure is low and the material is fine 
grained, it can be assumed that grain-boundary diffusion is the dominant mechanism 
of sintering (Helle et al 1985).
In a different approach, experimental data can be used to fit the unknown constants in 
empirical expressions of the constitutive laws. As stated, different constitutive laws 
have been developed for different stages in the sintering process. One advantage of the 
empirical expressions is that a single set of expressions can be used throughout the 
entire sintering process. For example, a complicated interaction between grain 
boundary diffusion, surface diffusion and lattice diffusion may come into play. 
Although a constitutive law has been developed for each of these mechanisms, putting 
them together at the same time may be difficult whereas the empirical constitutive law 
is applicable to the complicated reaction. The disadvantage of this method is that the 
empirical parameters must be determined for every different material.
2 .5 .2  C o n s t i t u t i v e  M o d e ls
It was shown in a previous section 2.4.1 that constitutive law links the total strain rate, 
Gy, to stresses, cr., through a so called strain rate potential function, (j) . The total
strain rate can be identified as a combination of elastic, Sy, and inelastic, s*, strain 
rates so,
Sy = Sy + Sy 2~ 27
Large deformation in a sintering process is a result of large volumetric inelastic strain, 
and according to Hsueh et al (1986) and Rides et al (1989) the contribution of small 
elastic strain can be omitted. The controlling mechanism is assumed to be a linear-
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viscous reaction therefore the constitutive law is described as linear with the bulk and 
shear viscosities functions o f relative density. Using equation (2- 15) the strain rate 
can be expressed in terms of effective stress, cre, deviatoric stress, Sj, and mean
stress, crmi which yields (Du and Cocks 1993)
d(j) d(j) dcre 1 d(f) x
£u dc7 ,j dor, dS,j +  3 da. 2 - 28
Therefore a possible general structure for the linear constitutive relationship (Du and 
Cocks, 1992) can be given as
£u
(Jo
C(D)SijFmD)(<Jm-cJs)5ij 2- 29
in which £tj is the inelastic (or creep) strain-rate, L0 is the initial mean grain size, 
cr0 is a reference stress, eQ9 is the strain-rate experienced by a fully dense 
material of grain-size, L0, at a constant uniaxial reference stress cr0, a is a 
dimensionless material constant reflecting the sensitivity of the deformation 
response and f(D) and C(D) are dimensionless functions of the relative density 
D.
There are a number of different material models which give rise to equation (2- 
29) and these are discussed in the following sections. It should be noted that Du 
and Cocks (1992) followed Coble’ s definition (Coble and Kingry 1956) of 4 
different stages to the sintering process, la, lb, 2 and 3, as follows:
Stage la : the sintering process has just started and the green body still contains 
loosely packed powder particles. The relative density is low and pores are connected 
together. Average grain size remains constant.
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Stage lb : when relative density reaches about 0.6 the transition to stage lb will occur. 
The pores are still connected together and form a network. The grain size starts to 
increase.
Stage 2: As the relative density reaches a higher level, about 0.95, the sintering 
process changes to stage 2. Grain growth is continuing but pores separate from each 
other. There is no interconnected network of pores. Just isolated pores exist.
Stage 3: At this stage, densification has reached its final level. The grain boimdaries 
are moving away from pores. The pores will remain isolated and trapped inside the 
grain. The only sign of the process proceeding is the increase in the grain size.
2 .5 .3  M e c h a n i s t i c  M o d e ls  d u e  t o  H e i le ,  E a s t e r l i n g  a n d  A s h b y
In these mechanistic models (Helle et al. 1985) deformation and densification are 
determined by the rate of diffusion transport in the compact. The theoretical model is 
based on the assumption that the powder particles are spherical and of a single size. 
The effect of particle rearrangement is discarded, as it is applicable only in the very 
early stage of sintering. As the sintering proceeds the number of contact neighbours 
and the average contact area increase. To model these aspects, the arrangement of 
particle centres is described by a radial distribution function. In other words, the 
spherical particles grow in radius around fixed centres and a given particle develops 
regions of overlap with its neighbours. The overlapping volume is calculated and 
redistributed in the void space. The growing particles touch more neighbours, and as a 
result the number of contacts increases. It is clear that the boundary diffusion is 
responsible for developing the overlap zone so there is a rate of deposition of material 
on one particle. At the same time there is a rate of removal of the overlapping volume 
from the contact zones of one particle. By equating these two rates, the densification 
rate is calculated. Using this approach, Helle et al. (1985) obtained expressions for 
f(D) for both stage 1 and stage 2.
In stage 1, it was found that
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0.54(1 -D0f
2 - »
where Z)0 is initial relative density of the compact. Observation of a forging
experiment on ceramic powders showed that during the early stages o f a test, as the 
green body becomes shorter in the direction of loading, there is no transverse straining 
(no change in the other two dimensions). To model this aspect, the ratio o f /(£> ) to 
C(D) in equation (2- 31) must be 0.5. i.e.
RD)
C(D) = 0.5. 2 -31
The equation for C(D) is therefore given by
D ( D - D j
McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) proposed the same expression for C (D ) , but with a 
different coefficient:
C ( D h 2S = H -D{D-D0f '
which leads to —  =  0.2
C(D)
The analysis o f Helle et al. (1985) gives
/(£ > ) = — (?- •P) . 2 -3 4
The expression [ / ( D ) /  C(D ) =  0.5 ] is not valid for stage 2 because the body is no 
longer a porous body with loosely connected particles but relatively dense with strong
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bonds between grains and isolated pores. Cocks and Du (1992) analysed the shear 
deformation of a solid containing a regular array of spherical pores and proposed an 
equation for C(D) for stage 2:
[1-25(1 — £>)2'3] 2 35
2 .5 .4  C o n s t i t u t i v e  M o d e l  B a s e d  o n  G r a in  B o u n d a r y  D i f f u s i o n  b y  H s u e h ,  
E v a n s ,  C a n n o n  a n d  B r o o k
Hsueh et al (1986) proposed a set o f expressions for the functions 
/ ( D ) and C(D) which can be used throughout stage 1 and stage 2:
{D)=bx{x-pf 2 _ 3 6
J \  )  D
C(p)- D ~ U 2 . 2 -3 7
in which bi and b2  are numerical constants which need to be determined by 
experiments. After fitting experimental data, Hsueh et al. (1986) obtained:
f{D) = — ■ I e ° ) —  2 -3 8
Hsueh et al. (1986) showed densification rate, in a relatively general form, to exhibit 
the dependence
b~ng(D)d\\.-{°„lcrAl>)]}L~a 2 -3 9
where p is densification rate, <Jm is the mean stress or actual stress, determined by 
differential sintering rates and the viscoelastic response of a porous material, n is the
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average number of pores per grain, g is a relatively weak function of the density, d is 
diffusivity and a is an exponent that indicates the dependence of grain size on the 
densification rate (usually 3 to 4). As sintering proceeds, the density increases so the 
number of pores per grain, n, decreases and approaches zero at full density. Hence, a
functional dependence, n ~  (l -  D )a, is assumed, such that a is an exponent that allows 
n to vary appreciably as the relative density increases.
Expression (2- 39) can be restated as a densification rate equation:
d  = a {\-d )“ L~a 2- 40
where A is a temperature dependent parameter. Note that p is density and D  is 
relative density.
Hsueh et al (1986) proposed the following expression for grain growth:
L = L~kf(p) 2- 41
where k is an exponent and / ( D )  is a function of density. To find the relationship 
between grain growth and density throughout the sintering period, experimental 
observation was used and it was assumed that the coupled dependence of grain size on 
density and time is reflected in the exponent of grain size and is a function of sintering 
temperature and initial density in the following format:
X " = X" +  B{D0 ,T)t 2 -4 2
where L0 and D0 are the initial particle size and density respectively, m is a
coefficient (with a value of 3 based on Coble’ s experiment) and B is a function of 
temperature and initial density.
For stress-free sintering am = 0 .  Combining (2- 40) and (2- 42) gives
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D A
(1 + » ) " "  2' 43
To have the expression in terms o f density instead of densification rate, equation (2- 
43) should be integrated over time with the condition that D  —» 1 as t - »  oo, giving,
1 Dq
D =  1- T   —  —   2 -4 4
The analysis of diffusional creep in porous solids indicates that the viscosity has the 
form (Hsueh et al., 1986)
^ = 7 / C(D ) 2 -4 5
where C is function o f density and rjf is the viscosity of fully dense material. Raj and 
Ashby (1971) proposed that
KTL3Tjf= --------------------------------------------------  2 -4 6,f Q(DbSb+DvL)
where DbSb is the grain boundary diffusivity, Dv is the volume diffusivity, K  is the 
bulk modulus and Q  is the atomic volume. Combining (2- 45) and (2- 46) yields
77 =  H(T)LnC(D) 2- 47
where H  is a material and temperature dependent parameter and n is a coefficient 
(2 < n < 3). Assuming a power law function for C(D)
C(D) = (D)p 2- 48
where pis a coefficient. Using equation (2- 42) for grain size, the viscosity becomes
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r; = H(L1 +Btf'"(DY 2 -4 9
Combining equation (2- 44) and (2- 49) yields
77 = HL\ (l -  £ > „ (Df (l -  2- 50
which can be simplified as:
?? = 770(Z))p ( 1 -O ) - a 2 -51
where rjQ is a reference viscosity and A (=n/m/3) is a new coefficient. To use the 
constitutive viscosity law (2- 51), these two viscosity parameters need to be found as 
fitting parameters. Using experimental data for alumina at 1500°C yields 770 =100 GPa,
P = 0.5 and A =1.67. Creep data obtained for porous alumina shows excellent 
agreement with equation (2 -51) (Hsueh et al. , 1986).
2 .5 .5  T h e  L in e a r  E m p i r i c a l  M o d e l  o f  C o c k s  a n d  D u
In this empirical model (Du and Cocks, 1992) f(D) and C(D) were determined by 
fitting the data from Coble and Kingery (1956). It was assumed that the same 
functional form of C(D) could be used throughout stage 1 and 2, i. e.:
C(Z>) =  IT " 2 -5 2
where h is a material constant. To determine h, the general form o f constitutive model, 
equation (2- 29) was fitted to Coble and Kingery’s experimental data. In this case h - 
5.26. As mentioned earlier, it was assumed that the ratio of f(D) to C(D) is 0.5, thus
c ( z > ) = z r 5“  2 -5 3
and
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2- 54
The equation proposed for / ( D ) during stage 2 is given by
2 -5 5
where a  and b were determined, by fitting Coble’ s sintering data, as 0.29 and 1.2, 
respectively, giving
growth still continues. With these assumptions, the constitutive relationship for stage 3 
becomes
The sintering potential is a fundamental parameter in the constitutive relationship. As 
discussed previously (in section 2.4.2), Hsueh et al. (1986) assumed that the sintering 
potential is constant throughout the process, while other authors suggest that the 
sintering potential is a function of relative density and grain size. Ashby (1990) 
provided expressions of < j s for both stage 1 and stage 2. In stage 1, in which there is
interconnected porosity and discontinuous necks exist between the particles, Ashby 
suggested that
2 -5 6
Once the green body reaches its full density, there is no further densification but grain
2- 57
cr   -D2 (2D-0.64)
0.006L
2 -5 8
As the body reaches higher relative densities, instead of an interconnected pore 
network, there are isolated pores surrounded by four grain junctions. Ashby assumed 
that the pores were spherical and obtained.
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cr, = 2ys 2- 59
where ys is the surface free energy per unit area and / is the mean pore radius given by
1 = 1 ~D]3 L 2- 60
Combining (2- 59) and (2- 60) gives:
cr. = 4ys(\-D
V i
2-61
Finally, an expression for the rate of grain growth rate is required to complete the 
constitutive law. Based on the work by Brook (1969) and Ashby (1990), Du and 
Cocks suggested that 
for stage 1:
L- Lr 2- 62
for stage 2:
and for stage 3
L = Lr (1 -Dff 2- 63
L = L,(L V 1 -  5.5(1 2- 64
where (3 is a constant that depends on the mechanism of material transport. (3 is 
equal to 4 if the controlling mechanism is surface diffusion. L0 is the reference grain 
growth rate and a material constant and Lb is the rate of grain-growth in the fully 
dense material with mean grain-size L0.
By fitting Coble’ s experimental data to the above equations, the value of different 
material parameters s0, L0, Lb, <r0 and ys were obtained. These are given in tables
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2.1 and 2.2. for when the sintering potential is set to a constant value or calculated by 
using equations (2- 58) and (2- 6 1 ), respectively.
Table 2.1. M a t e r i a l  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  c o n s t i t u t i v e  l a w s  w h e n  t h e  s i n t e r i n g  p o t e n t i a l  i s  
s e t  t o  b e  I M P a  ( a d a p t e d  f r o m  D u  a n d  C o c k s  1 9 9 2 )
Model ^0 L0 (m s '1) Lb (ms'1) o-o (MPa) y (Jm'2)
Mechanistic 
(Helle et a/., 1985) 4.53 X l0 "4 7.48 xlO “10 1.20 xlO -8
r l
Hsueh et al, (1986). 3.I6X 10-3 l.9xlO "10 3.04 X 10~9 JL
T q
l
Empirical 
(Du and Cocks, 1992)
3.62X 10-4 1.76X 10~10 2.82 xlO -9
r
To
l
Table 2.2. M a t e r i a l  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  c o n s t i t u t i v e  l a w s  w h e n  t h e  s i n t e r i n g  p o t e n t i a l  i s  
c o n s i d e r e d  a s  a  v a r i a b l e  ( a d a p t e d  f r o m  D u  a n d  C o c k s  1 9 9 2 )
Model ao Tq ( ms'1) Tb (rns'1) o-o (MPa) y (Jm'2)
Mechanistic 
(Helle etal., 1985) 3.35 XlO"5 1.5XKT10 2.4 XlO"9
Y
To
l
Hsueh etal. ,(1986). 2.66 xlO -4 5.3 X l0 _1° 8.48 XlO-9
r
To
l
Empirical 
(Du and Cocks, 1992) 2.23 XlO-5 1.5X10"10 2.4 XlO"9
r
To
l
2 .5 .6  C o n s t i t u t i v e  L a w  f o r  S t a g e  1 S in t e r i n g  B a s e d  o n  G r a in - B o u n d a r y  
D i f f u s io n  b y  M c M e e k in g  a n d  K u h n
In this model it is assumed that diffusion is very rapid on the free surface of the 
powder particles. Since mass diffusion tends to be faster along free surfaces than along 
grain boundaries, the mass relocation from grain boundaries to the free surface
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controls the sintering rate. McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) assumed that the powder 
particles are monosize and randomly arranged so that the assemblage is 
macroscopically uniform and isotropic.
The structure of the constitutive model is expressed as,
£,J = 2 >  S* +  3k (C7'" ~ )5>l 2~65
where p and k are average bulk and shear viscosities, respectively.
In order to follow the same structure as equation (2- 29), (2- 65) can be re-written as
4  =  ~ ] 2- 66
The McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) expressions for p and k are
k ~ 4  j 2' 3 D 2(D-D0)2L2 
d ) 36(l-D0)2Db
2- 67
and
D„ Y /3 D 2(D-D,)2Li
M = D 60 (l-D„)2Db2r> I D,
2/3
3 D2(D-Da)r,cL
5 ( 1 - 4 )
2-.68
After rearrangement, (2- 67) and (2- 68) can be written in terms o ff(D) and C(D) as
/(£ > ) =
36(1 - D j
3 (D„ s  2/3
\J>/
d 2(d -d J
2- 69
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C(D) = 60(1- A , ) 2
n V 'Vo 
D
D 2(D-Dj +36.D2( D -Dj.MDb.T]c 2- 70
where ric and A  are the drag coefficient for the shearing of bonded contacts and the
effective diffusion coefficient, respectively, and 77 =  ~ ~ .
L
The sintering potential is expressed as
d 2c d - a )
a - d 0)
Dp
D
. 1/3
2-71
in which cr0 is the capillarity stress which is given by
CTo = r ,( * i  + ^ 2 ) 2 -7 2
where at, and k2 are the principal curvatures of the particle surface at the contact 
perimeter. For small contacts, the approximate value for cr0 due to Coble and Coblenz 
et. al. as cited by McMeeking and Kuhn (1992) is given by
a0=\2ys(l-D0)/L(.D-D0) 2 -7 3
Applying equation (2- 73) to (2- 71) gives
cr =
12 ysD :fDt v /3
\Dj
2- 74
Alternative expressions for p and k are
D(D-D0)2L3 , 3(D-D0)rlcL+ ■
72(1 — A )  A  2(1 -  A  )
and
2- 75
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J:_ D(D-D0)2L3 
43(1 -D0)2Db
2- 76
which are consistent with the constitutive laws of Helle et al. (1985), discussed in 
section 2.5.3.
2 .5 .7  C o n s t i t u t i v e  M o d e l  f o r  S t a g e  2  o f  S in t e r i n g  B a s e d  o n  G r a in -  
B o u n d a r y  D i f f u s i o n  b y  P a n  a n d  C o c k s
Pan and Cocks (1994) proposed a constitutive model for the stage 2 sintering of fine­
grained material. In the model, grain-boundary diffusion is assumed to be the 
governing mechanism. Firstly, it was assumed that the particles are tetrakaidecahedra 
in a uniform array with spherical pores at each grain boundary vertex.
Secondly it was assumed that the grains are rigid and there is no resistance to relative 
sliding of grains along the grain boundaries.
Pan and Cocks (1994) obtained:
2- 77
where
r~ “‘115 - j—
/ ,  (d ) = 0.999976 -  21.06546 — ( !-£ > )  +59.8456 —  ( l - D )
n rc
—14 / 3 2- 78
-5 1 .5 2 8 4  —  ( l-£ > )
1C
and
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f2 (D) = -1 .426266 + 2.86581
V 2
— (1 ~D)
2/3
-1 .87655 — (l -D)
n n
4/3
-1 .3 0 0 4  In
n
( l - u )
1/3 2- 79
The sintering potential was determined as
O'. =  — = jf=rX(D) 2 -8 0
O'o ^  %
in which %  = —  
s
 ^ , V = 8a/2 , crc = —  -ys(kx + a:2) ,  /ci =  /c2 = ~ a n d
t/o 2-\/2
^ (D ) = 1 2 - ( 3  + 4V3)^r
cr.
'V2
/r
( l - D )
2/3
I?
2-81
2 .5 .8  C o n s t i t u t i v e  M o d e l  B a s e d  o n  C o u p le d  D i f f u s i o n  M e c h a n is m  b y  
B e s s o n  a n d  A b o u a f
Besson and Abouaf (1992) proposed an alternative model for the coupled diffusion 
mechanism.
Using the same structure as equation (2- 66) the diffusion strain rate is
Adiff exp( QdifflRT)
dlff TJ3
and the interface reaction strain rate is
f(D)(<jkk-3crs)SiJ+-C(D)SiJ
A, =
Ar eXp (~  Qir /RT)
T J }
f  (D)(crfct -  3 (7  J d y  + ~ C ( D ) S y
2- 82
2- 83
where Ad iff is the diffusional densification constant, Air, is the interface reaction 
densification constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, Qdiff is the
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diffusional activation energy and Qir is the interface reaction activation energy. The 
total strain rate is
1 1 1
“  = " —  + —  2 -8 4
£ ij £ d if f  £ ir
Expressions for f(D) and C(D) are proposed as,
/(£ > ) = [20.19(1 2 -8 5
and
C(D) = 1 +  [28.55 (l -  £>)]'6,8 2- 86
Sintering potential was estimated for different tests with the help of densification 
kinetics during sintering. The results are plotted in figure 2-2 for T= 1200°C, 1300°C 
and 1400°C, showing that the sintering potential is actually much smaller than the 
applied pressure. In another compressive sinter-forging test o f alumina at 1500°C, 
sintering potential was extrapolated to enable comparison with the ones plotted in 
figure 2.7. Both sets o f data are essentially in agreement (Besson and Abouaf 1992).
4
3
Sintering 
Potential MPa 2
l
o
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Relative density
Figure 2.7. Sintering potential as a function of relative density at 1200°C, 1300°C 
and 1400°C. The literature data (%)obtained by extrapolating 
compressive sinter-forging tests(after Besson and Abouaf1992).
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2 .5 .9  C o n s t i t u t i v e  M o d e l  B a s e d  o n  C o u p le d  D i f f u s io n  M e c h a n is m  b y  
H e  a n d  M a
He and Ma (2001) employed a coupled mechanism of grain-boundary diffusion and 
interface reaction to investigate the high-temperature densification rate of undoped 
stoichiometric lead zirconia titanate (PZT) in work similar to that of Besson and 
Abouaf (1992).
Based on the works o f Cocks and Du (1992, 1994), the expression for the volumetric 
strain-rate, svdiff, where grain-boundary diffusion is the dominant mechanism is given 
as
where fb(p) is the dimensionless function of relative density for grain-boundary
interface reaction and <xe is the Von Mises effective stress.
He and Ma (2003) stated that the processes of grain-boundary diffusion and interface 
reaction are sequential therefore the total volumetric strain rate, svc, is
and for the interface reaction strain rate, sVir, as
diffusion, fr (l>) and cr (d ) are the dimensionless functions of relative density for
  1—.—
v  S V d iff £ V ir  J
2- 89
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The uniaxial constant strain rate s0 under an applied stress cr0 for a material of grain 
size Lo is determined by
A \~Qds o =  exp —•= ■
RT I RT 2- 90
where A  is a material constant independent of temperature and Qd is the appropriate 
activation energy relevant to the mechanism. Applied stress is expressed as
crn = 2 -91
The sintering stress was chosen to be variable dependant on densification as
3(2 r.-n) D* 2 D - D t
V 1 A >  j
2- 92
For free sintering the effective stress, < jc , and mean stress, <rm, are zero. Hence, 
equations (2- 87) and (2- 88) reduce to
Sr\
£Vdiff ~ 9 ’ Ob(J, A ( D X - 0
2- 93
o V
and
£ Vir ~  3 £ 0r
7 )  (. o-o.
2- 94
The expressions forf,(D) andfr(D) are proposed as,
0.54(1 -£ > 0)2
D{D-Dj
2- 95
and
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2- 96
Comparing experiment results with constitutive modelling results for various sintering 
temperatures given very good agreement (He and Ma 2003).
2 .5 .1 0  A  C o n s t i t u t i v e  L a w  C o n s id e r i n g  P a r t i c le  S iz e  D is t r i b u t i o n
shape. This is obviously not true in practice and experiments have shown that the 
particle size distribution has a significant effect on the sintering rate (Franklin and 
Rand 1996, Darcovich and Cloutier 1999 and Darcovich et al., 2003).
Darcovich et al (2003) proposed a constitutive model to accommodate the effects of 
the particle size distribution, so that the essential differences between the real sintering 
process (with a wide particle size distribution) and an idealized process (with mean 
particle size and average powder properties) could be identified. The Shinagawa 
constitutive model (Shinagawa, 1999) is based on the grain boundary diffusion 
mechanism.
The constitutive strain rate equation is given by
In most of the constitutive laws it is assumed that the particles are of uniform size and
2- 97
where rj is the shear viscosity term for full density and n = 2.5. 
An expression for the viscosity term, rj, is given by
a 1 k TL3 
77 ~ 3e ~ 3 47 QvDt
<J
2- 98
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where Q  is the atomic volume, v is the width of the grain boundary, Db is the grain 
boundary diffusion coefficient, kis Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute 
temperature and L is the grain size. / (D) is a function of relative density given by
and the important parameter of sintering stress was evaluated as
where y is the solid surface tension or free energy, r is the particle radius and Do is the 
initial relative density, £ and N  are constants, given as 0.5 and 5, respectively. Note 
that the sintering stress is derived from the plasticity theory of Shima and Oyane 
(1976) where compression was taken to be positive, since this is the main process for 
porous bodies. This is the opposite o f conventional expressions for <rs .
As sintering proceeds the distribution of grain sizes also evolves. Thus, finer particles 
are consumed in order for larger ones to grow. Sivakumar et al.( 1998) developed a 
relationship between the particle radius r and its frequency in the form of a distribution 
function F(y )
2- 100
2- 101
in which F(y) demonstrates the frequency of particles o f size group i in the particle
size distribution. The term vr is known as a grain growth velocity function and is 
expressed as
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where Cq is a sintering parameter o f units (mn+1s_1 ), and n is an exponent which 
depends on the mechanism o f grain growth with n = 0 for surface diffusion, »  = 1 for 
bulk diffusion and n = 2 for transportation by dislocation motion. The value of Cq for 
sintering alumina at 1500 °C is estimated as 0.02283 pm3 min"1 from densification 
rate data. The parameter rc is an instantaneous critical radius in the distribution with 
zero growth. The reason for this critical radius is that the particles with a larger radius 
grow, while particles with a smaller radius shrink. In the case of grain boundary 
diffusion as the dominant mechanism rc can be calculated from a ratio of distribution 
moments (Darcovich, Bera and Shinagawa 2003). As the simulation advances, rc is 
recalculated at each time step, and in general it increases in value as the sintering 
proceeds. Substituting equation (2- 102) into (2 -101) yields,
8F 8 (C0.F( 1 l Y  
dt dr ^ rn ( / c r = 0 2 -103
One method to solve equation (2- 103) is to transform it into two ordinary differential 
equations. In this way, each radius r and its corresponding frequency F  can be solved 
together in a marching algorithm. Now the effect of the particle size distributions can 
be applied into the constitutive law.
To accommodate the effect o f particle size distribution, weight factors should be 
assigned to the different particle sizes then the overall distributed particle size should 
be integrated. It is known that the number of contact point between particles affects the 
sintering rate. Since there are different particle sizes, there are different inter-particle 
points of contact in the body. A  coefficient can be applied to consider the effect of 
either fewer or more points o f contact, which are simultaneously contributing to the 
sintering process. Therefore a factor is employed as a ratio of the local particle size 
distribution-based coordination number (CN ) against a coordination number for a
randomly packed structure of uniform particles (CN ). Therefore, the new sintering
strain is
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j  J M  (o»n )F{rt
S PSD  -
>'s rs
rL >b
J ]>(<-/M o ,V o < * i
V  rS rS
cV NAVG J
2- 104
The value for CNpso based on Suzuki and Oshima (1985) calculations is approximated 
as 6, while for standard random packing of monosize spheres CN is estimated as 
about 8.
Shear viscosity term rj in equation (2- 98) for one pair of particles becomes
/
i1{r„rb)=KE
(2 U
0.63
3.4725
0.4725* h
2- 105
where Ke is the product of all the constants.
Equation (2- 105) demonstrates the effect of one pair o f particles. With the same 
analogy of equation (2- 104), an integration based on the statistical probability of all 
pair interaction over the entire size distribution such as used by Ting and Lin (1995) 
can be considered giving:
V p s d  ~
J ]V (o» o ,M o  M o , V o dh
rs rs
V rs rs 
( >1 rb
= 8 K,
J J M o M o ,V o  drb
} ) ( M 725 / M 4,25K , M o V o r f o
rC 'ZBavg
r
V  ^  PSD J
rS rS
>1 >b
J JM o V ( o  V o  drb
rs rs
c ,
c Npso J
2 -1 06
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2 .6  C o m p a r is o n  B e t w e e n  t h e  D iffe r e n t  C o n s t i t u t iv e  L a w s
In the previous section a number of existing models for the sintering o f fine grain 
ceramic compacts were described. The aim here is to compare these models with each 
other, regardless of their agreement with experimental data.
The shear and bulk viscosities, which are associated with functions C(D) and /(D ), are 
different in the different models. In order to compare the models, it is instructive to 
compare the viscosities. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show function/(D), for stage 1 and 2, 
respectively and figures 2.10 and 2.11 show function C(D), for stage 1 and stage 2,
correspondingly. In figures 2.12 and 2.13 the ratio of *s shown for stage 1
and stage 2, respectively. It is clear from these figures that the ratios of bulk viscosity 
to shear viscosity in stage 1 are more dissimilar to each other than the ratios in stage 2. 
One possible reason might be the different assumptions of particle packing and 
material response during stage 1 o f sintering. In contrast, the assumptions relating to 
the microstructure for stage 2 of sintering are more consistent in different models.
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B u lk  v i s c o s i t y  f ( D )  
s ta g e  1
relative density
Figure 2.8. Coefficient f(D) as a function of relative density in stage 1 sintering 
(l)-McMeeking &Kuhn 1(1992), (2)-McMeeking &Kuhn 2(1992),(3)-Besson & 
Abouaf(1990), (4)-Cocks (g. b.diff.)(1994), (5)-Helle, Easterling & Ashby (1985), (6)- 
Cocks & Du(1992), (7)-Shinagawa(l999), (8)-Hseuh (1986)
B u lk  v is c o s i t y  f ( D )  
S ta g e  2
relative density
Figure 2.9. Coefficient f(D) as a function of relative density in stage 2 sintering, (1)~ 
Pan & Cocks(1994), Cocks (g. b. diff)(1994), (3)- Helle, Easterling & Ashby(1985), 
(4)~ Cocks & Du(1992), (5)-Hseuh(1986)
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Figure 2.10. Coefficient C(D) as a function of relative density in stage 1 sintering, (1)- 
McMeeking &Kuhn 1(1992), (2)-McMeeking &Kuhn 2(1992), (3)-Cocks' (g. 
b.diff.)(1994), (4)-Helle, Easterling & Ashby (1985), ), (5)-Besson & Abouaf(1990), 
(6)-Cocks & Du(1992), (7)-Shinagawa(l999), (8)-Hseuh (1986)
s h e a r  v i s c o s i t y  C (D )  
S ta g e 2
relative density
Figure 2.11. Coefficient C(D) as a function of relative density in stage 2 sintering, (1)- 
Pan & Cocks (1994), Cocks (g. b. diff)(1994), (3)- Helle, Easterling & Ashby(1985), (4)- 
Cocks & Du(1992), (5)-Hseuh (1986)
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Figure 2.12. Ratio of f(D)/C(D) as a function of relative density in stage 1 sintering, 
(1)- Cocks & Du (1992), (2)- Shinagawa(1999),(3)- Hseuh(1986), (4)- Besson & 
Abouaf Mechanistic(1990) (5)- McMeeking &Kuhn 1(1992), (6)- Cocfcs (g. b.
diff.)(1994), (7)- McMeeking &Kuhn 2(1994), (8)- Helle, Easterling & Ashby (1985)
</>
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Figure 2.13. Ratio off(D)/C(D) as a function of relative density in stage 2 sintering, (l)-Pan 
& Cocks(1994), (2)- Cocks & Du(1992),(3)~ Helle, Easterling & Ashby(1985), (4)- Hseuh 
(1986). (5)- Cocks (g. b. diff.) (1994)
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It should be noted the differences between constitutive models are not limited to the 
functions of /(D ) and C(D). It was shown that in different models there are different 
coefficients, which are mostly dependent on material parameters, such as grain size, L. 
The other vital parameter in constitutive models that can be compared is the sintering
potential. In figure 2.14 the dimensionless sintering potential ers — , as predicted by
" y
different models, is plotted against relative density. It can be seen that different models 
predict very different sintering potentials. In most cases crs — decreases as the relative
y
density increases. Pan & Cocks (1994), however proposed a sintering potential which 
increases as sintering reaches its final stage.
C o m p a r i s io n  o f  s i n t e r i n g  p o t e n t ia l
re la t iv e  d e n s ity
Figure 2.14. The dimensionless sintering potential, crs — , as a function of relative
7
density throughout sintering (Stage 1 and 2), (l)-Pan & Cocks(1994), (2)-Coclcs &Du 
(1992), (3)-McMeeking & Kuhn(1994), (4)-Ashby stage 2(1990), (5)-Skorohod(1972) 
(Olevsky, 1998), (6)-Ashby stage 1(1990).
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2.7 C om parison of finite elem ent a n a lys is  with experim ent
In this chapter different constitutive laws have been presented. Since there are also 
different materials (and consequently various properties) and different sintering 
procedures, it is very difficult to decide which model best suits a given material. 
Several authors have compared their finite element simulation of sintering with 
experimental data. Pan (2003) has summarized some of these comparisons. Besson 
and Abouaf (1992) have also summarized some comparisons of results from computed 
finite element modelling with experimentally obtained dimensions of hot isostatically 
pressed compacts. A  combination of those two comparisons is presented in table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Comparison between finite element (FE) predictions and experimental data 
(based on Pan(2003) and Besson & Abouaf (1992)).
Reference
Constitutive
laws
Material and 
specimen 
geometry
Difference in 
deformation/ 
Shrinkage
Difference in 
Relative 
density
Difference in 
grain size
Besson el al. 
(1990)
Grain boundary 
diffusion; 
interface 
reaction
A12Oj 
(grain size 
0.35-0.5 / /m ) :
complex shape
0.03
Mori et al. 
(1997)
Viscoplasticity 
for porous solid
A12Oj 
(particle size 
0.15 ^ m ) :
complex shape
5-10% o f  
specimen 
dimension
McHugh and 
Riedel 
(1997)
Liquid phase; 
mechanism 
based
WC-Co: 
Complex shape
5 Dm out 
o f  total 
displacement 
o f  1 mm
Zipse
(1997)
Mechanism 
based by Riedel 
And Sun
Zirconia: 
Cylinder with 
Initial density 
gradient
Excellent, 
Within 
Accuracy o f  
experimental 
measurment
Kim and Jeon 
(1998)
Besson and 
Abouaf 
McMeeking 
and Kuhn
D7 tool steel 
Powder: 
Complex shape
5-10% o f 
specimen 
dimension
0.01
2 jum out 
o f  
25 jum 
sized 
grains
Kim and Park 
(1999)
Besson and 
Abouaf
Mixture o f  metal 
powders:
50 jum;
5-15% o f  the 
specimen 
dimension
0.007
Gasik and Zhang 
(2000)
Thermo elasto- 
viscoplastic
WC-Co:
cylinder
0.4 mm out 
o f  total shrinkage 
o f  1 mm
Besson and 
Abouaf(1992)
Besson and 
Abouaf
AI2O3 
(grain size 
0.01- 1.0 jum 
average0.25 jum): 
cone shape
3-20% o f 
specimen 
dimension
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2.8 Problem  of the Ex istin g  Finite Elem ent A n a ly s is
As shown in table 2.3, according to Pan (2003) the models by Mori et al., (1997), Kim 
and Jeon (1998), Kim and Park (1999) and Besson and Abouaf (1992) show relatively 
poor agreement with experimental data. Given the complex shapes used in the 
experiments, uncertainty in the initial relative density distribution is inevitable. This 
means that the simulations might start with incorrect initial density distributions, 
which can cause major errors. In contrast, the simulations by McHugh and Riedel 
(1997), and by Zipse (1997) present much more encouraging results. The very good 
agreement seems to be due more to the calibration of the material parameters than to 
the nature of the constitutive laws because they reported that a general solid state 
sintering law worked well for a liquid phase sintering case.
Another difficulty for industry in using FE modelling is that there is no specific FE 
package commercially available for the modelling of compaction and sintering. 
Currently, general-purpose finite element packages, such as ABAQUS, have to be 
used for sintering analyses. Because these packages are designed to analyse an 
extremely wide range of problems, they carry a large overhead, which means they are 
inconvenient and expensive to use. Another problem with these packages is that the 
constitutive law may not be incorrporated into them properly. As there is limited 
access to the main program structure, it may not be possible for some of equations to 
be included. Therefore developing a specific finite element code for sintering analysis 
could be enormously helpful to industry. Before this can be done, however, there is a 
need to provide a framework which can cope with the variables routinely encountered 
in the manufacture o f ceramic particles (e.g. particle size distribution). This is the basis 
of the rest of this thesis.
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2.9 C o n clu d in g  R em arks
It has been shown that simulations of sintering are highly dependent on the material 
system, sintering temperature and the average size of the powder particles. Selecting 
an appropriate constitutive law needs a deep understanding o f the process together 
with valid material property data. After selecting a constitutive law, the problem of 
obtaining its parameters arises. These parameters need to be determined by 
undertaking sintering experiments. Not all the input data are straightforward to obtain. 
Some of the parameters are natural material properties; for example, the specific 
surface and grain boundary energies and the diffusion coefficient. The other 
parameters are empirical and have to be determined for each powder. In addition, the 
sintering process is not a unique phenomenon. The same ceramic powder can be 
sintered via different sintering processes. Depending on desired final density and grain 
size, the sintering temperature profile and sintering process (i.e. isostatic or sinter 
forging) may follow a quite different path. These complications have severely limited 
the use of constitutive laws for industrial purposes. Therefore there is not a single 
constitutive law which can be recommended for use on all sintering process.
It is possible to use mechanistic models so less experimental data are required. 
However, some simplifying assumption needs to be applied to the model which may 
not reflect the real microstructure of the system. These assumptions affect the 
accuracy of the results, yet they are necessary to simplify the models. The other way 
around is to use empirical models which are exclusively based on experimental data. 
Although empirical fitting expressions can accommodate all complications o f material 
structure and its variations during the sintering process, these expressions needs to be 
adjusted for each powder. Since adjusting the empirical expressions requires 
performing tedious and expensive experiments this undermines the empirical models. 
Therefore there is a high demand to propose a middle way in-between o f mechanistic 
and empirical models. Table 2.3 in section 2,7 provides a good review on comparison 
of the results of various constitutive laws with the experimental data.
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3  T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  A  S P E C I F I C  C O M P U T E R  
C O D E  F O R  F I N I T E  E L E M E N T  A N A L Y S I S  O F  
S I N T E R I N G
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the literature review, there are many possible reasons for non-uniform 
shrinkage and warpage during sintering. The biggest contributor to this problem is 
non-uniform powder/pore distribution which leads to density variations in the green 
body. Therefore the desired deformation associated with densification is accompanied 
by unexpected shrinkage, twisting and bending of the sintered body. In order to study 
sintering behaviour and determine final dimensions by a low cost method, rather than 
expensive trial and error ones, the finite element method has rapidly become a popular 
technique in sintering analysis (Sanliturk et al 1999 and Reiterer et al 2004). In this 
chapter first the basic concepts of the finite element (FE) method, using creep 
deformation as an example, are presented. After that the formulation of the FE 
method, the numerical procedures used to evaluate the element matrices and the 
complete element assemblage will be discussed. Finally a sintering constitutive law 
and a time integration procedure are implemented into a finite element code. The 
structure of the finite element code is presented and a few test cases are discussed.
3.2 B a s ic  C o n ce p ts of Finite Elem ent Method
During the past four decades, the finite element method of analysis has rapidly become 
a very popular technique for numerical modelling of complex problems in 
engineering. The finite element method is a general analysis tool and it can be used in 
practically all fields of engineering analysis.
In the finite element analysis o f sintering, the temporal evolution of shape, density 
profile and residual stresses during sintering, which can be predicted by using the
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classical finite element method, are desirable. A  finite element analysis requires that 
the initial shape and density distribution o f a powder compact are known and used as 
basic input parameters. The other key input is the constitutive law which links strain 
rates with stresses. In order to analyse the sintering problem, the general principles of 
linear stress analysis in solid mechanics or elasticity problems should be studied. The 
main difference is that the sintering analysis is time dependent but the elasticity 
analysis is not.
The basis of the development of the finite element method of stress analysis is the 
principle of minimum potential energy, which states that out of all the possible 
displacement fields (displacement rate fields in the case of the sintering problem) that 
satisfy the geometric boundary conditions (i.e. the prescribed displacement) the one 
that also satisfies the equations of static equilibrium result in the minimum total 
potential energy of the structure. This can be stated as:
u + w  = n  3 - 1
where U  is the strain energy of the system, W  is the potential energy o f the external 
loads and II is the total potential energy . The true configuration of the deformed 
elastic continuum yields a minimum value of n . Total potential energy must be 
stationary for variations of admissible displacement so:
<5(c/ + r )  = <5(n)=0 3-2
The principle of virtual power is used as the basis for the construction of the 
functional, I I , for equilibrium sintering problems. Virtual power is defined as the rate 
of work done by a force undergoing a virtual displacement rate or velocity. A  virtual 
displacement rate can be thought of as the variation of the displacement rate function. 
The application of the principle of virtual power proceeds along the lines o f evaluating 
the change in the strain rate energy in a body in equilibrium resulting from the virtual 
work rate of the applied loads undergoing the virtual displacements rate. The virtual 
power principle can be stated mathematically in matrix form over an element:
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(defer dv =  <|/c (Sufb dv + <£t (SufS ds + J^  (Suf fp 3 . 3
The whole structure may be divided into m  subintervals. This process is called 
discretization, and a typical subinterval from Xj to Xk, Y m to Y n and Z0 to Zp is simply 
denoted as element e. However, by discretizing the region into a number of suitable 
finite elements, the integration of the internal stresses (and strain rates) and the 
external loads may be performed over each element. The motivation for discretization 
of the region into small elements is that the body is approximated as an assemblage of 
discrete finite elements with the element being interconnected at nodal points on the 
element boundaries. The displacement rates measured in a local coordinate system are 
a function of displacement rate at the n finite element nodal points. Therefore, for 
element m
(x, y, z) = (x, y, z) ae 3 - 4
where N (m) is the displacement interpolation matrix or simply the shape function 
matrix, the subscript m  denotes element m and a is the vector of three global
displacement rates components w,., vtand wt at all nodal points.
The strain rate vector £ can be related to the vector of nodal unknowns ae (nodal 
displacement rates for a particular element) so,
a =  L u  =  L N a ' 3 -5
If
B =  L N 3 -6
then
E =  B a £ 3 -7
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where L is the linear operator matrix that contains first derivatives with respect to X , 
Y  and Z coordinates. In the sintering process each point on the green body moves with 
the velocity described by equation (3- 7) which creates deformation of the sintered 
body. The whole process is divided into small time intervals At; therefore at each time 
step the location of an arbitrary node can be determined using
lt+At A /a e +a* 3 - 8
where a®+At is the updated nodal location vector and A/ ac is the instant nodal 
displacement vector.
If the shape function matrix N contains only linear functions of coordinate variables 
x, y, z, then the matrix B contains only constants. Therefore,
[  f  B TD B d v  ]a e =  B TD  d v  +  B TD  cr0 d v  -  f  N T b  d v  
- j N L d s  +  I X f ,
3 - 9
or in matrix form
K e ac = f e 3 -1 0
where matrix D is known as the material property matrix responsible for linear 
isotropic elastic and visco-plastic material response (Lippman and Ianlcov 1997).
The choice of the most suitable type of element is dictated by the geometry of the 
body and the number o f independent coordinates necessary to describe the system. For 
the discretization of problems involving curved geometries, finite elements with 
curved sides are practical. In this work it is reasonable to represent a sintered object 
using the three-dimensional quadratic 20 node brick element as shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram showing 20 nodes brick element.
It should be mentioned that the constitutive laws studied in this project are widely 
considered to be linear, while in reality the overall behaviour follow a trend that are 
more like non-linear results. The main cause of non-linearity is that the strain rate is 
dependent on density, hence the dependency of stress upon strain rate changes as 
density increases. However, in sintering simulations, the whole process is divided into 
small time steps. Therefore this material non-linearity is linearized within each time 
step, i.e. the density is assumed to be constant with its value is taken at the start point 
of the time step.
3.3 Im plem enting S intering Law s in Finite Elem ent 
A n a ly s is
In the previous chapter it was shown that there are several constitutive laws relevant to 
the modelling of sintering. The general format for all o f the linear constitutive laws is 
the same although there are some differences between their parameters.
In this section a constitutive law proposed by Du and Cocks (1992) is chosen as an 
example to examine how the constitutive laws can be implemented in a finite element 
analysis o f sintering (Zhang and Gasilc 2002, Mori et al. 1997). The equations will be 
expanded into matrix format, which is needed for the finite element analysis. Then all
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the necessary data to run the simulation will be provided. Finally the output data, such 
as dimensions, relative density and grain size will be presented.
From chapter 2, the linear constitutive law can be presented in the following format:
fr V
-C{D)S, +3/(D )(<7,„ -a,ys, 3-11
in which
s,=o,-Cyf)8t 3 -1 2
and
a kk —  1 +  ^ 2 2  +  ^ 3 3 3- 13
and Sy is defined as 
_ [ 0 ,  if i*j
" l l ,  if
Substituting for these definitions into equation (3- 11) yields,
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*11 ^  + C 3
Z _ c
3 2
Z _ c
3 2
0 0 0
*22 Z _ £
3 2
Z + c
3
Z _ £
3 2
0 0 0
*33
=io_i
3 / _ £  
3 2
Z _ c
3 2
Z + c
3
0 0 0
*12
A a )
0 0 0 l c
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-  -
*11 £xx
S22 syy
£33 Szz
2 £ 12 Y xy
Yxz
,2^31 _ Yzx_
and
O  11 O  X X
O  22 & yy
CT33 O  Z Z
0 12 T xy
CT 23 T yz
O  31 _ T zx
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The matrix can be shown as below
£  +  c
3
Z _ £
3 2
/ _ £  
3 2 0 0 0 o  xx
Syy
/ _ £  
3 2 £  +  C  3
/ _ £  
3 2 0 0 0
CT yy
a ZZ
Y xy
=  C j / _ £  
3 2
/ _ £  
3 2 ^  + C  3 0 0 0
O' zz
0 0 0 3C 0 0 T xy
Y yz
0 0 0 0 3C 0 T yz
Yzx
- 0 0 0 0 0 3C_ Tzx _
+C;
~f'°s
0
0
0
3- 17
The matrices in the equation (3- 17) can be reversed to express the stresses in term of 
the strain rates, to give
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The last term, i.e the sintering potential, acts as a pre-stress force, which should be 
included in the force vector. From equation (3- 9), the term jBraidv is used to
calculate the pre-stress force. For stage 1 and 2 the equations below (Du and Cocks 
1992) are used to calculate the sintering potential.
cr, = r___
0.006Z
D 2 (2D -0 .6 4 ) 3- 19
cr.. =
4y 1 - D Y * 3- 20
The next step is to consider grain growth law. For stage 1 and stage 2 equations (3-21)  
and (3- 22) are used correspondingly (Du and Cocks 1992).
L = D 3-21
and
L = Lr
r L V *  <-4JUr
3 -2 2
The relative density can be updated by using the volumetric strain rate. The procedure 
is presented below:
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in which m  is mass, p is density, D  is relative density, Vo is the volume of the fully 
dense compact and V is the volume of compact. Volumetric strain sv is given by:
£v=sx+ey+£z 3 -25
Differentiating density with respect to time,
dp m .
T T  = “ 77 *  3“ 26dt V
V
from equation (3- 24) D = p —
m
It is known that
A « . )  =  W) - P-Kxto)—  3 -2 8m
or
D(,+/o) -  D^ + (- ) x f0 3 _ 29
The C (d ) and / ( d )  parameters were provided by Hsueh et al. (1986) given in 
equations (3-30) and (3 -31)  for both stage 1
C ( D ) = D " 1/2 3 -3 0
\0.29
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and stage 2
C(D) = £TI/2 3- 32
3- 33
respectively (Du and Cocks 1992).
3.4 Structure of the Program
This section presents the structure of the computer program, and its corresponding 
input and output data structure. Finite element programs can be separated in two 
different basic parts. First, the data input modules and pre-processing data should be 
performed which will be finished by assemblage steps and producing the assembled 
global stiffness matrix. Second, the global stiffness matrix needs to be solved so the 
actual analysis can be completed. Explicit time integration has been used to solve the 
equations. The results are nodal displacement rates (velocity) which are used to 
evaluate the actual nodal displacements. The sintering time step length is calculated 
for each individual time interval and may have different values. However, the 
magnitude of the time step length can be modified so to ensure that the correct time 
integration is applied. To obtain correct and optimal time step magnitude, various 
simulations with different time magnitude have been repeated. Within each simulation 
each time step is also dynamically adjusted. If further decrease in time step length 
produce identical final results, then the time magnitude is appropriate. Once the time 
step length is obtained, the value of the actual nodal displacements is computed by 
using corresponding nodal displacement rates. The data then are used to generate the 
new finite element mesh with updated nodal coordinates and then is fed as input data 
for next cycle of sintering simulation.
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The computer program that is developed here is written in the C++ language in a 
Windows based environment. The use of C++ language provides and extra flexibility 
to the program. This ensure that modification to the program may easily be made with 
the minimum change to the whole structure. This is achieved by introducing different 
classes which are linked together and will be adjusted in the event o f change to the 
other part o f program automatically and accordingly. To generate the mesh and 
geometry the commercial mesh generator, MSC.Patran, was used in this project.
In order to solve the system of assembled equation, a ready made solver has been 
used. The solver was written by AEAtechnology Engineering Software in Fortran 
languages and called M A41. The method used in the solver is a parallel direct method 
based on a Gaussian elimination. The MA41 is not machine dependant and since it is 
written in Windows based enviromnent could be easily linked to C++ through external 
data collecting function.
The structure of the program can be summarized in the following steps:
Step 1: Read necessary data from various input data files including element number, nodes 
number, coordination data, time step, initial relative density distribution, mean grain 
size distribution, absolute temperature, diffusion activation energy, diffusion constant, 
C, f, Ki, K2 , etc... then put it in the allocated dynamic vectors. Some of those 
variables will be updated at various points. After this point the main loop will be 
started.
Step 2: Calculate all the required data for B matrix (shape function matrix).
Step 3: Calculate and update (if necessary) strains (sx ,£y,£z) and volumetric strain rate 
(£v =£x+£y+£z) by using [se] = [Be][ae]
Step 4: Calculate and update density and relative density.
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Step 5: Gel all the required information for property matrix and force vector using data stored 
in updated variables.
Step 6: The program main body should run to produce stiffness matrix and force vector
followed by assemblage step. At this point, steps 2 to 6 should be repeated to cover all 
the allocated elements in the body.
Step 7: Call solver to solve the equations and hence produce displacement rate (velocity).
Step 8: Invoke the update coordination data function to renew the coordination data using time 
step. Therefore each node will be allocated with new Cartesian coordinates. Then 
these new data are put into update coordination variables.
Step 9: Call for grain boundary function to update the grain growth with new data.
Step 10: Jump back to step 2 and recalculate all the required information then continue the job 
until the time, which is required for sintering process, is fulfilled.
Step 11: In order to store and demonstrate data, a function has been set up so at the
designated real sintering time, required data will be stored into allocated output 
files. Therefore if statement (required time% 100 =  =  0) is met the updated 
coordination are written into output file to show intermediate dimension of the 
sintered body.
Step 12: Write Update Coordination into Final Shape file to show final dimensions of the 
sintered body then terminate the job.
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the flow chart of the program in which the main procedures
and their relationship have been outlined.
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Read input data: Nd/El, Coordinations, \ 
RDns, GrnSz, T, tStp, Dgb, Dv, Q, Surface Y
pressure/El, Point load/node, <J0 , £ 0 ,T }  , k  J
dN
d(r,s,l)Calculate local (serendipity) shape function with 3 points.
Calculate J a c o b ia n matrix, f] _,8N—Ar,s,i)*(x,r,z)
, d{r, . v ,  t)
Determine inverse J a c o b ia n matrix. J~'= y DetJ4Adjj\
Create Shape function matrix M =F U ]=|^v ^ '(a(7T7)*’r)]
Calculate and update strain rate for local coordinate. [£•*] = [B °~ \[ae \ 
Update relative density for each local coordinate. ^   ^ + (_ ys% )x  t„
Update grain size using grain growth rate and instant time.
Estimate appropriate stage to determine applicable 
parameters and possible transition state
/(D), C (D), L i>crs , r j , k
c/><a
s
-m3
'-5 SCJ)fl ju<uC ITSO) ©
a L©Cfl Cm
£
<Ub3
<Ub, TJ©U+-> Oa La Pht.©cm
£3n<uu©uPh
Calculate force vector by using sintering potential, surface traction and point load
[ r t = W rk lU J s. M 's ^ + l M / ,
T
Determine property matrix base on updated bulk and viscosity modules.
lV D pr0Peny J D ( f >  C , L , s 0>cy0 , J i , k )
Determine stiffness matrix [i?]r [d ][r ]
Assemble all elemental stiffness and force matrices
3 E
Solve the matrix equation using MA-4I
Update coordination by using real sintering time function
Figure 3.2. Flow chart of the program structure
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The input data can be divided into two different major groups: the elemental data and 
the constitutive law data. Elemental data are the number of elements, degrees of 
freedom, global coordination data, restricted degrees of freedom, relative density and 
grain size distribution. They are written in separate input files. At the begimiing of a 
simulation, the relevant data for the object will be read from the files. It should be 
noted that a specific program might generate these data. This saves a lot of time and it 
prevents input data error.
The data for the constitutive law are the values of the various coefficients, used in the 
equation. The data are written in a separate data file. One o f the output data files 
contains the distribution of relative density and grain size history for all o f the object 
during the sintering process. These data will be used to generate the time based 
relative density and grain size profiles. The updated coordination of elements in 
certain time steps is written into another output data file. These data are used in a 
program as input to plot the simulated object.
3.5 Exam ples of the Sintering Sim ulation
3 .5 .1  O v e r v ie w
In this section the constitutive laws are numerically integrated for a cubic element of 
uniform density. Then the one element case is analysed using the finite element code. 
The results of these two separate analyses are compared. Agreement between the two 
results will verify that the finite element code works correctly and produces accurate 
results. Finally an example of a quarter of a cylindrical object with a relative density 
distribution over the elements is analysed using the finite element code.
Numerical integration of the sintering law has the advantage of being relatively simple 
and fast. The problem with the method is that the whole body is assumed to have the 
same relative density and grain size, which is not true for many practical cases.
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3 .5 .2  F i r s t  T e s t :  S in g le  C u b ic  E le m e n t
In this example a cubic green body will be considered. Since this is an unconstrained 
free sintering process, the stresses in the constitutive law equation are zero. Using 
equation (3- 25) to evaluate volumetric strain rate yields:
The relative density is updated by using equation (3- 29). It should be noted that for 
stages 1 and 2 the sintering potential presented by equations (3- 19) and (3- 20) in the 
previous section are used. The other option would be to apply a constant sintering 
potential. The program is coded to work for both options. To update grain size, 
equations (3- 21) and (3- 22), presented previously, are used for calculating the grain 
growth rate in stages 1 and 2. The time step is controlled by the grain growth rate. This 
means that the faster the grain growth, the smaller the time step and vice versa. The 
updated data are written to a file at each time step and the whole process is repeated 
until the desired relative density has been reached. The following flowchart (figure 
3.3) shows the program procedure:
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Figure 3.3. Flowchart for the numerically integrated constitutive law for sintering
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In this example the following data were used:
initial relative density D =  0.5
initial grain size £ 0 = 0.3e -6 m
sintering potential <js =  1 MPa
coefficient £0=3.16e-3 s"1
reference stress <r0 =3333333.3333 MPa
coefficient £ 0=  1.9e-10 m s"1
The object is assumed to be a cube with dimension of 0.2 x 0.1 x 0.1 m. The grain size 
and density of the cube were obtained by numerical integration and by the finite 
element code using the same data for just one element. The results o f both analyses are 
presented in the figures 3.4 and 3.5 for grain size and density as functions of time, 
respectively.
time (s)
Figure 3.4. Grain size as a function of time obtained using (1)- numerical integration
and (2)- FE analysis
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t i m e  ( s )
Figure 3.5. Relative density as a function of time obtained using (1)- numerical
integration and (2)- FE analysis.
The comparisons show that the results obtained using the two different methods are 
virtually identical, which verifies the finite element code to a significant extent. It 
should be mentioned that both FE analysis and numerical simulation were repeated 
several times with different time step magnitude. However, the final results were 
practically identical.
3 .5 .3  S e c o n d  T e s t :  C y l i n d r i c a l  O b je c t  W i t h  A  D e n s i t y  D i s t r i b u t i o n
Next a hollow, cylindrical alumina powder compact, with an initial average powder 
particle size of 0.3 e-6m , is considered. Since the case is axismetric, only a quarter of 
the cylinder is modelled. The object is divided into 60 elements as shown in figure 3.6. 
The cylinder is assumed to have a relative density distribution as shown in figure 3.7. 
The cylinder has a height of 0.3 m, an inner radius of 0.3 m and an outer radius of 0.5 
m.
The other coefficients in the sintering constitutive law when sintering potential is not 
constant, are set to £0=  2.66x10"4 s'1, Z0= 5 . 3 x l 0 " l° m s '1, Lb- 8 .48x10~9 m s'1 and 
y =  1 J m'2 .
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Figure 3.6 . The meshing f o r  a quarter o f  the ho llow  cylinder.
Figure 3.7. Relative density d istribu tion  f o r  cross section ou tlined  in  f ig u re  3.6.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the sintering deformation of the cylinder obtained from the 
finite element analysis. It can be seen that the shrinkage is not uniform as density 
varies from location to location in the cylinder. It should be noted that to avoid 
confusion, only the outer surfaces of the object are shown. The finite element mesh is 
not shown in the figures.
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Figure 3.8. Cross section through the quarter-cylinder (before simulation: thick line 
and after simulation: dotted line)Note the greater shrinkage for the bottom outer
edge.
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6 0 0 . 0 0
5 0 0 . 0 0
4 0 0 . 0 0
3 0 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 . 0 0  
1 0 0 . 0 0
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Figure 3.9. Top view of the quarter-cylinder (before simulation: thick line and after
simulation: dotted line).
The relative density and grain size as a function of time for some selected elements are 
shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11.
T i m e  =  3 . 4 1 6 1 2 1 E + 0 4  s
t— i—i—|—i—i—i—j—i—i—i—|—i—i—i—]—i—i—i—|—i—i—i—|—i—i— r
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R e la t iv e  d e n s i t y  d is t r ib u t io n
ElemO
ElemIO
Elem20
Elem30
Elem40
Elem50
Elem59
Time(s)
Figure 3.10. Relative density as a function of time for selected elements.
g r a in - s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n
100 10000 
Time(s)
1000000
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Figure 3.11. Grain size as a function of time for selected elements.
The test verifies the ability of the developed finite element code to accommodate the 
relative density distribution and its effects on final densification and grain growth 
within the green body. The final density distribution and grain size distribution are 
shown in figure 3.10 and 3.11. The dispersion of the change in slopes in grain growth 
rates (figure 3.11) demonstrates that the transition from stage 1 to 2 is not a
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simultaneous phenomenon throughout the green body. A  re-run o f the case 
considering finer mesh and further smaller time step showed almost no differences 
between final results.
3 .5 .4  F in a l  T e s t :  M u l t i - l a y e r  C y l i n d r i c a l  O b j e c t  w i t h  D e n s i t y  D i s t r i b u t io n
Finally, in order to compare the accuracy and the practicality of the finite element 
code a sintering simulation based on actual sintering experimental data of a multi-layer 
green body has been performed and then the simulation results compared with both 
experimental and sintering equation results. The experiment was the analysis of the 
compact o f commercial alumina ceramic powder in the shape of several uniform disks 
mounted on top of each other to form a cylindrical body as shown in figure 3.12, 
which was prepared by using a uniaxial die pressing technique (Ozkan and Briscoe, 
1994).
Initial average powder particle size of 0.4 e-6m was reported. Each disk had a different 
green density; it was assumed that the density was distributed uniformly throughout 
each disk.
Figure 3.12. The green body compact with 8 different layers prior to sintering.
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The green densities of the different disks are given in table 3.1. It should be noted that 
in reality the green body does not contain separate layers bonded together with large 
difference in density, so it should not be considered as a true multi-layer system. Due 
to the axial symmetry, only a quarter of the cylinder is modelled as shown in figure 
3.13. Each layer was meshed to 12 elements which in total gives 96 20-node brick 
elements. In the experiment isothermal free sintering was used, therefore, the 
appropriate boundary conditions for the green body were chosen to ensure that free 
sintering occurred during the simulation process.
Table 3.1. Dimensions and relative density distribution for the cylindrical green body.
Layer Diameter (mm) Height from base (mm) Initial relative density
1 13 2.43 0.5657
2 13 4.86 0.5638
3 13 7.29 0.5619
4 13 9.73 0.56
5 13 12.16 55.81
6 13 14.59 0.5562
7 13 17.02 0.5543
8 13 19.83 0.5522
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Figure 3.13. The meshing for a quarter of the multi-layer cylinder.
In order to simulate the sintering process, sintering constitutive law equations need to 
be introduced. Ozkan and Briscoe (1994, 1997) assumed that the sintering rate 
depends on the green density and the sintered density of the compacts. Therefore, by 
using sintering simulation equations the overall dimensions of the sintered body as a 
function of height of the compact can be predicted. Nevertheless, a mechanistic (Helle 
et. al, 1985) constitutive law was chosen (Du and Cocks, 1992) instead o f using the 
sintering equation initially introduced by Ozkan and Briscoe (1994, 1997). The reason 
was that at this stage, the intention was to test the ability to accommodate different 
constitutive laws into the program as well as the reliability of the program. The 
expression for / (D) and C(D) for both stage 1 and stage 2 for the sintering simulation 
were presented previously as equations 2-9 to 2-13 which are summarized in table 
3.2. Sintering potential set equal to 1 MPa. Grain growth equation 2-40, 2-41 and 2-42 
which were used in the previous test were unchanged and are shown in table 3.3.
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I
Table 3.2. Expression for constitutive law used in multi-layer test.
Stages AD) C(D)
1
/C D )=  0.54(1 -D0f
1 ’ d (d - d J
C{D)= 1.08(l - D j  
d (d - d J
2 c (d )— ^
V [1 — 25(l — X>)2/3 ]
3 0 1
Table 3.3. Expression for grain growth and sintering potential.
Stages Grain growth Sintering potential
1
£ - < t )
(1 -D) 2 1 MPa
2
. . (L "
L - L  0 ^ ■Lo r
\ L ,
>
hQ1
7
1 MPa
3 i =  i / / Y i -  5.5(1 - D ) f j -
The other coefficients and material parameters in the sintering constitutive law when 
sintering potential is constant are presented in table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. Material properties for mechanistic constitutive law when sintering
potential is equal to 1 MPa.
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4 4
4.53x10^ s'1 7.48xIO“10m s'* 1.20x10_s m s ’1
Figure 3.14 shows the comparison between the green body and the final sintered 
product after simulation, thus reflecting the magnitude of shrinkage. It should be 
noted that due to the small difference in density between the layers, there is a small 
difference between the diameters o f the top and bottom layers. However, the 
maximum shrinkage has occurred in the top layer, and there is a slight increase of 
diameter towards the bottom layer.
G r e e n  b o d y  -------
S i n t e r e d  b o d y -------
Figure 3.14. Comparison between green body and sintered body diameters for the 
third test, using a multi-layered cylindrical specimen.
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Figure 3.15 shows the comparison between the prediction from the FE analysis and the 
final dimensions predicted by the sintering equations proposed in the literature (Ozkan 
and Briscoe, 1994, 1997). It is clear that there is very good agreement between the 
results. Figure 3.16 shows the percentage difference between the results determined by 
using a sintering equation and a mechanistic constitutive law, for both height and 
diameter.
Figure 3.15. Comparison of the final dimensions predicted by Ozkan and Briscoe, 
(1994, 1997) and the finite element model
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Height o f sintered body 
Figure 3.16. Percentage difference between the prediction for height and diameter.
Although a mechanistic constitutive law was used instead of a sintering equation, there 
are only minor differences between both profiles. It should be noted that material 
properties and experimental conditions for both cases were very similar. Table 3.5 
summarises the final diameters obtained from experiment, sintering equation and 
mechanistic constitutive law.
Table 3.5. Final diameters from experiment, sintering equation and constitutive law.
Experimental
data
Sintering
equation
Constitutive
law
Max
diameter
(mm)
10.792 10.795 10.748
Min
diameter
(mm)
10.694 10.699 10.658
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Upon formulation and numerical implementation of different sintering models, it can 
be said that the test had established validity o f the finite element program. It is shown 
that despite using a mechanistic constitutive law instead of a sintering equation 
(empirically fitted material data), the final results of the finite element model are in 
good agreement with experimental results and the results predicted by the sintering 
equation. Thus, this simulation tool has proved valuable in understanding and 
predicting sintering behaviour. The simulation was rerun with different mesh 
arrangements and time magnitude. However, the results were nearly identical.
3.6 C o n clu d in g  R em arks
A  finite element analysis has been developed and tested using several examples. At 
first, a comparison was made between a finite element sintering simulation using one 
cubic element and a numerical integration. Both relative density and grain size profile 
produced by finite element simulation are in excellent agreement with the 
corresponding profile produced by numerical integration.
The test was followed by simulating a case using density distribution. It was showed 
that the developed finite element code could easily accommodate relative density and 
grain size distribution. This is in accordance with real world sintering processes.
Finally a multi-layer cylindrical specimen was chosen to compare the finite element 
prediction with a sintering equation prediction and experimental results. The good 
agreement between the final results demonstrated the reliability of the finite element 
code.
Hence, the program can be viewed as reliable tool to provide accurate results for 
sintering simulation and macrostructure prediction.
CHAPTER 4. DEVELOPMENT OF A N E W  M E T H O D  OF UTILIZING THE
MASTER SINTERING CURVE
4  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  A  N E W  M E T H O D  O F  
C O N S T R U C T I N G  T H E  M A S T E R  S I N T E R I N G  
C U R V E
4.1 Introduction
Sintering is a very complex process that involves many variables. To produce a high 
quality and cost effective ceramic parts with the desired dimensions and density, the 
sintering process must be carefully controlled. The master sintering curve (MSC) 
concept has been introduced as a means of developing a more robust and more 
reproducible sintering process by minimizing the number of variables that need to be 
controlled. The master sintering curve is derived from data obtained by performing a 
few different constant heating rate sintering experiments to characterize the 
densification behaviour of a simple shape green body with known, uniform green 
density. From densification as a function o f temperature data, a master sintering curve 
can be constructed. In this chapter, the whole procedure of constructing the MSC is 
discussed in detail. This is followed by a demonstration of the method. Then the 
compatibility of the MSC with a density based finite element method (DBFE) is 
examined. Finally, a new piece-wise method to facilitate the MSC is introduced. Using 
the new method not only simplifies the use of the MSC for the end users but also 
improves the prediction accuracy o f the model.
4.2 B a s ic  C o ncept of M aster Sintering C urve
4 .2 .1  O v e r v ie w
There is considerable interest in the development of a broad and yet simple modelling 
tool for prediction of dimensional and shape changes during sintering processes. An 
understanding o f material properties, such as bulk and shear viscosity, their inter­
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relationships, and their evolution during the sintering process, is essential for use in 
continuum sintering models. Therefore several experiments which are expensive and 
tedious to perform must be carried out. Viscosities for ceramic processes have often 
been measured using different techniques, such as the sinter-forging or cyclic loading 
dilatometry. The uncertainty over the true behaviour of bulk and shear viscosities 
during sintering and the growing tendency towards using more simple models has led 
to the introduction o f the idea of the master sintering cuive. The master sintering curve 
(MSC) is used to predict densification behaviour for an arbitrary sintering process by 
using densification-temperature data from a few constant heating rate experiments and 
an assumption of the relevant activation energy (Su and Johnson 1996, Matsui et al. 
2005 and Ewsuk et al 2006).
The MSC method assumes that microstructural evolution depends only on density for 
any given powder type and green body process, and that a single mechanism of mass 
flow dominates during sintering. These assumptions allow the formulation of a single­
valued function of density that depends only on the sintering activation energy and the 
time-temperature profile. Thus, for a given set o f sintering data, the method can be 
used to estimate the sintering activation energy and kinetics under different sintering 
paths.
4 .2 .2  G e n e r a l  M o d e l  f o r  D e n s i f i c a t io n
It is well known that densification occurs via a combination of mass redistribution, 
grain rearrangement, and viscous flow. The evolution of viscous behaviour of these 
systems can depend on several factors, including the grain boundary and volume 
diffusion, temperature, porosity, grain size and free surface energy. Thus, the analysis 
of the sintering behaviour of these systems can be quite complex. Sintering is most 
conveniently viewed as a 3 stage process. Therefore to evaluate the sintering process, 
a good knowledge of material state and mass transport for each stage is essential. 
Thus, it is favourable to describe the entire sintering process using just one model 
which combines the three stages of sintering. Although several authors (Ashby 1974,
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Young and Cutler, 1970, DeHoff 1984 and Johnson 1989, 1990) have introduced such 
single stage models, the focus here is the general model for densification proposed by 
Chu et al. (1991) and the combine-stage model of sintering introduced by Hansen et 
al. (1992). To build an equation that encapsulates the overall sintering process, two 
separate issues, mass transport, which leads to densification, and shrinkage due to the 
densification should be considered.
4 .2 .3  G e n e r a l  M a s s  T r a n s p o r t  S y s t e m
In order to quantify material redistribution, a linear kinetic law, Fick’s first law for 
grain boundary and free surface diffusion, is used by Hansen et al. (1992). Figure 4. 1 
shows a cross section of a grain boundary layer between two grains and a free surface.
Figure. 4.1. Schematic diagram of s two dimensional microstructure showing the 
diffusional flux and grain boundary layer thickness.
Herring (1951) introduced the diffusional flux, j, which is defined as the mass 
transported across unit area per unit time, is proportional to the chemical potential 
gradient Vp  or driving force behind mass relocation, such that:.
D b „
j =  — Vp  4-1
Q kT
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where D b is the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity, Q is the atomic volume, T is the 
absolute temperature and k is Boltzmann’s constant. Therefore the total flux over a 
pore surface, js , is
Js = jV dA 4 - 2
Hansen et al. (1992) used equation (4- 2) to determine the change in volume by 
material relocation and then extended the concept to densification and shrinkage. 
Therefore the overall volume of material relocating dV over time dt can be determined
by
dV = jsQdt 4 -3
and from there Hansen et al (1992) proposed that the shrinkage can be determined by
dL yQ
Ldt kT
8DbTb + DVTV
G G: 4 -4
or as it was expressed by Johnson (2003)
dp 3yQ
pdt k T
SDbrb p vrv
G G 4 -5
in which p is the density, Db and Dv are the grain boundary and volume diffusion 
coefficients, respectively, Tb and Tv are the geometric factors for grain boundary and 
volume diffusion, and are given in equation (4- 6) and (4- 7), respectively.
r ,  = Cjfib
C .C ,C „
4 -6
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r„ = C *c ,
CxCmCk 4 -7
where Ck is scaling factor relating pore curvature to grain size, Cb is scaling factor
relating area available for diffusion to grain size, C v is a factor representing area for
volume diffusion, Cx is relating grain boundary length to grain size, Ch is relating
volumetric shrinkage to grain size and Ca is scaling factor relating grain boundary
area to grain size. It is clear that all geometric factors change continuously as 
densification occurs.
Equation (4- 5) is used to determine the densification rate based on the combined 
diffusion mechanisms. Young and Cutler (1970) proposed two separate expressions 
for densification during the initial stage of sintering under constant heating rate. They 
obtained the sintering rate equation for grain boundary diffusion as
d(AL/L0) r2A4rnSD0BRT^U3
dT k(G/2yCQ
Q 1  '
J -  X  e X P
3R T — 1 3R71 J
4 -8
and for volume diffusion as
r**A. ~  or. nm\U2Sd(&L/L0) J 534yQSD0VRT 
dT = ( k(G/2fcQ
Q
2R T‘
xexp
2RT
4 - 9
where Dob and Dov represent constant terms for grain boundary diffusion and volume 
diffusion which can be determined from the expression proposed by (Matsui et al. 
2005) as
' Q  '8Db = Dob exp
R T 4- 10
and
Dv = Dov exp Q_
RT 4-11
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respectively. However, Su and Johnson (1996) assumed that only one dominant 
diffusion mechanism exists at any time during the sintering process. It is also known 
that the diffusion coefficient for any mechanism Dm can be given in terms of relevant 
activation energy Qm as
4 ,  = 4 » o  4 ' 12
Therefore equation (4- 5) has been simplified and rearranged to gives:
dP _  r o ( r  {p))Dmj  &
V,| exP3 pdt k 4- 13
where Dm and n are representative of the instant dominant diffusion mechanism. It 
should be noted that T and G in equation (4- 13) were assumed to be functions which 
depend on density only. Thus, all constants and geometry-dependent factors can be 
collected together in equation (4- 13) and then integrated as below:
i ......
3yQ8Dm ja> pT(p) * T
( Q  1dt 4 -1 4
I  RTJ
If left hand side is represented by 0  then equation (4- 14) becomes:
a Y
RF
dt 4- 15
in which T is the absolute temperature, Qm is the activation energy in lcJ mol"1, R is
the universal gas constant in J mol'1 K '1 and t is time in seconds. Equation (4- 15) 
represents the density as function o f 0  in units o f s K '1 under isothermal conditions, 
when temperature is constant and therefore not dependent on time, equation (4- 15) 
changes to
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©  = — exp 
T
Qp_
R77
4- 16
4 .2 .4  D e t e r m in in g  t h e  M a s t e r  S in t e r i n g  C u r v e  f r o m  a  S e t  o f  D a ta
In order to construct a master sintering curve a few constant heating rate experiments 
should be conducted. As there was no assumption about time-temperature dependency 
the experimental heating rates can be chosen quite arbitrarily. Moreover, there is no 
need for the powder compact to be a complicated shape. However, the same procedure 
must be applied in all sintering experiments. Densification must be measured during 
controlled heating rate sintering test. As an example, Chu et al. (1991) have conducted 
sintering experiments using five different heating rates of 0.5° to 15°C min'1. The Zno 
green bodies were powder compacts of cylindrical shape, 6 mm in diameter and 6 mm 
high with an initial relative density of 0.50 ±  0.01. The compacts reach relative 
densities from 0.96 to 0.98. The densification behaviour as a function of temperature is 
shown in figure 4. 2.
Figure. 4.2. Relative density versus temperature from the experiments of Chu et al.
(1991).
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After obtaining the raw data, an appropriate activation energy needs to be estimated. 
In order to construct the master sintering curve, equation (4- 15) must be integrated 
over the sintering time and then the results plotted in accordance with the relevant 
density which in turn have been obtained from the data (shown in figure 4. 2 for this 
experiment). The procedure must be repeated for all heating cycles. Because of the 
magnitude of integration, usually the logarithmic values of the numeric integration 
results have been used in master sintering curve construction. The overall procedure 
must be repeated for several different activation energies to find the best result. The 
idea is that the most relevant activation energy to the sintering process will bring the 
curves together as shown in figure 4. 3. In other words, using the relevant activation 
energy produces scattered data around an arbitrary curve which is called master 
sintering curve (Kutty et al. 2004, Mohanram et al. 2005, Matsui et al. 2005 and 
Ewsuk et al. 2006)
Figure. 4.3. Relative density versus log(Q) for the experimental data of Chu et al.
(1991).
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4 .2 .5  E m p lo y in g  t h e  M a s t e r  S in t e r i n g  C u r v e
In order to use the master sintering curve, relative density needs to be defined as a 
function of log (Q). There are several possible approaches for finding the master 
sintering curve. Su and Johnson (1996) used polynomial fits, however, the following 
sigmoidal function has been used widely (Johnson 2003) and (Teng et al. 2002).
a
4- 17
D - D0 +
1 + exp -
lo g (© )- log(@0)
where a, b and c, are constants, D0 is the initial relative density and log(0o) is the
abscissa coordinate of the reflection point of the curve. After fitting a suitable 
function to the single data set, the master sintering curve can be used to predict 
densification results under any arbitrary heating cycle for that particular powder. 
Figure 4- 4 shows the master sintering curve obtained by using the S-shape sigmoidal 
equation (4- 17) for the provided data.
Figure. 4.4. Master sintering curve obtained using equation (4- 17) on the data of Chu
etal. (1991).
The densification behaviour for an isothermal heating cycle can be predicted from the 
master sintering curve, even though it was constructed using data from constant
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heating rate experiments. Su and Johnson (1996) performed an isothermal experiment 
in which powder compacts were subjected to a very high heating rate (100 C min'1) 
then held at an isothermal temperature of 1185 °C in one case and 1315 °C in another 
for different periods of time. The comparison between the prediction from the master 
sintering curve and the experimental results for the two different heating cycles are 
shown in figure 4. 5. It is clear that the prediction from the master sintering curve for 
the higher temperature experiment is in better agreement with the experimental data 
than the lower temperature prediction.
Figure. 4.5. Comparison between experimental results and master sintering prediction 
for isothermal experiments (Su and Johnson 1996).
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4.3 A  New A pproach to the M aster S intering C u rve
4 .3 .1  D e n s i f i c a t io n  D a ta  a n d  M a s t e r  S in t e r i n g  C u r v e
The most familiar and easiest sintering experiment is to measure the density of a 
uniform cylindrical sample as the function of time and/or temperature. This can be 
done by either carrying out a series o f interrupted tests of many identical samples or 
using a dilatometer and just one sample. The finite element concept of piece-wise 
approximation can be used to represent the densification curve as shown schematically 
in figure 4. 6. The densification curve is divided into a series o f elements where each 
one represents only a small part of the data but with the best possible fit. The piece- 
wise approximation method then can be used to construct the master sintering curve as 
shown schematically in figure 4. 7.
Figure. 4.6. Schematic diagram showing the use of the finite element concept to give a 
piece-wise approximation to the densification data.
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© 1 © 2 ©3
Integration of activation energy over time
Figure. 4.7. Schematic diagram showing the use of the finite element piece-wise 
approximation to construct a master sintering curve.
The approximation method which gives the most accurate estimate without 
unnecessary complications is the quadratic polynomial element or shape function. 
Each element has three nodes at coe l, coe2 and coe 2. Thus, the nodes are connected
through a parabolic curve. Although the nodes can be arbitrarily dispersed throughout 
each element, for convenience it may be assumed that the three nodes are distributed 
equally as shown in equation (4- 18)
where co is the instantaneous local time/temperature and n is the number of elements. 
It should be noted that the number of elements is chosen arbitrarily and depends on the
4- 18
Within each element, the relative density is assumed to be a quadratic function of time
and/or temperature in the following format:
4- 19
1 0 0
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degree of curve. I) (co) is the shape function which represents the localized 
densification behaviour:
Di(co) = a + b(co-a)0 ) + c(a>-coel)(a)-0)e2) 4- 20
Here a, b, and c are the coefficients. A  simple procedure can be used to determine the 
values of the coefficients, i.e.
a-D(cox) 4-21
and
b P(a2)-P(w,)
co2 -co{
D(g)3 ) -  D(a)2) D(co2) -  D(cox)
4- 22
c — C03 - a>2 G)2 4- 23
A  “ A
The concept of characterizing the densification behaviour with piece-wise quadratic 
polynomials, is equivalant to the idea of analyzing an object which is divided into 
several elements in the finite element method. Therefore, in an experiment, only 
relative density, at the selected times/temperatures, a>l9 need to be measuredas 
shown in figure 4. 8.
Figure. 4.8. Approximating relative density Dt over selected time/temperature CQj for
a chosen piece of density profile.
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The densification rate can be obtained by differentiating 4 -1 9  with respect to time:
To obtain the activation energy Qb and therefore the master sintering curve a
systematic numerical scheme is proposed. As an example, the scheme is applied to the 
densification data of Chu et al. (1991) which was shown previously in figure. 4. 2. 
Figure 4. 9 shows the regenerated data obtained by applying the piece-wise 
approximation method. Each one of the heating cycles has been divided into six 
different arbitrary segments which, for convenience, were chosen to be equal, as 
shown in table 4.1.
m dco J dt
(J dDa,j  ^dco
4- 24
The volumetric strain rate can then be calculated as
4- 25
1 0 2
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Table 4.1. Relative density distributed over temperature for each element in piece- 
wise representation of the sintering data of Chu, et al. (1991).
Segment Temperature °C DI D2 D3 D4 D5
1
500 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000
550 0.52000 0.51000 0.5080 0.5050 0.5030
600 0.55455 0.53182 0.51970 0.51448 0.50500
2
600 0.55455 0.53182 0.51970 0.51448 0.50500
650 0.6090 0.56136 0.55455 0.54318 0.53000
700 0.69091 0.63182 0.61820 0.59545 0.57500
3
700 0.69091 0.63182 0.61820 0.59545 0.57500
750 0.7818 0.72273 0.69545 0.66591 0.64091
800 0.86520 0.80870 0.77727 0.74773 0.71820
4
800 0.86520 0.80870 0.77727 0.74773 0.71820
850 0.91818 0.8913 0.8587 0.83043 0.79773
900 0.95000 0.93182 0.90455 0.89570 0.86960
5
900 0.95000 0.93182 0.90455 0.89570 0.86960
950 0.96818 0.95227 0.93636 0.9250 0.9160
1000 0.97500 0.96820 0.95454 0.94500 0.94320
6
1000 0.97500 0.96820 0.95454 0.94500 0.94320
1050 0.97954 0.97273 0.96364 0.9548 0.9540
1100 0.98182 0.97600 0.96800 0.96200 0.96136
After allocating an appropriate density profile to each element, the overall data can be 
regenerated by using equations 4- 20 to 4- 23 as shown in figure 4. 9.
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Figure. 4.9. Relative density as a function of temperature approximated using the 
piece-wise method on the data of Chu et al. (1991).
4 .3 .2  A p p l y i n g  t h e  N e w  M e t h o d  t o  G e n e r a t e  t h e  M a s t e r  S in t e r i n g  C u r v e
Su and Johnson (1996) developed an empirical approach to represent the densification 
data of powder compacts. They defined a master sintering variable ©  which combines 
the effect o f sintering temperature T and sintering time t. They proposed that the 
relative density D  and 0  follow a unique master curve for any given powder compact. 
To use the new method to obtain the master sintering curve, it is necessary to 
determine the nominal activation energy Q. This can be done as follows:
Step 1 -  Represent the densification curves for each heating profile using the piece- 
wise approximation given by equation
D = aX2 +bX + c 4 -2 6
which is the shortened format of equation 4- 20, where a, b and c are approximation 
coefficients (given in equations 4 - 2 1  to 4- 23) which represent the exact part of the 
densification curve for the given time.
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Step 2 -  Make an initial estimate of the activation energy Q. If the controlling 
sintering mechanism is known for the powder concerned, grain boundary diffusion for 
example, then a book value can be taken for the activation energy for this mechanism 
as the initial estimate. If the mechanism is uncertain, then a best guess is used. Using 
the data of Chu et al. (1991) as an example the difference between the results 
produced by various activation energies are shown in figure 4. 10 to 4. 12. Figure 4.10 
shows that for an activation energy equal to 200 kJ mol'1 the relative density versus 
log(0) curves are seperated from each other for different heating cycles but they are 
not scattered randomly.
a c t iv a t io n  e n e r g y  =  2 0 0  k J  m o l '1
°C min'1 
— -0.5 
—♦— 2
- * - 1 0
-*— 15
log(Q)
Figure. 4.10. Relative density as function oflog(©) for an activation energy estimated 
to be 200 kJ molA for the data of Chu et al. (1991).
In figure 4. 11, when the activation energy is set to 350 kJ mol'1 the curves are closely 
spaced around an arbitrary line which means that they are merging to form a master 
sintering curve. Therefore the activation energy may be close to the correct value.
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a c t iv a t io n  e n e r g y  =  3 5 0  k J  m o l '
log(0)
°C min'1 
-*— 0.5 
—♦—2 
—*—5 
- * - 1 0  
—  15
Figure. 4.11. Relative density as function oflog( ®) for an activation energy estimated 
to be 350 kJ mol'1 for the data of Chu et al (1991).
With an increase in the activation energy, the curves separate in a systematic way. 
Therefore the best possible activation energy is around 350 kJ mol'1 for this set of 
data. All the above procedures are described in detail in steps 3 to 6.
a c t iv a t io n  e n e r g y  =  8 0 0  k J  m o l '1
°C min'1
—  0.5 
— #— 2 
—*— 5 
- * - 1 0  
— •— 15
log(0)
Figure. 4.12. Relative density as function oflog(®) for an activation energy estimated 
to be 800 kJ molA for the data of Chu et al. (1991)
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Step 3 -  Divide the densification curve into a large number of small sections of equal 
time intervals, At, as shown in figure 4. 8. Because equation 4- 26 has been used to 
represent the densification curve, density can be calculated at any time from the 
equation and the discrete points do not have to coincide with the initial experimental 
data points. Calculate values o f ©  at every discrete time tk by numerically integration 
of equation 4 -15 .  Many numerical integration schemes exist, the simplest one is
® h ) = Z/=o
1
r ( O expi RT(t, ) ) '  r t e T r t
Q + 1 exp Q 4- 27
For the numerical integration to be accurate, the time interval At has to be very small.
Now a numerical function has been obtained relating the relative density Dk and the 
master variable ©  k using the estimated value of Q. In general, such calculated values
of ©* are not uniformly spaced on the ©  axis.
Step 4 -  obtain a linear piece-wise approximation of D  = £>(©) using the discrete 
values of ®k and Dk, i.e.
De =  {A ,, (©), A . 2 (® )>■■ : A (©)} 4- 28
Step 5 -  repeat steps 3 and 4 for all the heating profiles and piece-wise representations 
of D = D (©) for all the densification curves.
Step 6 -  Define and calculate a measure of difference between the various function of 
Dj - Dy (©) as
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If the activation energy is correct, then error should be very small value (Su and 
Johnson 1996, Teng et al. 2002 and Kutty et al 2004).
Step 7 -  Repeat steps 3 to 6 and calculate the values of error for a large range of 
values of Q  away from the initial estimate in both direction. If a master sintering can 
be constructed, a correct value of Q  should exist to give a very small value of error.
Figure. 4.13. Error estimation for a range of activation energies. The minimum in the 
error corresponds to the correct activation energy, in this case 350 kJ mol’ 1
The densification rate can be obtained by differentiating equation 4- 24
£> =
(© ))< /©  l f Q V ^ dD.jco)
tt d® J dt T (  RTAtt da>
dco 
A  St J
4- 30
here co represent time and/or temperature. The volumetric strain rate can then be 
ilculated as
,  D (dD./®) 
■v„ DZ d®
d©  
dt
r
— exp 
T
Q  j f  .f fdDeJ(a>)
R T jtt dco
dco
dt
4-31
The above steps has been summarized and shown in figure 4. 14.
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Figure. 4.14. The flowchart represents a summery of the steps in piece-wise 
approximation method of finding the MSC.
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4.4 A p p lying  the P ie ce -W ise  A pproach for a Tw o -P h ase  
Material
4 .4 .1  M a s t e r  S in t e r i n g  C u r v e  f o r  a  S t a in le s s  S te e l  P o w d e r
In order to test the validity o f the piece-wise approach, it has been applied to data from 
a sintering experiment using a two-phase material (Blaine et al. 2005). The experiment 
looked at the densification of gas-atomized 17-4PH stainless steel powder, over 5 
different heating cycles. It is assumed that there is a phase transition from a-austenite
to (5-ferrite during heating which leads to a sudden change in densification rate.
Therefore, the general master sintering curve approach of acquiring a single activation 
energy was not sufficiently accurate to describe the sintering process for this two- 
phase material. For this reason Blaine et al. (2005) developed a master sintering curve 
which was described by two temperature regions and hence two activation energy. 
Clearly, if the piece-wise approximation method can be employed to generate a single 
MSC with only one activation energy or using various activation energy, this will 
represent a significant advantage o f the ‘conventional’ method.
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4 .4 .2  E x p e r im e n t a l  D a ta  f o r  a  T w o - P h a s e  M a t e r ia l
As an example to demonstrate the advantage of the piecewise approximation the data 
obtained by Blaine et al. (2005) for gas-atomized 17-4PH stainless steel powder was 
re-examined. Blaine et al. (2005) sintered a range of compacts of a stainless steel 
powder using five different heating schedules, which are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Heating cycles for two-phase experiment used by Blaine et al. (2005).
C y c le r a m p  1 h o ld  1 ( 1 h ) r a m p  2 h o ld  2  (1 h )
1 1 0 ° C /m in 1 0 1 0 ° C 7 ° C /m in 1 3 6 5 ° C
2 1 0 ° C /m in 1 0 1 0 ° C 7 ° C /m in 1 3 6 5 ° C
3 1 0 ° C /m in 1 0 1 0 ° C 7 ° C /m in 1 3 6 5 ° C
4 7 ° C /m in 1 2 0 0 ° C - -
5 5 ° C /m in 1 2 0 0 ° C - -
Different heating cycles are shown in figure 4.15 as functions of time. The initial 
relative density is reported to be 0.55.
1600 -|
1400 -
1200 - Cycle 1
P  1000 - J —•— Cycle 2
d. 800 - r  s —♦— Cycle 3E ♦ /  j ro> 600 - r  /  r  S
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400 - / / x — Cycle 5
200 -
0 < — i i i i ........ t i i i — i
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
Time, min
Figure 4.15. Heating schedules used by Blaine et. al. (2005) in their sintering 
experiments on gas-atomized 17-4PH stainless steel powder.
The shrinkages as a functions of time obtained by Blaine et al. (2005) are shown in 
figure 4. 16.
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Figure 4.16. Linear shrinkages as a function of time obtained by Blaine et al. 
(2005) for gas-atomized 17-4PH stainless steel powder using the different 
heating schedules as shown in Figure 4.14
It can be observed from figure 4.16 that the densification behaviour of the stainless 
steel powder is rather complicated. A sharp increase in densification rate occurs 
around 1000 °C to 1200 °C for all heating schedules. Blaine et al. (2005) attributed 
this behaviour to the emergence of (5-ferrite from a -austenite at 1200 °C, which 
increases the diffusivity of 17-4PH stainless steel and accelerates the densification. 
They concluded that a two-phase sintering process was occurring in the stainless steel. 
The required data for finding the master sintering curve is density as a function of 
temperature. The shrinkage-time data shown in figure 4.16 should be changed to a 
suitable format, i.e. relative density versus temperature. In order to transform 
shrinkage to relative density, the relationships between initial and instantaneous 
relative density, volume and linear shrinkage are needed. These are shown in equation
4- 32
1 1 2
C H A P T E R  4. D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  A  N E W  M E T H O D  O F  U T I L I Z I N G  T H E
M A S T E R  S I N T E R I N G  C U R V E
D _ = Fo_ 
Dq V
'  I ^  l0
ylQ ~A l i - A !
V h J
4- 32
where Vo and V are the initial and instantaneous volume, respectively, lo is the initial 
length and AI is instantaneous change of length.
Rearranging equation 4-32 gives
D = D,
f  V  
1
i - N
\ f  j
4-33
Here —  is linear shrinkage and this could be extracted from figure 4.16. The input
K
data for the MSC which were extracted from figure 4.16 by using equation 4- 33, are 
shown in figure 4.17.
temp, °C
Cyclel 
Cycle2 
—*— Cycle3
 Cycle4
Cycle5
Figure 4.17. Input data extracted from the work of Blaine et al. (2005) and changed
to a suitable format for MSC.
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The rapid change of relative density around 1200 °C, associated with a phase 
transition, could be distinguished in the relative density-temperature relationship in 
figure 4.17. The curves from different heating rates have a clear divergence over the 
medium to high relative density range. Blaine et al. (2005) used the sigmoid function, 
shown in equation 4- 34, to characterize master sintering curve in their experiments.
D = Dq + I - D n
1 + exp( InG + a\ 4- 34
Here a and b are constants. Using equation 4- 34 led them to split the model into two 
regions. Therefore, two different activation energies, were used. It is inconvenient, if 
not impossible, to obtain a master sintering curve with a varying activation energy 
using the sigmoidal fitting function given by equation 4- 34. A varying activation 
energy is, however, not a problem for the piecewise approximation. The steps 
described in the previous section can be simply applied element by element (or section 
by section of the master sintering curve with each section consisting of a group of 
elements) rather than to the entire curve. A master sintering curve with the activation 
energy varying from element to element can then be obtained.
In order to test the piece-wise approach the value of ©for each data point was 
calculated using the method described in section 4.3.2. The initial estimate for the 
activation energy was 200 kJ mol'1. Each heating cycle was divided into 17 different 
segments which were not necessarily uniform. Equation 4- 26 was employed to 
describe the relationship between density and ln(©) for the domain of the segment. 
The results are shown in figure 4.18.
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activation energy = 200 kJ mol"1
log (©)
Figure 4.18. Master sintering curve for the data in figure 4.17 divided into 17 
segments assuming an activation energy 200 kJ mol"1.
After running all heating cycles, then the difference between the various functions in 
the same domain space for all heating cycles was determined by using equation 4- 29 
to ascertain the error. Finally everything was repeated for different activation energies 
of 300, 321, 350, 400, 600 and 800 kJ mol"1. The results are shown in figures 4. 19 to 
4. 24
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activation energy = 300 kJ mol'1
log (0)
Figure 4.19. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of 300 kJ mol'1.
activation energy = 321 kJ mol"1
log ( 0 )
Figure 4.20. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  321 kJ mol"1.
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activation energy = 350 kJ mol-1
&
inc.<D"O
Q)>
<1)
log (0)
Cycle 1 
Cycle 2 
Cycle 3 
Cycle 4 
Cycle 5
Figure 4.21. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of350 kJ mol"
activation energy = 400 kJ mol'1
log (0)
Cycle 1 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
Cycle4 
Cycle5
Figure 4.22. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of 400 kJ mol'1.
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activation energy = 600 kJ mol-1
log (©)
Cyclel 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
— Cycle4 
■*— Cycles
Figure 4.23. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  600 kJ m ol'
activation energy = 800 kJ mol1
log (©)
Figure 4.24. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  800 kJ m o l'1.
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After comparing the value of error for each of the chosen activation energies for 
different temperature zones, as shown in figure 4. 25, and assessing the dispersion of 
the data, a satisfactory result was obtained.
0.18
0.16
0.08
0.06 -j
0 .04 -I----------------- 1-----------------I-----------------T-----------------1-----------------I-----------------1
200 300 400  500 600 700 800
Activation energy kJ
0.14
— a) T  <=1141 C 
— b) 1000 C< T  <=1141 C  
— c) T > = 1 000C
Figure 4.25. Comparison of error estimation for different activation energies for a) 
r < =  1141 °C , b)1000°C < =  T <=1141 °C andc) T>=1000°C
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master sintering curve
log(e)
Figure 4.26. Master sintering curve for the data from the experiments on the stainless 
steel powder using the piecewise approximation and three activation energies: 
a  = 350kJ mol'1 for T<1010°C, Qb =321kJmol'1
Qb =  300 kJ mol' x forT >  1142°C.
Figure 4. 26 shows the master sintering curve that was obtained from the original data 
shown in Figure 4.15 using the piecewise approximation and three activation energies: 
a  =350kJmor1 for T <.1283.5% Qb =321kJmor‘ for 1283.5 °IC  ^ 1414.5 °K,
and a  =300kJ mol'1 for D > 1414.5 °K. In the calculation it was assumed that the 
samples shrank isotropically and that the initial relative density was D0 = 0.55 as 
given by Blaine et al (2005). It can be seen from Figure 4. 26 that all of the data fall 
onto a single master sintering curve except for one data point from heating schedule 1 
which is summarized in table 4.2. As shown in figure 4. 16, the applied heating 
schedule produced a different final density. Such behaviour cannot be accommodated 
by the master sintering curve. The master sintering curve with varying activation 
energies follows a complicated shape which is difficult to capture by using the 
sigmoidal fitting function. It is remarkable that a master sintering curve exists for this
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case considering the large amount o f  spread in  the shrinkage curves shown in figure 
4.16.
4 . 5  A  W o r d  o f  C a u t i o n  a b o u t  C h o o s i n g  A c t i v a t i o n  E n e r g y
Finding the best possible and therefore ‘ correct’ activation energy plays a big part in  
the accuracy o f  the master sintering cuive. There are a number o f  authors who 
calculate activation energies and compare them w ith  ones reported in  the literature 
(Ewsuk et al 2006). Other authors m ay use a reference value or use a tria l and error 
method. As mentioned in  the previous section, the correct activation energy for 
different heating cycles not only brings the data to each other, but also scatters them  
around an arbitrary fitting curve.
In  the master sintering curve concept, density and lo g (0 )  are tw o separated functions 
o f  temperature where a function (or functions in  the case o f  piece-wise approximation) 
define density in  term  o f  lo g (0 )  through temperature. Using different activation
energies to calculate lo g (0 ) ,  not only shifts the values along the horizontal axis, but 
also changes the w ay they are presented. The correct value o f  activation energy should 
be in agreement w ith  the value taken from  a reference book. To  explain this, figures 4. 
27 to 4. 32 show the master sintering curves that were obtained from  the original data 
o f Blaine et al (2 0 0 5) using a decreasing set o f  activation energies. In  figure 4 .27 the 
activation energy was set to Qb -  180kJ m o l'1. B y  decreasing the activation energy to 
much lower value than correct value, the value o f  error decreases. The data look 
convincing and they are scattered around an arbitrary fitting line. B y  decreasing the 
activation energy to Qb = 1 5 0  kJ m ol*1 (figure 4. 28 ) the value o f  lo g (0 )  moves even
further right on the horizontal axis and at the same tim e the data looks even better in  
that the curves are closer to each other. I f  the activation energy keeps decreasing, then 
the data move to the far right o f  axis. A t this point, although the curves are close to 
each other, they have lost their functionality by turning to a vertical line. In  order to 
avoid losing functionality, a lim iting  value for activation energy should be defined
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which is varied for different material. The lim iting  value which applies to the lower 
activation energy can be chosen by visual inspection o f a selected master sintering 
curve test for a chosen material.
activation energy = 180 kJ mol-1
log (0 )
Cycle 1 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
Cycle4 
Cycle5
Figure 4.27. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  180 kJ mol'
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activation energy = 150 kJ mol’1
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Figure 4.28. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  150 kJ m o l'1.
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activation energy = 50 kJ mol-1
log (©)
Cycle 1 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
Cycle4 
Cycle5
Figure 4.30. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of 50 kJ mol'
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activation energy = 1 kJ mol-1
log (0)
Cycle 1 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
Cycle4 
Cycle5
Figure 4.31. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of 1 kJ mol
activation energy = 1 J mol-1
Cycle 1 
Cycle2 
Cycle3 
Cycle4 
Cycle5
log (0)
Figure 4.32. Master sintering curve for a single activation energy of  I J m o l1.
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4 . 6  C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s
The sigmoidal function widely used to represent the master sintering curve is not 
necessarily part of the master sintering curve concept and can limit the flexibility of 
the master sintering curve approach. The piecewise approximation, borrowed from the 
finite element method, on the other hand, provides a general representation for the 
master sintering curve. A varying activation energy can be used together with the 
piecewise approximation for the master sintering curve, providing extra flexibility to 
the approach. When the quadratic shape functions are used, only a few data points are 
required to represent a densification curve. The piecewise approximation therefore 
also reduces the total number of experimental data points required to obtain the master 
sintering curve. The modified master sintering curve together with the approximate 
finite element scheme, form a powerful tool in predicting sintering deformation from a 
limited set of experimental data.
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5  F I N I T E  E L E M E N T  P R E D I C T I O N  O F  S I N T E R I N G  
D E F O R M A T I O N  U S I N G  D E N S I F I C A T I O N  D A T A  
I N S T E A D  O F  C O N S T I T U T I V E  L A W
5 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
It  was shown in  chapter 2  that m any authors have developed various constitutive laws 
w ith  the intention o f  simulating sintering behaviour. Some o f  these were based on 
micromechanical models and others were based on em pirical fitting  o f  experimental 
data. It  was also discussed that the proposed constitutive laws were w ide ly  different 
from each other. The reason lies in  the nature o f  the sintering process w hich involves 
different m aterial parameters, various packing and compacting methods and a range o f  
heating processes. A lthough development o f  those models provides a very deep 
understanding o f  sintering behavior, users still le ft w ith  a serious uncertainty over 
which sintering model to choose out o f  a w ide range o f  constitutive laws. In  addition, 
some o f  the constitutive laws involve parameters which are d ifficu lt to obtain. 
M oreover, due to the various forms o f  equations proposed w ith in  sintering models, it 
is d ifficu lt to accommodate constitutive laws into some o f  the existing commercial 
finite element packages. I t  w ould be useful to develop a general form at that envelopes 
most o f  constitutive laws.
In  this chapter, first, a new  method for obtaining a general approxim ation o f  bulk and 
shear viscosity fo r various constitutive laws is presented. This is fo llow ed by a 
proposal for an em pirical fin ite  element method w hich does not require a constitutive 
law  but only the densification data (density as a function o f  tim e) in  order to predict 
sintering deformation. The densification data can be obtained by sintering small 
samples o f  the pow der compact or derived from  the master sintering curve. D ifferen t 
sintering mechanisms and nonlinearity pose no d ifficu lty  to the method. I t  is, however, 
lim ited to pressureless sintering. To  verify  the densification based fin ite  element 
method, four case studies are presented. The numerical predictions are compared w ith  
experimental measurements fo r two different cases. It  is shown that the accuracy o f
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the prediction is w e ll w ith in  the experimental uncertainties and comparable to 
previous fin ite element analyses using fu ll constitutive laws.
5 . 2  A p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  B u l k  a n d  S h e a r  V i s c o s i t y  i n t o  S m a l l  
S u b - E l e m e n t s
In  this section a new  method for obtaining a general expression for bulk and shear 
viscosity for various constitutive laws is presented. The idea is to find  approximate 
expressions for each bu lk  or shear viscosity o f  d ifferent constitutive laws. To do this a 
series o f  sub-elements (quadratic shape function) w ith  relative density as an 
independent variable are substituted for the actual proposed expressions. This method 
provides existing constructive laws w ith  flex ib ility  for m odification. M oreover, it 
makes sintering models easier to accommodate in  fin ite  element packages.
The heart o f  a FE  sintering sim ulation is a constitutive law  which is shown in  the form  
o f relationship between strain rate and stresses. Recalling from  chapter 2, equation 5-1  
represents common form at o f  expressing constitutive laws.
e = + -  Mjl..§ 5. ,
,J 2tjs 2rjB 0 3 r,s 9
The bulk, rjB, and shear, rjs , viscosity (or f(D) and C(D) as representative functions o f
bulk and shear viscosity) are the m ain  part o f  any constitutive law , w ith  any change to 
them producing different models. Therefore it is desirable to have a single function for 
bulk and shear viscosity w hich can take different parameters instead o f  various 
complicated expressions. The m ain benefit is that by applying different parameters, 
various models can be achieved. The other advantage is that there is no need to 
suddenly change the function in  different stages o f  sintering (R eidel et al. 1993). A  
smooth transition throughout the sintering stages can be achieved. This method also' 
helps to im plem ent (or change) different constitutive laws into commercial finite  
element packages w ithout d ifficu lty .
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The idea o f  approxim ation states that there should not be much difference between the 
solution o f  the true function and the approximation. The approxim ation by quadratic 
interpolation complies w ith  this idea. The basic concept is the same as w hat is used in  
the fin ite element method i.e. is dividing the region into small elements to be able to 
model the solution function for the entire dom ain w ith  piece-wise elementary 
functions rather than w ith  a single complex function. The general form at is defined by
X = YxTD,L,5.2
M
where viscosity % can be defined at any point by > a representative o f  viscosity
m ainly based on instantaneous relative density D and/or grain size L or temperature T. 
The approximation method applied here is quadratic interpolation hence each element 
consists o f  three distinct points.
The above method for s im plicity can be reduced to the fo llow ing procedures where a 
few  points relating to density w ould be sufficient to construct the entire characteristic 
o f viscosity:
X‘{D) = b0 + bt{D- D0)+b 2 ( D -  D 0 ) ( D -  D t )5 - 3
where the value o f  the coefficients can be determined by
b\ =
K =Zo 
X(D,)-x(D0)
A  -  A
1 0  5 - 4
z ( A ) - z ( A )  z ( A ) - z ( A )  
^ _  A  ~  A  A  ~  A  
A - A
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each of which are based on the three values of relative density, D0 ,D{, D2.
A computer program has been developed to determine the shape function for each sub 
region. So, relative density data points will be used as a input and a shape function for 
each element will be determined as an output. In an attempt to demonstrate the validity 
of the approximation method, the mechanistic models proposed by Helle et al. (1985) 
for stage 1 and Du and Cocks (1992) for stage 2 have been chosen. Both expressions 
for f(D) and C(D) together with their approximations are plotted in figure 5. 1 and 5. 
2, respectively. The results for the approximation are identical to the proposed 
expressions although only seven elements for f(D) and six elements for C(D) have 
been used. A summary of the original expressions and the approximation elements for 
f(D) and C(D) are listed in tables 5. 1, 5. 2 and 5.3, respectively.
Figure 5.1. Comparison of the expression proposedfor f(D) in stage 1 and 2 by 
Helle et al (1985) and the approximation method.
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relative density
Figure 5.2. Comparison of the expression proposed for C(D) in stage 1 by 
Helle et al. (1985) and stage 2 by Du and Cocks (1992) and the 
approximation method.
Table 5.1. Expressions for f(D) and C(D) for stages 1 and 2 for the mechanistic 
model proposed by Helle et al. (1985).
Expression f(D) C (D )
Stage 1
0M(X- A ) ;  
D ( D - D a)
L O B d - A ) ;
A - D - A ) 2
Stage 2 f ( D )  =  3 2 ( l ~ D ) 2  
D c<~ + ~  [1 -  25(1-£>)2/3 ]
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Table 5.2. Coefficients for elements of approximation method for f(D) in mechanistic 
model proposed by Helle et al. (1985) for both stages 1 and 2.
/ ( £ > )  =  b0 +  b, (D - D 0 ) + b2 (D -  A  X O  -  D , )
E lem en t
R e la tive
density
b0 bi b 2
1
Do = 0 .5 0
■
2809.08 -54762.9 537311
. _ ___ ___
D , =  0.55
D 2=  0.60
2
Do = 0 .6 0
19.3463 -218.111 1402.93D i =  0.65
D 2 =  0.70
3
Do = 0 .7 0
4 .54985 -35 .5912 167.238D j =  0.75
D 2 =  0.80
4
D 0 = 0 .8 0
1.82693 -11.0385 41.0602D i =  0.85
D 2=  0 .90
5
D 0 = 0 .9 0
0.928376 -4 .59339 23.1566D i =  0.95
D 2=  0 .96
6
D 0 =  0 .96
0 .666667 -9.52685 -71 .7286D i =  0.97
D 2 =  0.98
7
Do = 0 .9 8
0 .461784
■
-13 .8552 -923 .403D i =  0 .99
D 2=  1.0
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Table 5.3. Coefficients for elements of approximation method for C(D) in mechanistic 
model proposed by Helle et al. (1985) for both stages 1 and 2.
C (£») =  6 « + * , ( D - 4 ) + 6 2( Z > - 4 X ^ - 4 )
E lem en t
R e la tive
density
bo b, b2
1
,
D 0 = 0 .5 0
5618.16 -109526 1.07462e+006D i =  0.55
D 2=  0.60 ::----------- ,----1
2
------—-------------
Do = 0 .6 0
38.6926 -436.221 2805.86D j =  0.65
D 2=  0.70
3
Do = 0 .7 0
9.09971
■
334.475
unoIIQ -71 .1823
D 2 =  0 .80
4
Do = 0 .8 0
3.65385 -22 .077 82.1204D j =  0.85
D 2 =  0 .90
5
Do = 0 .9 0
1.85675 -9 .18677 179.477D j =  0.95
D 2 =  0 .96
6
Do = 0 .9 8
1.22579 -9.45205 -183.761D i =  0 .99
p» iII<NQ
This test shows that the method is exceedingly accurate, even when the most 
sophisticated bulk and shear viscosity expressions are being used.
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5 . 3  F i n i t e  E l e m e n t  S i n t e r i n g  S i m u l a t i o n  b y  U s i n g  
D e n s i f i c a t i o n  D a t a
5.3.1 Background Information
In  sintering, m ainly due to a non-uniform  powder/pore distribution, the green body 
experiences a non-uniform  shrinkage. The deform ation results in incorrect final 
dimension and is accompanied by twisting and bending o f  the sintered body. Figure 
5.3 shows an arbitrary element before and after densification.
a) b)
Figure 5.3. Schematic diagrams of (a) fine powder compact before and (b) after 
shrinkage, showing dramatic shrinkage and deformation.
It was mentioned before that changes in chemical purity and particle packing have a 
significant effect o f  shrinkage and densification (e.g. O levsky and Bert 1997 and 
Scherer etal. 1998).
I f  particles pack together non-uniform ly, then it w ill lead to the form ation o f  particle 
clusters which are called agglomerates and large pores which are called inter­
agglomerate pores, as shown in figure 5.4. These large pores are d ifficu lt to eliminate 
during sintering and cause non-uniform  shrinkage and prevent fu ll densification. 
Substructures such as particle agglomeration, large pores, and particle size distribution
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always exist in a powder compact. A lm ost all o f  the sintering models ignore the 
substructures in a powder compact sim ply because o f the mathematical d ifficu lty  o f  
obtaining an analytical solution for such microstructure.
A g g lo m e ra te
\
\
In te r -a g g lo m e ra te  pores
In tra -a g g lo m e ra te  p o re s
Figure 5.4. Schematic diagram of agglomeration due to non-uniform packing, which
has an effect on sintering.
Alternatively several researchers have attempted to predict sintering deform ation using 
less data than the fu ll constitutive law. Tsvelikh et al. (1995) suggested an empirical 
finite element analysis. O zkan and Briscoe (1994, 1997) and Sanliturk et al. (1999) 
integrated the densification rate equation for a cylinder o f  varying in itia l density. 
Argullo  et al. (2 0 0 3) implemented a linear-viscous continuum model proposed by 
Skrohod (1972) and further developed by O levsky (1997, 1998) into Sandia’s 
nonlinear large-deform ation finite element code. D iA n tonio  et al. (2 0 0 3 ) used data 
from a master sintering curve and com patibility conditions for a m ultilayer system. 
The w ork proposed in the rest o f  this chapter was inspired by these previous works.
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5 . 4  S i n t e r i n g  S i m u l a t i o n  E x c l u s i v e l y  B a s e d  o n  D e n s i f i c a t i o n  
D a t a -  a  N e w  A p p r o a c h
It  is recognised that there is a lack o f  theoretical grounding in previous efforts to 
model sintering and their num erical schemes are consequently arbitrary. The purpose 
o f this chapter is to present a fin ite  element scheme that requires only the densification 
data (density as function o f  tim e) to predict sintering deform ation o f  a powder 
compact o f  any in itia l shape and density distribution. The method is based on the 
principle o f  weighted residual error or the v irtual power principle. Its underlying 
approximations are clear and it contains no arbitrary steps apart from  the underlying 
approximations. In  the term inology o f  continuum solid mechanics, the proposed finite  
element method satisfies the com patibility and equilibrium  conditions and forces the 
virtual w ork in  a sintering body to be that o f  a uniform  sample o f  the same material. In  
the term inology o f  computational mathematics, the proposed fin ite  elem ent method 
minimises the weighted residual error between the velocities in  a sintering body and 
those o f  a uniform  sample o f  the same material. In  the term inology o f  a user o f  a 
commercial fin ite elem ent package, the method requires a unity m aterial m atrix and a 
user defined force m atrix  into w hich the densification data is fed. The actual sintering 
mechanisms and non-linearity in  the constitutive law  are irrelevant to the method. The 
only lim itation is that the method is valid  for pressureless sintering only. Therefore, 
sintering simulation should be perform ed in  a w ay that the green body can shrink 
freely without restriction. This ensures that displacement boundary conditions create 
no external stresses. In  the fo llow ing  discussion, the densification based fin ite  element 
method is refereed to as D F E M .
5 . 5  F o r m u l a t i o n  o f  d e n s i f i c a t i o n  b a s e d  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  m e t h o d
In  the fin ite element m odel fo r sintering the elastic deform ation is assumed to be small 
and therefore ignored (Hsueh et al. 1986 and Rides et al. 1989), and the porous 
material is treated as a viscous continuum solid. Using a direct Euler scheme for time 
integration, at each time-step, the velocity fie ld  o f  a sintering body is analysed in its
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current configuration and then the nodal coordinates o f  the fin ite  element mesh are 
updated. The correct velocity fie ld  must satisfy four conditions (a) com patibility, (b) 
equilibrium , (c) boundary conditions and (d ) constitutive law . The aim  here is to 
develop an approximate fin ite  element method for which only the densification data is 
available. In  a general problem  o f  stress analysis this is not possible - one has to have a 
fu ll constitutive law  or else the fin ite  element analysis is not possible. In  the special 
case o f  pressureless sintering, however, it  w ill be shown that a solution that satisfies 
conditions (a), (b ) and (c) and partially satisfies (d ) provides a very good 
approximation to the exact solution which satisfies all four conditions. The 
densification-based fin ite  element method can be form ulated in  tw o different ways: (a) 
using the virtual pow er principle or (b ) using the weighted residual error method.
5.5.1 DFEM Based on the Virtual Power Principle
In  discussing the deform ation o f  a sintered body, w hich undergoes large 
displacements, although it is free sintering, it w ill be assumed that there are enough 
constrains to prevent the body from  m oving as rig id  body. Therefore there are no 
displacements o f  particles during sintering w ithout deform ation o f  these selected 
particles.
Figure 5 .5. Schematic of a sintering body (a) initially and (b) after deformation due 
to particle displacement but without rigid body movement.
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In  sintering, deform ation over tim e or the displacement rate is a matter o f  concern, 
therefore in the fin ite elem ent form ulation the velocity fie ld  w ill be used as the basic 
field  variable. In  order to establish a relationship between strain rates and 
displacement rate (velocity), first the small displacement o f  an arbitrary point A in a 
deformed body (figure 5 .5) w ill be represented by three perpendicular components, u, 
v, w in  a Cartesian coordination system o f  x, y  and z. I f  B is considered as a close 
adjacent point to A at a distance in  the x direction equal to dx, then the rate o f  change 
in  length oiA-B along the x axis due to deform ation is:
dx = — dx 5 -5
dx
Therefore the unit elongation rate sx at an arbitrary point A is
The strain rates on the other axis can be determined by using the same method. 
Equation 5 -6  can be expressed in  a form at to cover all nine strain rate components as
1
in w hich sv represents the strain rate tensor, ut the velocity fie ld  and x, the Lagrange 
coordinates.
In  a finite element form ulation using the velocity fie ld  as its basic variable, the 
com patibility condition is guaranteed by representing the velocity  fie ld  using 
appropriate shape functions and by calculating the strain rates from  the velocity field  
by using equation 5 - 7 .
The velocity boundary conditions are satisfied by setting the nodal velocities on the 
boundary to their prescribed values. There is no force boundary condition in free
du. du+  ■
dx, dx,
5 -7
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sintering except fo r free surface conditions w hich require no action in  a fin ite  element 
form ulation based on a velocity field. The equilibrium  condition is equivalent to the 
principle o f  v irtual pow er w hich states that
J°V -Se^dV = 0 5_ 8
V
in  which (Ty represents the stress tensor and 8sy represents the v irtual variation o f  the
strain rates w hich must satisfy the com patibility and the velocity boundary conditions. 
The integration is over the entire sintering body.
Although the D F E M  is not lim ited  to linear constitutive laws, it is easy to fo llo w  the 
assumption made and the D F E M  procedure when demonstrating it using a linear 
constitutive law. From  the literature review , the linear viscous constitutive law  for 
sintering can be w ritten  as
4 = —  + — $y-— 5i) 5-9* 2 ns 34b • 3t)B 'J
in  which <rm represents the mean stress, <j s the sintering potential, ?js the shear 
viscosity, rjB the bulk viscosity, 8tj the Kronecker delta function, and stj the devitoric 
stress tensor which is defined as
SV = crij_<7A  5-10
The shear and bulk viscosities, r/s and r/B, are strong functions o f  temperature and the
organisation o f  microstructure. The sintering potential o s is a macroscopic
manifestation o f  the therm odynam ic driving force for densification w hich depends on 
the interfacial energies o f  the powder m aterial and the microstructure but not on the 
temperature. B y  using D F E M , a need to d e te rm in e ^ , rjB and crs as functions o f  their
dependent variables is avoided. It  can be seen that the strain rates given by equation 5- 
9 contain three terms. The first term  represents the shear deformation, the second term  
represents the volum e change caused by the mean stress and the th ird term  represents 
the volum e change caused by the sintering potential. A  sintering body o f  any shape
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made o f  uniform  m aterial and density deforms by the third term alone i f  the body is 
unconstrained and no external force is applied. In  the fo llow ing discussion, the third  
term is referred to as
5 - n
The relative density D, densification rate D and £exp fo llo w  a simple relationship:
D
£ exn = ---------  5- 12exp 3D
Therefore £eXpCan be obtained from  free sintering experiments using small and 
uniform  samples or derived from  a master sintering curve (K ian i et al. 2006).
To avoid using the fu ll constitutive law , the second term is dropped from  equation 5-
9, i.e. it is assumed that <Jm is much smaller than crs such that the volum e change is
due to the sintering potential alone. This is an acceptable assumption for pressureless 
sintering but not for pressure-assistanted sintering. The constitutive law  then becomes
Z  ~  2 f j  +  5 - 1 3
Using the constitutive law  o f  equation 5- 13 in  the virtual power principle o f  equation 
5 -9  and noticing the assumption that <jm =  0 and i f  we assume cr<y =  sjy gives
= 2 ? 7 s ( /  - L k/ j)5-14
and therefore
\vs{e , j -eapSv)5eIJdV = 0 5 _ l 5
The condition for equation 5- 15 to be valid  can be further understood by examining  
the virtual power principle. The linear constitutive law  shown in equation 5- 9 can be 
rewritten as
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G ij ~  ^  L £ k k A ij +  2 r / s £ ij f i i j 5-  16
in which XL = (r/B-2r/s /3),  which is know n as the Lam e constant. Substituting
equation 5 - 1 6  into equation 5- 8 gives
f a s { e ,  - e^StJ )SevdV + jx (% -3 ]SekkdV = 0. 5 - 1 7
The valid ity  o f  equation 5- 15 is therefore subject to the condition that the second term  
in equation 5- 17 vanishes independently. For early stage sintering, the viscous 
Poisson’s ratio is almost zero leading to %L «  0 .  This is not true fo r the later stages o f  
sintering. A  strong condition for equation 5- 15 to be va lid  is that skk »  3sexp, i.e. the 
volumetric strain rate is not affected by the local state and always takes the value o f  
3a\xp as i f  the m aterial is sintering freely. In  fact this condition only needs to be
satisfied in the sense o f  integration.
The shear viscosity rjs can be elim inated from  equation 5- 15 by assuming that the
shear viscosity is uniform  w ith in  a powder compact. In  general, the shear viscosity 
depends on the density and grain-size o f  the m aterial. How ever, as one can observe 
from the various constitutive laws shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11 in  chapter 2 o f  this 
thesis, w hile  some models predict that the shear viscosity changes dram atically w ith  
the increase o f  relative density, the others predict that it remains v irtua lly  constant 
throughout the entire sintering process. In  later stage o f  sintering the shear viscosity 
remains almost constant. I t  is therefore plausible to assume a uniform  shear viscosity. 
The ultim ate justification fo r this assumption is that the corresponding prediction  
agrees very w e ll w ith  the obtained using the f iill constitutive law  (w ithout the 
assumption o f  a uniform  shear viscosity. Then the virtual power principle can be 
written as
5-  18
V
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Equation 5- 18 is the basis for the densification-based finite element method. The only 
experimental data required by equation 5 - 1 8  is «?exp as defined by equation 5 - 1 2 .
Follow ing the standard fin ite  element procedure (Z ienk iew icz and Taylor, 1989), the 
velocity fie ld  is approximated using a set o f  fin ite element shape functions and the
strain rates £iy are calculated using equation 5- 7. W riting  the results in  the matrix
form  gives:
represents the vector o f  nodal velocities for the e-th element. Substituting expression 
5 - 1 9  into 5 - 1 8  gives
[ 4 = M 4 5- 19
in  which e indicates that the matrixes are defined for the e-th element, [ r ]  is a m atrix  
o f known functions o f  location calculated from  the shape functions, and [u)e
5 - 2 0
in which
[ / 4  =  \[b ]tW v 5 - 2 1
K
and
41 = JWk,, o o o j d v 5- 22
K
5 - 2 3
elements
Equation 5 - 2 3  represents a set o f  linear simultaneous equations in  terms o f  the nodal 
velocities which can be solved using a standard solver. The nodal velocities can then 
be integrated using the Euler tim e integration scheme to fo llo w  the deform ation o f a
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sintering body. It  is useful to recognise that the elemental viscosity m atrix  defined by 
equation 5 - 2 1  is equivalent to sim ply setting the m aterial m atrix  in  the usual finite  
element analysis as a unit m atrix.
5.5.2 DFEM Based on the Weighted Residual Error Method
The above derivation o f  equation 5- 18 is based on the linear viscous constitutive law. 
In  fact the D F E M  is not lim ited  to linear materials and equation 5 - 1 8  can be directly 
obtained fo llow ing the concept o f  the weighted residual error method. In  a free 
sintering o f  a uniform  and unconstrained component (o f  any complicated shape), the 
strain rates everywhere in  the component are given exactly by
£ij ~ £ exp Aij 5- 24
In  reality a component can be non-uniform  by design or processing. For example, the 
in itial density D, powder size d, chemical composition C, and/or the volum e fraction/  
o f  a composite powder can all vary from  location to location. The component may 
also be partially constrained (by a substrate for example). In  such cases £exp depends
on these non-uniform  factors as w e ll as time.
It  is relatively easy to obtain £exp from  a free sintering experiment using a series o f
uniform  samples, each o f  w hich has a different set o f  values o f  the non-uniform
factors. In  a non-uniform  component, the sintering velocity fie ld  o f  any small material 
element must be compatible w ith  that o f  its surrounding m aterial, and equation 5 - 2 4  
is no longer correct. How ever, the m aterial element w ill do its best to reach the strain 
rates as given by equation 5- 24. I f  the difference between the actual strain rates in  a 
non-uniform component and the target strain rates are written as
error,j = s IJ-iS',t8,J 5-25
then the tendency fo r the material element to reach the target strain rates can be
expressed m athem atically as
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\errorirWjdV = 0 5. 26
V
in which the integration is over the entire volum e o f  the sintering body, and w(j is a set
o f  weight functions. Equation 5- 26 can be im m ediately reduced to equation 5- 18 by 
choosing w(J. =  8s y . H ow ever it should be pointed out that equation 5- 26 is a pseudo
weighted residual error. In  the term inology o f  computational mathematics, the error 
defined in equation 5- 25 should be the difference between the approximate solution, 
S y , and the precise solution. In  non-uniform  and/or constrained sintering, s exp8 y is not
the precise solution in  equation 5- 26. Therefore equation 5- 26 represents an empirical 
formulation.
5.5.3 The Densification Data
The D F E M  requires the densification data defined in  equation 5- 12 as its basic input. 
A  convenient w ay to represent the density -  tim e function is to use the fin ite  element 
concept o f  piece-wise approxim ation previously discussed in  section 5.2. As 
schematically shown in  figure 5.6, a densification curve is divided into a set o f  
elements, each being approximated using a set o f  fin ite  element shape functions.
Figure 5.6. Schematic representation of a densification curve showing relative density 
as a function of time, using piece-wise approximation.
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Let Dj, 1=1,2, ..., m, represent the relative densities at tim e tt w hich are obtained by
sintering a uniform  sample. The relative density D at any arbitrary tim e t between any 
three data points can be calculated from  the three data points as
D = f lDlN,(f) 5-27
/=!
in w hich N, (f)  are shape functions given by
(t -tJ
N ,=
(h - iCM1
( ' - 1 1
(t2 -- (j X?2 h )
(t--h X t -b )
N2=ir   A :  5-28
N3
Using the quadratic shape functions, a densification curve can often be accurately 
represented using only 4 elements, i.e. 8 data points. Therefore the piece-wise 
approximation for the densification curve further reduces the experimental data 
required by the D F E M  analysis. A n  alternative w ay to obtain the densification data is 
to use the master sintering curve as discussed in depth in chapter 4.
5 . 6  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  C o m p u t e r  C o d e  f o r  D F E M  A p p l i c a t i o n
5.6.1 Introduction
In  the previous section, the form ulation and governing equation in  D F E M  have been 
developed. In  order to put D F E M  into practice, a few  m odifications need to be applied 
to the previously developed F E  computer code. The finite element computer code for 
D F E M  follows the same structure as the fin ite  element sim ulation fo r the fu ll 
constitutive law . How ever, there are some m ajor differences w hich should be 
addressed. In  this section the m aterial input data and development o f  new  stiffness 
m atrix w ill be explained.
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5.6.2 Extracting Input Data from Densification Profile
A  densification profile w hich can be obtained from  either a fe w  simple sintering 
experiments or from  a master sintering curve is the only m aterial data w hich is needed 
to run a D F E M  simulation. The fin ite element meshing and nodal coordination remain  
the same as any other F E  simulation. It  is obvious that during compaction and prior to 
sintering, the density distribution may not be uniform  throughout the green body. In  
this case, two or three different sintering experiments need to be done to cover the 
entire density variations in  the green body (see figure 5.7). Therefore it would be 
better to choose the m axim um  input density as the higher bound, m inim um  as the 
lower bound and an inbetween value as intermediate bound although it is not 
necessary.
Figure 5 .7. Schematic illustration of a density distribution in a green body due to non
uniform packing.
A fter perform ing the experiments and evaluating the relevant density as a function o f  
time profile (points) for each bound, the densification data for different input densities 
can be determined by using a w eight method sim ilar to the shape function technique, 
as shown in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. A schematic diagram showing how the weight function can be used to 
provide approximation for various input densities.
There are other ways o f  m aking the approximation, however, this method is easy to 
apply in the computer code w ithout unnecessary complications. The density profile  
for any input density then can be determined by
D„m, ( 0  =  W, .D, (t) +  W„ ,D„ (0 5- 29
where
W{ = 1
D input Dj
A - A
5-30
w  _  D'«pui A_
" D . - D ,
B y  applying equation 5- 29 to 5- 27 the density profile for any in itia l density can be 
determined. I t  should be noted that Wi and Wu are determined once and remain  
constants for that particular in itia l density.
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5.6.3 Applying DFEM into Finite Element Computer Code
In  the previous section a method to produce the density profile from  experimental data 
was given. N o w  the density profile  can be put into D F E M  by applying equation 5 - 2 9  
into equation 5 - 1 2
Therefore the strain rate at any tim e can be extracted by using the density profile  
which delivers both instantaneous density and densification rate at that particular time. 
The strain rate should then be implemented into the force vector, as shown in  equation
5 -2 2 .
In  the D F E M  method the stiffness m atrix  needs m odification as no m aterial property 
data are involved. R ecalling equation 5- 21, the m aterial property m atrix  (D m atrix) is 
a unity m atrix so
[ K ] ,  = \ [ b J [ d ] W
K
and
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 o' 0 0 1
The flo w  chart showing the computer procedures for the D F E M  sim ulation (w ith  the 
major sub-procedures, loops and decision m aking points) is given in  figure 5.9.
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R e a d  in p u t data: N d / E l,  co o rd in a tio n s ,  
d e n s ity  d is tr ib u t io n s , d en sity/tim e p o in ts
B u i lt  d e n s ity  p ro file  fo r  e a ch  set o f  d e n s ity  d a ta  b y
3
u s in g  q u a d ra t ic  sh a p e  fu n ctio n s . D  =  ^ D , N , ( ( )
C a lc u la t e  an d  
sto re  W /&  W „
f o r  e a ch  in p u t  
d e n s ity
D e te rm in e  dD/dt fo r  e v e ry  d e n s ity  p ro f ile
C a lc u la t e  lo c a l (s e re n d ip ity ) sh a p e  fu n c t io n  w ith  3 p o in ts.
20
C a lc u la t e  J a c o b i a n  m a trix . S
dN
SN
(W )
D e te rm in e  in v e rs e  J a c o b i a n  m a trix . J'' = / DciJ x[a <0J]
C re a te  sh a p e  fu n c t io n  m a tr ix  [ # ] = f r U ] = | v — j  [ r 1 O'. 0 j
C a lc u la t e  a n d  u p d a te  stra in  rate fo r  lo c a l co o rd in a te . [s° ] = \.B‘ ] [a e ] 
U p d a te  re la tiv e  d e n s ity  fo r  e a ch  lo c a l co o rd in a te . £>(,+/|)) =  + ( -  D by e % ) x  tQ
U p d a te  g r a in  s iz e  u s in g  g ra in  g ro w th  rate a n d  in sta n t tim e, ( i f  a p p lic a b le )
C h o o s e  a p p ro p ria te  set o f  d e n s ity  p ro file , d e n s ity  rate and W/ 
&  W „  th en  ca lc u la te  s tra in  rate |y« ] =  [ -  D ( t )  / 3 £ ) ( ; ) ]
C a lc u la t e  d r iv in g  v e c to r  b y  u s in g  stra in  rate and  sh ap e  fu n ctio n  m a tr ix  
su b stitu te d  in  fo rc e  v e cto r . [ D r i v e }  =  [f ]  =  [ g ] 7 ^  ]
D e te rm in e  s t iffn e s s  m a tr ix  [k ] =  [ g ] 7 [ / ] [ g ]
A s s e m b le  a ll e le m e n ta l s t iffn e s s  a n d  fo rc e  m a trice s
S o lv e  the m a tr ix  eq u a tio n  u s in g  M A -4 1
Update coordination by using real sintering tim e function
Fig u re  5.9. D F E M  flow  chart illustrating the simulation procedures.
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5 . 7  C a s e  S t u d i e s  o f  D F E M
5.7.1 Verification of DFEM
The D F E M  proposed in this chapter is an em pirical method. Its va lid ity  can only be 
established using case studies. To  verify  the D F E M , 4 case studies are presented. In  
case one, a dum b-bell shaped component was firstly  analysed using the usual finite  
element method w ith  a fu ll constitutive law . Then only the densification part o f  the 
constitutive law  was used in  a D F E M  analysis o f  the same problem. A  large in itia l 
density variation was assigned to the component. In  case tw o, the D F E M  was used to 
reanalyse an experim ent carried out by K im  et al. (2002). They obtained a fu ll 
constitutive law  by carefully fitting the experimental data and then perform ed a finite  
element analysis using the constitutive law . To demonstrate the w ide applicability o f  
D E F M , in case three, it is applied to show how  a raw  m aterial m ix  densifies by a 
complicated process o f  phase transformation and liquid phase sintering. In  case four, 
the method is applied to a m ultilayer specimen. In  all cases, the simulations were 
repeated by using different tim e step magnitude, further fine mesh and various mesh 
arrangements. This ensures that the appropriate tim e step magnitude and fin ite  element 
mesh were chosen.
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5.7.2 Case Study A -  Dumbbell Shaped Compact of Alumina Powder
This is a conceptional case study, instead o f  an experimental one, using a dumb-bell 
shaped compact o f  alum ina powder as shown in figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10. The initial profile of an alumina powder compact used in case study A.
To create an extreme case o f  non-uniform  sintering, an in itia l relative density o f  
D=0.4 was assigned to the top and the bottom parts o f  the component and D=0.7 to 
the m iddle part as indicated in figure 5.11.
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G r e e n  b o d y
M a t e r i a l :  A l u m i n a
S i n t e r i n g  t e m p :  1 4 8 0  ° C
I n i t i a l  g r a i n  s i z e :  0 , 3  m i c r o n
Figure 5.11. The initial density distribution and finite element mesh as shown on the 
cross-section of half the dumb-bell specimen.
In  a real sintering process such a component would delaminate at the interface 
between the dense and porous parts. In  the conceptional model, however, the interface 
is assumed to be perfect to create a severe distortion in the sintering deformation. In  
the finite element model, 20-noded iso-parametric elements were used for a quarter o f  
the component. The fin ite  element mesh on the vertical cross-section o f  the component 
is shown in  figure 5.11. Sym m etric velocity boundary conditions were applied 011 the 
exposed internal boundaries. In  this case, only isothermal heating is considered.
The problem is firstly  solved using the usual fin ite element method and a fu ll 
constitutive law  described by D u  and Cocks (1 9 9 2 ) which is given by
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in which L0 and L represent the in itia l and current grain-size respectively, and c and /  
are functions o f  the current and in itia l relative density given for stage 1 by
c =  1.08 v A -  5-34
P\P~P
and
/  =  0 .54- ^ ■ 5-35
pyp-po)
and for stage 2
1c -
( l -  2.5(1 - / > ) / ’ )
5 -36
and
(l _  p)Yi
f  = 3.2 — P) 5 -37
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This constitutive law  was intended fo r the case o f  solid state sintering controlled by 
grain-boundary diffusion. D u  and Cocks (1992) used cr0=3.33 M P a, s0= 4.53 x  10"4 s'
1 and <rs = lM P a  for a submicron alum ina powder. These data were used in  the current 
case study. G rain-grow th was not considered and the in itia l grain-size was set as 
d0 = 0.3pm. The same problem  was then solved using the D F E M  w ith  the £exp 
calculated from  equation 5- 12 as
/  j  \ 3
s -  - 9 —
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(7g
f (D )o s 5 -38
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S i n t e r e d  b o d y
0 . 7 7 < D < 0 , 8 5  
O , 8 8 < D < 0 , 9 9 9  
t  =  1 7 n i n
D F E M
F u l l  c o n s t i t u t i v e  l a w  
G r e e n  b o d y
Figure 5.12. Comparison offinal shapes of the sintered dumb-bell specimen predicted 
by the finite element analysis using a full constitutive law (thin solid line) and the 
DFEM (dashed line). The outer solid line shows the initial shape of the green body.
Figure 5.12 compares the deform ed shapes o f  the component obtained using the fu ll 
constitutive law  (solid line) and the D F E M  (dashed lines) at X=1000 seconds. The  
outer frame shown in  the figure is the in itia l shape o f  the component. The component 
has been distorted severely showing that a large shear deform ation as w e ll as volume  
change has occurred. There is only a small difference between the tw o results. A  re­
run o f  the case study considering grain-growth showed little  difference in the accuracy 
o f the D F E M .
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5.7.3 Case Study B -  Comparison with an Experiment by Kim e t  al. 
( 2 0 0 2 )
In  a case study to compare fin ite element analysis predicting directly w ith  
experimental measurements, K im  et al (2002) compacted and sintered a complex 
shaped specimen o f  an alum ina powder. Figure 5.13 shows a quarter o f  the specimen.
Figure 5.13. The finite element mesh used in the DFEM analysis for case study B 
which was investigated and experimentally by Kim et al (2002).
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Kim et al (2002) determined the relative density distribution, which is reproduced 
here in figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14. The initial density distribution on the cross-section of half of the 
specimen (after Kim et al.,2002).
The final geometry of the sintered specimen was also measured. Kim et al (2002) 
carried out finite element analyses for both the compaction and sintering processes. In 
order to carry out the sintering analysis, they obtained an empirical constitutive law for 
the alumina powder using small uniform samples and an experimental technique that 
the group had developed (Gilla 2000, Gilla et al. 2001, Kim et al. 2002, 2003). Figure 
5.15 is a reproduction of their comparison of the sintered geometry predicted by the 
finite element analysis and the experimental measurement.
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of the final shape of the sintered specimen obtained from the 
finite element model (dashed line) and experiment (thin solid line) (after Kim et al., 
2002). The thick solid line shows the initial profile of the specimen.
This is a very careful case study and the comparison perhaps represents the state-of- 
the art of the current generation of finite element analysis for both compaction and 
sintering.
In the current work, the sintering process is re-analysed using the DFEM and the 
densification data instead of the full constitutive law. The initial density distribution 
shown in figure 5.14 was used in the DFEM analysis. The densification data for three 
different initial densities, D0 =0.53, 0.59 and 0.67, obtained by Kim et al (2002) are 
shown in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16. Relative density as a function of time for three different initial densities 
obtained by Kim et al. (2002). These data were used in the DFEM analysis.
In the DFEM analysis these densification curves were approximated using the 
quadratic shape functions as described in section 5.2 and 5.5.3. Linear interpolation 
and extrapolation were made to obtain densification curves for initial densities other 
than the three values. 20 noded iso-parametric elements were used and the finite 
element mesh is shown in figure 5.13. Only a quarter of the specimen was analysed 
due to symmetry. Figure 5.17 shows the comparison between the DFEM prediction 
and the experimental measurement.
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Figure 5.17. Comparison of the final shape of the sintered specimen obtained from the 
DFEM model (dashed line) presented in this chapter and experiment (thin solid line) 
by Kim et al. (2002).The thick solid line shows the initial profile of the specimen.
B y comparing figures 5.15 and 5.17 it can be seen that the accuracy o f  the D F E M  is 
comparable to that o f  the fin ite  element analysis using a fu ll constitutive law. 
How ever, the D F E M  analysis needs a lo t less input data.
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5.7.4 Case Study C -  Comparison with Experiment Using a Mix of 
Mineral Raw Materials
The dominating sintering mechanism for the two previous cases is solid state sintering 
controlled by grain-boundary diffusion. To demonstrate the general applicability of the 
DFEM, a sintering experiment carried by Barriere and Blanchart (2006) at Ecole 
Nationale Superieure de Ceramique Industrielle (ENSCI), France using a ceramic 
composition similar to a porcelain composition, which is a mixture of kaolinitic clay, 
feldspar and quartz, was analysed. During heating above 500°C, the clay undergoes 
progressive phase transformations and at temperatures above about 1050°C, an 
incongruent melting of feldspar occurs. The sintering mechanism of the compact of 
the raw material mixture is complex, but dominated by the quantity and characteristics 
of the liquid phase. A curved disc shaped specimen, as shown in figure 5.18, was 
produced by uniaxial pressing in a metallic mould.
Figure 5.18. The finite element mesh and initial density distribution for case study C.
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Hom ogeneity and absence o f  flaws in the powder compact was ensured by a 
prelim inary granulation operation and by optimisation o f  pressure rate and duration 
during pressing. The compaction stress is different at different parts o f  the disc, 
leading to variations o f  density in  the compact. In  the D F E M  it was assumed that the 
specimen had only three distinct in itia l densities as shown in  figure 5.18. Local 
densities were determined from  the size o f  indentations, made using a specific 
indentation method at a controlled rate and load, and compared w ith  reference 
materials. Using uniform  samples o f  the three different in itia l densities, the 
densification curves were obtained, w hich are shown in figure 5.19.
Figure 5.19. Relative density as a function of time for the three different initial 
densities for case study C. These data were obtained from 
Barriere and Blanchart used in the DFEM analysis.
Measurements were carried out by dilatom etry (M isura, Expert System Solution) w ith  
rectangular samples, using the same heating rates and times as were used during the 
sintering o f  the ceramic samples. The disc specimen was then sintered using the 
heating schedule o f  7°C  min"1 heating up to 1250°C; 10°C m in '1 cooling. The final 
dimensions o f  the sintered disc were measured using a coordinate measuring system
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for 3-dimensional measurements. The experimental accuracy of this measurement is 
± 1%.
Figures 5.20 shows the experimental measurements and 5.21 shows the DFEM 
predictions for the final geometry of the disc specimen. The percentage errors of the 
dimensions at various locations are also shown in figure 5.21.
Figure 5.20. Dimensions of the final shape of the saucer specimen in case study C
measured in the experiment.
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Figure 5.21. Dimensions of the final shape of the saucer specimen in case study C 
predicted by the DFEM model The percentage values in the brackets represent 
percentage errors compared with the experimental measurement as shown in
figure 5.20.
Figure 5.22 shows the comparison o f  the D F E M  simulation and experim ental result. It 
can be seen that the accuracy o f  the D F E M  is quite acceptable despite the uncertainties 
in input data fo r the in itia l density distribution and the complex phenomena involved  
in  the sintering process.
Figure 5.22. Comparison of the final shapes of the sintered saucer specimen obtained 
from the DFEM model (dashed line) and experiment (thin solid line). The outer solid 
line shows the initial shape of the green body.
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5.7.5 Case Study D -Multi-Layer Alumina Powder Compact with 
Tapered Cut
I t  was mentioned that to run a sintering simulation using the D F E M  method, a few  
density values at a num ber o f  tim e points are needed to build a densification profile. It  
w ould be cost and tim e effective to obtain a densification profile w ith  as few  points as 
possible. In  the fo llow ing m ulti-layer experiment, carried out at Nanyang  
Technological U niversity  (N T U ), Singapore (Feng and Jan 20 05 ) as few  as three 
density points per layer have been acquired to produce density profile . The aim o f this 
experiment is not only to ve rify  the va lid ity  o f  D F E M  in m ulti-layer systems, but also 
to test its ability  to produce acceptable results w ith  very few  input data.
The specimen is a m ulti-layer compact made w ith  the same m aterial (alum ina) but 
slightly different densities. The sample is made up by three layers, each o f  which is a 
cylinderical shape. A fte r the layers were pressed one after another, the whole sample 
was cut at an incline from  the m iddle o f  the top layer to the edge o f  bottom layer as 
shown in  figure 5.23. The dimensions and layers density are shown in  figure 5.24.
Figure 5.23. Multi-layer cylindrical compact with inclined cut.
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Figure 5.24. Dimensions (in millimetres) and density distribution in multi-layer 
cylindrical compact with tapered cut.
As the compact was symetrical, only h a lf o f  the cylinder was meshed w ith  20 nodes 
three dimension brick elem ent (see figure 5.25).
Figure 5.25. FE mesh for half of the multi-layer cylindrical specimen.
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In order to get the density profile three samples, each of which with the same initial 
density as one of the compact layers were sintered. The density was recorded at three 
points during the sintering process. The profiles then were constructed by connecting 
together the points with straight lines, unlike previous tests. The results are shown in 
figure 5.26.
Figure 5.26. Dimensions and density distributions in multi-layer cylindrical compacts 
with inclined half cut.
Figure 5.27 shows the experimental final dimensions after the green body was sintered 
for one hour. Although the case was considered as a multi-layered compact, there was 
not any significant bending or twisting in the system due to the small difference in 
relative density distribution between layers. In figure 5.28 the final dimensions 
predicted by DFEM are shown together with the percentage values for the differences 
with the experimental data.
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Figure 5.27. Dimensions (in millimetres) of the final shape of the multi-layer specimen
measured in the experiment.
Figure 5.28. Dimensions (in millimetres) of the final shape of the multi-layer specimen 
predicted by the DFEM simulation. The percentage values in the brackets represent 
percentage errors compared with the experimental measurement as shown
in figure 5.27.
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Comparing the experim ental and D F E M  simulation results shows the very good 
agreement, even though very few  input data were used. I t  can be seen in  figure 5.29 
that even w ith  a substantial overall densification there is still only a very small 
difference between the experim ental and the D F E M  results. The individual layers also 
show very good agreement between experiment and simulation in  both diameter and 
height.
G r e e n  b o d y  --------------------
D F E M  s i m u l a t i o n  --------------------
E x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  --------------------
Figure 5.29. Comparison of green body prior to sintering and final shapes after 
sintering for both experiment and DFEM simulation.
5 . 8  C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s
The new  method for obtaining a general approximation o f  the bulk and shear 
viscosities for the various constitutive laws by divid ing them into sub-elements is a 
practical scheme for the m odification o f  existing constitutive laws. The other 
advantage o f  the method is that the sintering models can be accommodated into finite  
element packages more easily because the various sophisticated equations are replaced 
w ith  just a few  quadratic shape functions.
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The em pirical D F E M  technique has been developed to predict sintering deformation  
by using densification data only as input for the fin ite element simulation. In  a 
practical design cycle, it m ay be unrealistic to calibrate all the parameters in a 
constitutive law  in order to carry out a fin ite  element analysis. Therefore, the 
densification based fin ite  element method provides a cost-effective alternative for 
predicting densification behaviour throughout sintering and the generating 3- 
dimensional deform ation results. The valid ity  and accuracy o f  the method has been 
proven by analysing various case studies using different materials and sintering 
processes.
To apply the method the results from  only a few , easy to perform  experiments are 
needed to provide the densification profile o f  a powder compact undergoing sintering. 
Furthermore, although not shown here, the data provided by a M S C  could also be used 
as the input data for the sim ulation process.
The method is not lim ited  to any particular sintering mechanism. H ow ever, it is only 
valid  for free sintering. The accuracy o f  the D F E M  is comparable to the best result that 
a fu ll fin ite element analysis can currently achieve.
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6  C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s
6 . 1  C o n c l u s i o n s  o f  t h e  C u r r e n t  W o r k
The ceramics is always trying to find more efficient and cost effective ways o f  making  
products. The cost can be significantly reduced i f  products can be manufactured to 
near net-shape. B ut this is d ifficu lt because o f  the large shrinkage that occurs during 
shrinkage. Prediction o f  shrinkage is d ifficu lt because o f  the existence o f  various 
constitutive laws and densification equations fo r sintering analysis, reflecting the 
uncertainty over the sintering phenomena. One o f  the goals o f  this study was to 
improve the effectiveness and accuracy o f  existing sintering simulations. The other 
aim was to develop a sintering simulation procedure that could produce sintering 
densification/deformation results that gave better agreement w ith  the experimental 
data w ithout requiring m any hard experiments to obtain material input data. These 
aims have been m et and the various achievements o f  the project are outlined below.
In  the beginning different existing constitutive laws relevant to sintering were 
reviewed, and compared w ith  each other. The m ajor parameters in  sintering 
constitutive law , such as bulk and shear viscosity, sintering potential and grain growth 
laws were reviewed in  detail fo r different dominant mechanisms and compared w ith  
each other. In  addition the m aterial parameters and fitting input data for both 
mechanistic and em pirical models were reviewed. The fin ite element sim ulation o f the 
sintering process was reviewed and several existing fin ite  elem ent analyses were 
compared w ith  experimental data. W h ile  some o f  those predictions were in  good 
agreement w ith  experimental data, in  contrast, the other gave poor predictions. 
Therefore there has been a clear need fo r a robust and easy to perform  numerical 
procedures for the accurate shape prediction o f  broader sintered ceramic parts.
A fter that a specific computer code was developed for a fin ite  elem ent sintering 
simulation so that the sintering process could be m odelled using different constitutive 
laws. The specific computer code was verified  by comparing the predictions from  it 
w ith those generated by num erical integration for a single cubic element. Tw o  other
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test cases o f  d ifferent green compacts w ith  a positional variation in  relative density 
have been m odelled using the fin ite  element code. The agreement in  all three cases 
was acceptable indicating that the computer code is appropriate w ith  the advantage o f  
being capable o f  fu lly  accommodating different constitutive laws for various sintering 
process.
Then, using finite elem ent concept o f  piece-wise approximation, a new  w ay o f  finding  
a master sintering curve was developed. W h ile  many authors use a sigmoidal function  
to find a master sintering curve, the new  piece-wise method uses a quadratic shape 
function to represent both input densification data and to generate the actual master 
sintering curve. A  specific computer code was developed to accommodate the new  
piece-wise method. The method was first tested using the data o f  Chu et al. (1991) 
and then using data from  a more experimental situation provided B laine et al. (2005). 
In  the latter, the ab ility  o f  the new scheme to find the master sintering curve using 
varying activation energies was tested. In  both cases agreement was good, validating  
the approach developed here.
A  new method to present and m od ify  various sintering constitutive laws was proposed 
by using the fin ite  elem ent concept o f  dividing the whole region into a few  sub­
elements. In  this method, instead o f  various complicated bulk and shear viscosity 
functions, the entire profile  is divided into a few  sub-elements, each o f  which is 
represented by a quadratic shape function based on the state variable o f  relative 
density, grain size or temperature. Therefore the bulk and shear viscosities from  the 
different models are presented in  a unified format. The method was im plem ented for 
various constitutive laws and can be extended to cover sintering potential and grain 
growth laws. This method provides existing constructive laws w ith  flex ib ility  for 
m odification and makes sintering models easier to accommodate in  fin ite  element 
packages.
Finally , A  new density based fin ite  element method (D F E M ) was proposed that only 
requires a densification profile  o f  the sintering process, i.e. density as a function o f  
tim e, as the input data. The new  D F E M  method is based on the assumption o f  uniform
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shear viscosity w ith in  the powder compact and is valid  only for a pressureless 
sintering process. H ow ever, it can accommodate various sintering mechanisms both 
linear and nonlinear. The specific computer code developed previously was m odified  
to accommodate the D F E M . To im plem ent the densification profile  o f  a sintering 
process into the D F E M , the piece-wise approximation technique was used. Four 
different cases were simulated by using D F E M  and the results were compared w ith  
relevant experimental data to validate the D F E M . The accuracy o f  the density based 
finite element method results were in agreement w ith  the best results o f  a relevant 
existing fu ll constitutive law  for each sintering process.
In  conclusion, the w ork  presented here represents a significant advance in the 
modelling o f  sintering. B y  using the D F E M , incorporating piece-wise approximation, 
it is possible to take just a few  experimental measurements o f  density as a function o f  
tim e and then predict shrinkage fo r a range o f  green bodies w ith  complicated shapes 
and relative density distribution. The sim plicity o f  this method, in  terms o f  the input 
data required, w ill m ake it m uch more like ly  to be used by industry than other models, 
and could lead to significant economic advantages by reducing the need for trial and 
error experiments to ensure the correct final dimensions o f  a compact are achieved.
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6 . 2  M a j o r  A c h i e v e m e n t  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t
The followings have been achieved by this project:
a) D ifferen t constitutive laws have been critically reviewed and compared w ith  
each other. Their differences have been best revealed by comparing shear and 
bulk viscosity from  various models. D ifferen t sintering potential from  
literature was also studied and compared w ith  each other.
b) A  specific fin ite element code has been developed, w hich can entirely 
accommodate the constitutive laws. This makes it possible to explore the use 
o f  constitutive models that are beyond the capability o f  the existing 
commercial fin ite elem ent packages.
c) A  new  method o f  piece-wise approximation for finding and u tiliz ing  master 
sintering curve has been proposed. This method expands the applicability o f  
master sintering curve beyond its current domination. Therefore it can be foimd  
and utilized ( i f  it exists) for the cases where experimental density profiles are 
very dissim ilar and diverse. This method allows evaluating master sintering 
curve w ith  different appropriate activation energy w ith  the best possible fit  to 
the dispersed data.
d) Using fin ite element concept o f  shape function, a new  method o f  
approximating and generalizing o f  bulk and shear viscosity in  constitutive law  
has been revealed. Therefore instead o f  various complicated set o f  functions 
and expressions, sets o f  quadratic shape function can fit  the entire profile w ith  
the great accuracy. The method is also applicable to different expressions for 
sintering potential and grain growth laws. The transition from  first stage o f 
sintering to second stage also can be done smoothly as there is no sudden 
change o f  function or expression in  the constitutive laws. In  general, various 
sintering models can be easily m odified or change to another one w ith  the 
change o f  coefficients o f  quadratic shape functions. A  computer program has
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been developed to perform  all procedures and determine tbe best fitted master 
sintering curve.
e) A  new type o f  em pirical fin ite element method has been proposed that totally  
based on densification data. The density based fin ite  element method (D F E M )  
can predict densification and deform ation profile  w ith  great accuracy w ithout 
pre-assumption o f  microstructure or any expensive and d ifficu lt experiment to 
evaluate m aterial properties and fitting  data. It  can cover different type o f  
sintering processes w ith  different m aterial transport mechanisms. H ow ever it is 
only lim ited to pressureless sintering process. The advantages o f  this method 
can be summarized in  sim plicity, easy to use, cheap to perform  and very good 
accuracy comparing to existing constitutive laws. The in-house fin ite  element 
code has been m odified  to adopt the D F E M  method. Hence, to perform  
sintering sim ulation just few  points o f  density/time profile  o f  samples or 
master sintering curves w ill  be needed as input data.
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6.3 Future W o r k
A lth ou g h  this w o rk  has p r o d u ce d  three p u b lica tion s  and m ade s ig n ifica n t ad van ces , 
(ICiani S ., P an  J., Y e o m a n s  J. A . (A u g -S e p , 2 0 0 5 ), ‘ A  P ractica l C on stitu tive  L a w  fo r  
F in ite E lem en t A n a ly s is  o f  S in terin g ,1’ S in tering 2 0 0 5 , In ternational C o n fe re n ce  
o n  the S c ie n ce , T e c h n o lo g y  &  A p p lica tio n s  o f  S in tering , 2 2 4  -  2 2 7 .
K ian i S ., Pan J. and Y e o m a n s  J. A .  (2 0 0 6 ) , ‘ A  N e w  S ch em e  o f  F in d in g  the M aster 
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Appendix A: The development of specific computer code for finite element 
analysis of sintering 
A.1 Basic equations and the finite element procedures
T h e o b je c t iv e  o f  this a p p en d ix  is to  d iscu ses  and presen ts s o m e  im portant 
com p u ta tion a l aspects p erta in in g  to  the im p lem en ta tion  o f  fin ite  e lem en t p roced u res  
in to com p u ter  c o d e .
R e ca llin g  fo rm  chapter three as a b a s ic  in trod u ction  to  the c o n c e p t  o f  the fin ite  
e lem en t an a lysis , let us start w ith  m in im u m  poten tia l en ergy .
O ut o f  all the p o s s ib le  d isp la cem en t rate fie ld s  that satisfy  the g e o m e tr ic  bou n d ary  
con d ition s  (i .e . the p re scr ib e d  d isp la cem en t rates) the o n e  that a lso  satisfies the 
equations o f  static e q u ilib r iu m  resu lt in  the m in im u m  total p o ten tia l en erg y  o f  the 
structure, (o r  b o d y )
T h e  p r in cip le  o f  v irtual p o w e r  is  a ctu a lly  a sp ec ia l ca se  o f  the m o re  gen era l p rin cip le  
o f  m in im u m  poten tia l en ergy . R e c a ll  fro m  elem en tary  m ech a n ics  that p o w e r  is the 
p rod u ct o f  a d isp la cem en t rate (v e lo c ity )  and the co m p o n e n t  o f  the fo r c e  in  the 
d irect ion  o f  the d isp la cem en t rate. S o , i f  the p o w e r  d e liv e red  b y  the external fo r c e  
(here shrinkage fo r c e  d u e  to  f i l l in g  the p ores  du rin g  the p ro ce ss  o f  m a k in g  a ce ra m ic  
b o d y )  o n  a structural system  is equ a l to  the in crea se  in  strain rate en e rg y  o f  the system  
fo r  any  set o f  a d m iss ib le  v irtual d isp la cem en t rate, then  the system  is in  equ ilibriu m . 
B y  ad m issib le  v irtual d isp la cem en t rates w e  m ea n  th ose  that sa tis fy  the p rescr ib ed  
d isp la cem en t rates b o u n d a ry  co n d it io n s  but are o th erw ise  arbitrary.
L et us n o w  d e v e lo p  the appropria te  m athem atica l fo rm  o f  the p r in c ip le  o f  virtual 
d isp lacem en t rates. L e t  us d en ote  the v irtual d isp la cem en t rate in  the x  , y  and z 
d irect ion  as
\du Sv #w] A -  1
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It is sh ow n  that the virtual d isp la cem en t rates cau se  virtual straining rates as
1 * 4  S s S s zz 8 s  S s 8 s  a \ a - 2
C on sid er  the external lo a d s  as a resu lt o f  b o d y  fo r c e  b , lo a d  a p p lied  o n  su rface  or  
su rface  traction  s , and  N  p o in t  loa d s  fp d e fin e d  as :
b = A - 3
s = i s x Sy SZJ A - 4
f, = f  f  fp x  p y  p z A - 5
T h e  p rin cip le  o f  v irtual p o w e r  m a y  n o w  b e  stated m athem atica lly  as:
I  +  a yySiyy +  ^  xy8s ^  +  CT y2Se yz +  <Ta 8iB )dv =
f (bx8u +  by8v +  bx8w)dv +  f (S x8u +  S ySv +  S zSw)ds +  A -  6
Z  + fp y 5 *  + f p * 8 * )
H ere, a p ie c e  w ise  con tin u ou s  trial fu n ctio n  w ill  b e  u sed  that a p p ly  o n ly  to  a sm all 
p ortion  o f  the entire d o m a in  i.e . o v e r  a fin ite  e lem ent. C o n s id e r  the d om a in  that 
in cludes
a <  X  < b ,  c < Y  <  d , e <  Z  <  f  A - 7
w h ere these in tervals ca n  b e  d iv id e d  in to  M  subintervals. T h is  p ro ce s s  is ca lled  
discretization , and a ty p ica l su b in terval fro m  X j to  X k , Y m to  Y „  and Z 0 to  Z p is 
s im p ly  d en oted  as element e.
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H o w e v e r , b y  d iscre tiz in g  the re g io n  in to  a n u m ber o f  su itable fin ite  e lem ents, the 
in tegration  o f  the internal stresses (an d  strain rates) and the external loa d s  (m in im u m  
potentia l en erg y  eq u a tion ) m a y  b e  p e r fo rm e d  o v e r  ea ch  elem ent. S o
I  { d e fe r  d V  =  ^  {S ii fb d V  +  +  £  A -  8
w h ere  V e and  S e in d ica tes  that the in tegration  are to  b e  p e r fo rm e d  o v e r  the 
elem ental v o lu m e  and e lem en ta l su rface  b ou n d a ry  resp ectiv e ly . T h e re fo re  first-order 
shape-function w h ich  a p p lies  o n ly  to  an e lem en t is u sed  instead  o f  h igh er-ord er  
p o ly n o m ia ls  w h ich  a p p ly  to  the entire d om a in . S h a pe -fu n ction s  are u sed  to  d escribe  
the b eh a v iou r  o f  the f ie ld  va ria b le  o v e r  the e lem en t. N o te  that the resu lt fro m  the m  
n o n -ov er la p p in g  e lem en ts are, in  e ffe c t , added  togeth er to  ob ta in  the in tegra ls o v e r  the 
w h o le  b o d y . Im ag in e  f ie ld  va ria b le  is  u  in  the case  o f  o n e -d im e n s io n a l c re e p  analysis, 
w ith  the in terpola tin g  p o ly n o m ia l
u = cx + c2x A- 9
S o , i f  w e  h ave an e lem en t w ith  tw o  n o d e  i and j ,  then,
U{jkt) = 4  A - 10
at n o d e  i and
U ( . . \  = u  \xj) J A - 11
at n od e  j .  F rom  there w e  ca n  f in d  -A Lq) and Nj(x) su ch  that:
u  =  N l{i)u, +  N j{i)Uj A - 12
w h ere  ui and uj are the d isp la cem en ts  at n od es  i and j, resp ectiv e ly .
T h is result m a y  b e  represen ted  in  m atrix  fo rm
i i  =  N a e ' A - 13
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u = Na were N, the shape function matrix is defined as
N = [Ni(x) N j(x )J A- 14
and ae the vector of nodal unknown as
a ta u k A -15
Because the assumed displacement rate function is linear in X the shape function are 
also linear in X. Therefore
=  U:*(*f) A -16
I “ (tf)
so
% , )  =  !
=  ° A , )  =  l
A- 17
Again just a reminder u{ and Uj are unknown and we wish to calculate their real value. 
A.2 20-Nodes Brick Element
Finally it seems reasonable to represent the three-dimensional break element.
Note that the break element in this case has 20 nodes and just a remainder that the 
midside nodes must be positioned such that the edges are divided into equal segments. 
After actually developing the shape functions, let us define some useful concepts.
The reason for using these is to take advantage of the simple shape functions.
x, +  x ,
x = “  L  A -18
where X i and X j  are the X coordinate of the first corner node and the last corner node 
respectively. It is the same for Y and Z coordinates, r, s and t can be defined as
4
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2(x - x ) —  2(y -  y ) 2 ( z - z )
r - ------------------- , s  — ------------------, a - 19
X j + X ;  Y j + Y i  Z j + Z j
So, in term of the serendipity coordinates r , s and t , the shape function for these 
elements are given below:
N1 = 1/8 (1 + r)(l - s)(l + t)(r - s + t - 2) A- 20
N2 = 1/8 (1 + r)(l + s)(l + t)(r + s + 1 - 2) A- 21
N3 = 1/8 (1 - r)(l + s)(l + t)(-r + s + t - 2) A- 22
N4 = 1/8 (1 - r)(l - s)(l + t)(-r - s + t - 2) A- 23
N5 = 1/8 (1 + r)(l - s)(l - t)(r - s - 1 - 2) A- 24
N6 = 1/8 (1 + r)(l + s)(l - t)(r + s - 1 - 2) A- 25
N7 = 1/8 (1 - r)(l + s)(l - t)(-r + s - 1 - 2) A- 26
N8 = 1/8 (1 - r)(l - s)(l - t)(-r - s - 1 - 2) A- 27
N9 = 1/4 (1 - t2)(l + r)(l - s) A' 28
N10 = 1/4 (1 - r2)(l -s )(l - 1) A' 29
N 11 = 1/4 (1 - t2)(l - r)(l - s) A' 30
N12 = 1/4 (1 - r2)(l - s)(l + t) A’ 31
N13 = 1/4 (1 - s2)(l + r)(l + t) A' 32
N14 = 1/4 (1 - s2)(l + r)(l - 1) A' 33
N15 = 1/4 (1 - s2)(l -r)(l - 1) A' 34
N16 = l / 4 ( l - s 2)( l -r ) ( l  + t) A’ 35
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N17 = 1/4 (1 - t2)(l + r)(l + s) A -  36
N18 = 1/4 (1 - r2)(l + s)(l - 1) A - 37
N19 = 1/4 (1 - t2)(l - r ) ( l  + s) A - 38
N20 = 1/4 (1 - r2)(l + s)(l + 1) A - 39
N o w  w e  ca n  su m m a rized  and s h o w  all shape fu n ction s  and n o d a l d isp la cem en ts  in  
m atrix  fo rm :
U = N a‘ A -  4 0
w h ich
U = [u v  w j A - 41
and
a e == k v i Wl \ U2 v 2 w 2 | . . . .... j u20 v 20 FF2 0 ]
and
Nl 0 o  i N2 0 o i | A 2 0  0  0  1
N  = 0 A l o  ! 0 N2 o  ! | 0 N 20 0
0 0 Nl 0 0 N 2 | | 0  0  A 2 0
A -  43
W e  are n o w  in  p o s it io n  to  fo rm u la te  the fin ite  e lem en t ch a racteristics  fo r  linear 
sintering analysis.
R e ca ll fro m  strain rate -d is p la c e m e n t  rate equ ation s
du . dv . dw
£ y y ~ t y ’ A ' 44
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S x y  -
d u  d v  
d y  d x
d w  d v  =  —  +y z
d y  d z 9
£zx =
d u  d w 1----
d z  d x
A -  45
It sh ou ld  b e  em p h a sized  that these equ ation s h o ld  o n ly  fo r  sm all d e fo rm a tio n  rate.
Strain rate v e c to r  ca n  b e  related  to  the v e c to r  o f  n od a l u n k n ow n s a e (n od a l
d isp lacem en t rates) s o ,
s  =  L u  =  L N a e &  B  =  L N  A -  46
so
e  =  B a e A - 4 7
w h ich  L  is linear op era tor  m atrix  that con ta in s first d eriva tives w ith  resp ect to  X  , Y
and Z .
L =
d_
dx
0
0
d
0
_a_
dy
o
d
0
0
d_
dz
0
d
dy dx
0 —
dz dy
ft 0 ft
dz dx
A -  48
I f  the shape fu n ctio n  m atrix  N  con ta in s o n ly  linear fu n ction s  then_ the m atrix  B  
con ta in s o n ly  constants. It is true fo r  2 0  n o d e s  b r ick  elem ent. Substitu ting eq u a tion  (A -  
4 7 )  in to (A -  8 )  y ie ld s
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(f  BTDBdv ja e = j /  BTDe0dv + BTD a0dv -  N Tbdv -
.  A - 49
I  N Tsds + X  N Tfp
2 0 -n o d e s  b r ick  e lem en t has n on -lin ea r  shape fu n ction s  s o ; these equ ation s ca n n ot b e  
used  w ith ou t appropriate  ch a n g e  fo r  2 0 -n o d e s  quadratic e lem ent. In  p ra ctice , the b r ick  
e lem en t ca n  b e  u sed  to  a c co m m o d a te  p ra ctica lly  any  g eom etry , so  a sm a ll n u m ber o f  
elem ents ca n  represen t a re la tiv e ly  c o m p le x  b o d y  shape in  the sin terin g  analysis and 
h en ce  in crease  a ccu ra cy  w ith ou t a p p ly in g  extra  e lem ents. W h e n  the sam e n od es  are 
u sed  to  d e fin e  the e lem en t g e o m e try  and the lo ca t io n  w h ere  the param eter fu n ctio n  is 
sou ght, the e lem en t is sa id  to  b e  Isoparimetric. In  oth er w o rd  the shape fu n ction  
d e fin in g  g e o m e try  and fu n ctio n  are the sam e. N = N’
It is n ecessa ry  to  d e fin e  Parent element w h ich  is the b a s ic  und istorted  e lem en t w ith  the 
lo ca l coord in a tes . In  an actual d istortion  o f  e lem ents a o n e -to -o n e  re la tion sh ip  ex ist 
b etw een  the lo c a l coo rd in a tes  (r  , s , t) and  g lo b a l coord in a tes  (x  , y  , z ) .
In order to  estab lish  co n d it io n s  fo r  a o n e -to -o n e  m a p p in g  the Jacobian determinant is 
intruduced. T h e  w e ll-k n o w n  c o n d it io n  fo r  a o n e -to -o n e  m a p p in g  is that the s ign  o f  
ja c o b ia n  determ inant sh ou ld  rem ain  u n ch a n g ed  at all the p o in t  o f  d o m a in  m apped .
In  tran sform ation  b a se d  o n  p a ra b o lic -ty p e , seren d ip ity  fu n ction , it is n ecessa ry  that:
1) N o  internal an g le  b e  greater than 180°
2 ) E nsure that m id -s id e  n o d e s  are in  the m id d le  h a lf  o f  the d ista n ce  betw een  
ad jacen t corn ers  but m id d le  third is safer.
A.3 Transformation in r , s , t (serendipity coordinates)
T w o  d iffe ren t tran sform ation s sh ou ld  b e  con s id e re d , First, d e fin e  the g lo b a l derivative
o!iV/
( i . e .  w h ich  is in  the g lo b a l coo rd in a tes ) in  term  o f  lo c a l d eriva tives.
d x
S e co n d , the e lem en t o f  v o lu m e  (o r  su rfa ce ) sh ou ld  b e  exp ressed  in  term  o f  the lo ca l 
coord in a tes , w ith  an appropria te  ch a n g e  o f  lim its o f  in tegration .
F or first ca se  the shape fu n ctio n  fo r  the parent e lem en t in  term  o f  serend ip ity  
coord in a tes  ( r , s , t) n eed s  to  b e  e x p ressed  in  term  o f  g lo b a l coord in a tes .
N i =  N i ( r , s , t) w h ic h  .i is  a ty p ica l n o d e  1 <  i <  20
A P P E N D IX  A : F IN IT E  E L E M E N T  S IN T E R IN G  S IM U L A T IO N  F O R M U L A T IO N
A N D  C O D E
r =  r ( x , y , z )
W e  a lso  h a ve  is =  s ( x , y , z )
t =  t ( x , y , z )
w h ere  x  , y  and z  are the g lo b a l coord in a tes . R e ca ll  fro m  m ath em atics  and partial 
d ifferen tia tion
dNi dNi dx dNi dy dNi dz 
+  — +
dr dx dr dy dr dz dr
dNi_dy_ dNi dz 
ds dx ds dy ds dz ds
A- 50
A - 51
dNi dNi dx dNi dy dNi dz —  1 1-------
dt dx dt dy dt dz dt
R ew rit in g  in  m atrix  fo rm  g iv e s
~ d N i
dx 
dN i
dy
dNi
dz
d N i ' dx dy dz
dr dr dr dr
dNi dx 8y dz
ds ds 8s ds
dNi dx 8y dz
dt _~dt dt dt
A -  52
A - 53
w h ere  fr o m  d e fin it io n  o f  sh ape fu n ctio n
20 20 
X =  J ) N j . x j  y  =  X ) N j .y j  z = ^ N j . z j
20
A -  54
T he 3x3  m atrix  o n  the righ t- hand  s id e  is k n o w n  as the Jacobian matrix and is d en oted  
b y  J.
W e  can  w rite  the J a cob ia n  m atrix  as
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? f x1
f  9N j 
+  de W Zj
J  =
W Xj i ds I f *
$ Xj
V  9N j Y iY  st
A -  55
w h ere  X j , Y j and Z j are the g lo b a l coo rd in a tes  o f  the jth  n od e . T h e re fo re  the in vers ion  
o f  ja c o b ia n  m atrix  is n e e d e d  to  evaluate shape fu n ctio n  in  term  o f  g lo b a l coord in a tes  
w h ich  y ie ld s
“ d N i"
d X
dN i
d Y
dN i
_ d Z
20
20
3N j „ 20
r  at
1 OS
Z ^ Y j  
T  dt
T  dr Y  dr
20
? f z)
"d N i"
dr
dN i
ds
dN i
_ dt _
A -  56
1 j  ■ oxi r. dNi dNi , dNi , , . ,  t
N o w  the d eriva tives o f  the fo rm  ------- ,   and   ca n  b e  e x p ressed  w ith  the
d x  d y  d z
d erivative  o f  shape fu n ctio n  w h ic h  are b a sed  o n  lo ca l coo rd in a tes
. F irst sh ou ld  b e  determ in ed , 
dt dr
dN i dN i 
dr ’  ds
and
d N i _  
dr 8
(1 - s ) ( l  +  t ) (2 r  - s + 1 - 1 )  =  N r l A -  57
—  =  i ( l  +  s ) ( l  +  t ) (2 r  +  s +  t - l )  =  N r2  
dr 8
A - 58
—  =  i ( l  +  s ) ( l  +  t ) ( 2 r - s - t  +  l )  =  N r3 
dr 8
dN4 1
dr 8
( l - s ) ( l+ t ) (2 r + s ~ t + l )  =  N r4
A - 59
A -  60
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™  =  T  (1 - s ) (  X -t ) (2 r -s - t -1) =  N r5  A -  61
or 8
™  =  I  (1 + s ) (  1 - t ) (2 r + s -t -1) =  N r 6  A -  62
or 8
—  =  i ( l + s ) ( l - t ) ( 2 r - s + t + l )  =  N r7  A -  63
Or 8
—  =  -  (1 - s ) (  1 - t ) (2 r + s + t + l) =  N r 8  A -  64
dr 8
=  T ( l - t 2) ( l - s )  =  N r9  A - 65
or 4
eW IO 1 . . .  . . . .
r—  =  — — r ( l - s ) ( l - t )  =  N r lO  A - 6 6
or 2
dNl 1 1 ... 2w i \
— -  =  — — ( l - t  ) ( l - s )  = N r l l  A - 67
or 4
=  - i r ( l - s ) ( l + t )  = N r l 2  A -  6 8
or 2
— -  =  - ( l - s 2) ( l + t )  = N r l 3  A -  69
or 4
dNl4 l  ... 2\/i \ -ILT
— -  =  ~ ( l - s 2) ( l - t )  -  N r l 4  A - 70
dr 4
dN 15 1 o . . .. T _ _
—  =  - - ( 1 - s  ) ( l - t ) = N r l 5  A - 71
dr 4
dN\6 1 2\ /i x tvt 1
— -  =  -  — ( l - s  ) ( l + t )  =  N r l 6  A - 72
dr 4
=  i  ( l - ^ X l + s )  =  N r l 7  A -  73
dr 4
dNl% =
2
r ( l + s ) ( l - t )  =  N r l 8  A - 74
dAl9 l ... 2\/i x xt ia
— —  =  - - ( l - t 2) ( l + s )  = N r l9  A -  75
dr 4
l l
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i ^ 2 8  =  _  I  r( l + s ) ( l + t )  = N r2 0  A -  76
dr 2
S e co n d  sh ou ld  b e  ca lcu la ted .
ds
ri *|
“  =  " 7 (1 + r ) (  1 + t ) (r -2 s + t -1) =  N s l  A -  77
ds 8
=  I  (1 + r) (  1 + t ) (r + t+ 2 s -1) =  N s 2  A -  78
ds 8
=  L l - r ) ( l + t ) ( 2 s - r + t - l )  =  N s3  A - 79
ds 8
dN4 1
 =  — (1 -r ) (  1 + t ) (r -t+ 2 s + 1) =  N s4  A -  80
ds 8
dN5 1 „  X/1 x / „  ^  ,
( l  + r ) ( l  -t ) ( -r+ 2 s + t+ 1 )  =  N s5  A -  81
( l  + r ) ( l  -t )(r+ 2 s -t -1 )  =  N s6  A -  82
ds 8
dN6 =  $  
ds 8
~  =  i ( l - r ) ( l - t ) ( - r + 2 s - t - l )  =  N s7  A -  83
ds 8
—  =  — ( l  - r ) ( l - t ) (r + 2 s + t + 1 )  =  N s 8  A -  84
ds 8
A - 85
dN 9  _ 1
ds 4
dN\0 __ 1
ds 4
dm  \ _ 1
ds 4
dNl2 _ 1
ds 4
dNU  _ 1
ds 2
A -  86
A -  87
( l - r  ) ( l + t )  =  N s l 2  A -
A -
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dN 14 1
— ~  — s ( l + r ) ( l - t )  =  N s l 4  A -  90
ds 2
M i  =  _ I s ( i - r) ( i - t )  =  N s l5  A - 91
ds 2
= - L ( l - r ) ( l + t )  = N s l 6  A - 92
ds 2
dNll 1 o
f t -7 ( 1 - 1  ) ( l + r)  =  N s 17 A - 93
ds 4
M *  =  i - ( l - r2) ( l - t )  =  N s l 8 A - 94
ds 4
dN\9 1 o
ftft = 7(l-t )(l-r) = N s19 A - 95
ds 4
M 2  =  L l + X l + t )  =  N s 2 0  A - 96
ds 4
F in a lly  the d eriva tives
dm
dt
dNl
dt 8
dN2 _  1
dt 8
dN3 1
dt 8
dN4 1
dt 8 *
dN5 -  1 ,
dt 8
dN6 1
dt 8
dNl 1
dt 8
A -  97
A -  98
(1 -r ) (  1 + s ) ( -r + s + 2 t -1) - N t 3  A - 99
( l~ r ) ( l - s ) ( - r - s + 2 t - l )  =  N t4  A - 100
■ )( l -s ) ( -r + s + 2 t+ l)  =  N t5  A -  101
r ) ( l+ s ) ( - r - s + 2 t + l )  = N t 6  A - 102
) ( l+ s ) ( r - s + 2 t + l )  =  N t7  A -  103
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— ■ =  7  ( l - r ) ( l - s ) ( r + s + 2 t + l )  =  N t8  A - 104
dN9 1
dt 2
t ( l + r ) ( l - s )  =  N t9  A - 105
=  - - ( l - r 2) ( l - s )  =  N tlO  A -  106
dt 4
— t ( l - r ) ( l - s )  =  N t l l  A - 107
dt 2
8N12 1 o
=  — ( l - r 2) ( l - s )  =  N t l2  A - 108
9N13 1 t
— ——  =  2 - ( l - s  ) ( l + r )  =  N t l3  A - 109
ot 4
QNU 1 7
 =  — ( l - s  ) ( l + r )  = N t l 4  A -  110
dt 4
dN 15 1 o
=  — ~ ( l _s ) ( l -r)  =  N t l5  A - 1 1 1
dt 4
=  i ( l - s 2) ( l - r )  =  N t l 6  A - 112
=  _ I t( l - r ) ( l + s )  =  N t l7  A - 113
dt 2
=  - i ( l - r * X l + s )  =  N t l 8 A -  114
dt 4
dm  9 1
dt 2
t ( l - r ) ( l + s )  =  N t l9  A - 115
=  I ( i . r2) ( l + s )  =  N t2 0  A - 116
dt 4
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M atrix  B  o f  s ize  6 x 6 0  B  =  [Bij]6x60 fo r  parent e lem en t w h ere  B  =  L .N  n eeds to  b e
evalu ated  b y  u sin g  in verse  o f  ja c o b ia n  m atrix . T o  evaluate the e lem ents o f  m atrix  B  
w e  n eed  to  fin d  the in verse  o f  ja c o b ia n  m atrix  or  J  “ 1 
C on sid er  ja c o b ia n  m atrix  as
Ju J VI J\3
J  = J 2\ J 22 2^3 A -  117
f t  31 J32 J33 _
w here
Ju  = N r l . X i  + N r 2 .X 2 + ............+  N r l 9 .X i 9 +  N r 2 0 .X 20 A - 118
J i2 =  N r l .Y j  + N r 2 .Y 2 + ............+  N r l 9 .Y i 9 +  N r 2 0 .Y 20 A -  119
J13 =  N r l .Z i  +  N r 2 .Z 2 + ............+  N r l 9 .Z i 9 +  N r 2 0 .Z 2o A - 120
J2i = N s l . X i  + N s 2 .X 2 + ............+  N s l 9 .X 19 +  N s 2 0 .X 20 A - 121
J22 =  N s l .Y i  + N s 2 .Y 2 + ............+  N s 1 9 .Y i9 +  N s 2 0 .Y 20 A - 122
J23 =  N s l .Z i  +  N s 2 .Z 2 + ............+  N s 1 9 .Z i9 +  N s 2 0 .Z 2o A - 123
J32 =  N t l .Y i  +  N t 2 .Y 2 + ............ +  N t l 9 .Y i 9 +  N t2 0 .Y 20 A -  124
J33 = N t l . Z i  + N t 2 .Z 2 + ............ +  N t l 9 .Z i 9 +  N t2 0 .Z 20 A -  125
N o w  the J ' 1 ca n  b e  eva lu ate  in  term  o f  Jmn
F rom  d e fin ition  o f  an in verse  o f  a m atrix  J ' 1 =  — -
det J
D eterm inant o f  J ca n  b e  ca lcu la ted  b y
det J  =  Jn  . J2 2 . J33 - Jn  . J2 3 . J32 +  J12 • J23 • J31 -  J2 1 . J12 • J33
A - 126
+  J 13 • J32 • J21 - J11 • J11 • J11
F in a lly  the a d j(J ) m u st b e  eva lu ated  so , the c o fa c to rs  C ij o f  ja c o b ia n  m atrix  h ave  to  b e  
fou n d .
C i 1 =  J22 • J33 - J23 • J32 A - 127
C i2 =  -J2i . J33 +  J2 3 . J32 A -  128
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C i 3 = J 2l,• J32 - J2 2 . J31 A -  129
C 2I =  "J 12 • J33 +  J13 • hi A -  130
C 22 =  J11 ■' J33 - J13 •hi A -  131
C 23 “  “J 12 • J32 +  Jl2 • J32 A -  132
C31 =  J12 •' J23 “ J13 •J22 A - 133
0 U) N> 11 1 ■ J23 +  Jl3 • J21 A -  134
O U) UJ II ' J22 " J12 •J21 A - 135
C\2 c 13 ~cn c 21
1
CO
O
C  = Cn c 22 c 23 s o  C T ca n  b e  w ritten  as C T = £ 2 c 22 r 32
S '31 C 32 c 33 _ £13 c 23 c 33 _
a d j(J )
T h ere fore
.1 _  adj(J) _  1
X
det J  det J
w here 
adju =  C n  
adj21 =  C 12 
adju =  C j3
dNi dNi , dNi . 
r e w r i t in g  ,  a n d  y ie ld s
dx dy dz
adjn adj2x adj3X~
adjl2 adj22 adj 32 A
adjx3 adj23 adj 33 _
adjn = C 21 adjn =
adji2 = c 22 adj23 =
adj32 -  C 23 adjw -  C 33
~dNf
dX
dNi 1
dY det J
dNi
,dZ  _
adju 
adj 21 
adj3X
adjX2 adjX3~ ~ dNi
dr
dNi
adj21 adj23
ds
dNi
adj32 adj33_ dt .
A - 137
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I f  
term
 fo r  s im p lic ity  d en ote  as invdet J, th ere fore , the shape
det J
 o f  seren d ip ity  co o rd in a te s  ca n  b e  evaluated .
ftp -  =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  . N r l  +  a d ji2 . N s l  +  a d jn  . N t l )  =  N x l
dx
ft-ft  =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  . N r2  +  adj i2 . N s2  +  a d jn
dx
N x 3ftft- =  in v d etJ  (a d jn  . N r3  +  a d jj2 . N s3  +  adj 13 . N t3 ) 
dx
ftft- -  in v d e tJ  (adj
dx
—  =  in v d e tJ  (ad j ]
dx
f t f t  =  in v d e tJ  (adj
dx
—  =  in v d etJ
dx
dx
—  =  in v d etJ
dx
. N t2 ) =  Nx2
. N r4  +  adj i2 . N s 4  +  adj 1 3 . N t 4 ) : = Nx4
N r5  +  adj 12 . N s5  +  adj 13 
11 . N r 6  +  adj 1 2 . N s 6  +  
(a d jn  • N r7
. N t5 ) =  Nx5
adj 1 3 . N t6 )  =  Nx6 
r  +  adj 12 . N s 7  +  a d jn
ftft- =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  . N r 8  +  a d ji2 . N s 8 +  a d jn
(a d jn  • N r9  +  a d ji2 . N s9  +  a d jn  • N t9 )
. N t7 ) =  Nx7 
. N t8 )  =: Nx8
: Nx9
=  in v d etJ  (a d jn  • N r lO  +  a d ji2 . N s lO  +  a d jn  • N tlO ) =  NxlO
dx
—  =  in vd etJ  (a d jn  ■ N r l  1 +  adj 1 2 . N s l  1 +  a d jn  • N t l  1) =  Nxll
dx
^ 1 3  =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  ■ N r l 2  +  a d jla . N s l 2  +  a d j i 3 . N t l2 )  =  Nxl2
dx
LILT  =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  . N r l3  +  a d jl 2 . N s l3  +  a d j,3 . N t l3 )  =  Nxl3
dx
A -  138 
A - 139 
A - 140 
A -  141 
A -  142 
A -  143 
A - 144 
A -  145 
A - 146 
A - 147 
A - 148 
A - 149 
A - 150
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dNl 4
  =  in v d etJ  (a d jn  . N r l 4  +  a d ji2 . N s l 4  +  adj 1 3 . N t l4 )  =  N x l 4
dx
- =  in v d etJ  (a d jn  . N r  15 +  a d ji2 . N s l 5  +  adj 1 3 . N t l5 )  =  N x l 5
dx
=  in v d etJ  (a d jn  • N r l 6  +  a d ji2 . N s l 6  +  adj 1 3 . N t l 6 )  =  N x l 6
dx
=  in v d e tJ  (ad j 1 1 . N r l 7  +  a d j12 . N s l 7  +  a d jn  • N t l7 )  =  N x l 7
dx
— —  =  in v d etJ  (a d jn  • N r l 8  +  a d ji2 . N s l 8 +  adj 1 3 . N t l 8 )  =  N x l 8
dx
dNl 9
YDfL =  in v d e tJ  (a d jn  . N r l 9  +  a d ji2 . N s l 9  +  a d jn  . N t l9 )  =  N x l 9
dx
dN20
dx
-  invdetJ  (ad j 11 . N r2 0  +  adj 12 . N s2 0  +  adj 13 . N t2 0 ) =  N x 2 0
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j2 i . N r l  +  ad j22 . N s l  +  a d j2 3 . N t l )  =  N y l
dy
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r2  +  ad j22 . N s2  +  a d j23 . N t2 ) =  N y 2
dy
y f  =  in v d etJ  (a d j2i . N r3  +  ad j2 2 . N s3  +  ad j2 3 . N t3 ) =  N y 3dy
dN4
 =  in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r4  +  ad j22 . N s4  +  ad j2 3 . N t4 ) =  N y 4
dy
-  in v d etJ  (a d j2i . N r5  +  ad j2 2 . N s5  +  ad j2 3 . N t5 ) =  N y 5dy
=  in v d etJ  (a d j2 i . N r 6  +  ad j22 . N s 6  +  ad j2 3 . N t 6 )  =  N y 6
dy
A - 151 
A -  152 
A -  153 
A -  154 
A -  155 
A -  156 
A -  157
A -  158 
A - 159 
A - 160 
A - 161 
A - 162 
A - 163
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dNi
dy
m s
dy
dN9
dy
dNlO _ 
dy
dNW _
dN\2 _ 
dy
dNU _
dy
dN14 _
dy
dN\5 _
dy
dN16 _ 
dy
dNi 7 _
dy
dN 18 _
dy
dN\9 _ 
dy
dN29 _ 
dy
=  in v d etJ  (a d j21 . N r7  +  ad j22 . N s 7  +  ad j23 • N t7 ) =  N y 7  
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r8  +  a d j22 • N s8  +  ad j2 3 . N t8 ) =  N y 8  
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j21 . N r9  +  ad j22 • N s9  +  ad j2 3 . N t9 ) =  N y 9  
in v d e tJ  (a d j21 . N r lO  +  ad j22 . N s lO  +  ad j23 . N t lO ) =  N y lO  
in v d etJ  (a d j2i . N r l  1 +  a d j22 . N s l  1 +  a d j23 . N t l  1) =  N y l l  
in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r l 2  +  ad j22 . N s l 2  +  ad j23 . N t l 2 )  =  N y l 2  
in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r l 3 +  a d j22 . N s l 3 +  ad j23 . N t l 3 ) =  N y l 3  
in v d etJ  (a d j21 . N r l 4  +  ad j22 . N s l 4  +  ad j23 . N t l 4 ) =  N y l 4  
in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r  15 +  ad j22 . N s l 5 +  a d j23 • N t l 5 ) =  N y I 5  
in v d etJ  (a d j2i . N r l 6  +  ad j22 . N s l 6 +  ad j23 . N t l 6 ) =  Nyl6 
in v d etJ  (a d j2 1 . N r l 7  +  ad j22 . N s l 7  +  ad j23 • N t l7 )  =  Nyl7 
in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r l 8 +  ad j22 . N s l 8 +  ad j23 ■ N t l 8 ) =  Nyl8 
: in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r l 9  +  ad j22 • N s l 9  +  ad j23 • N t l 9 ) =  Nyl9 
in v d e tJ  (a d j2i . N r2 0  +  ad j22 * N s 2 0  +  ad j23 . N t2 0 ) =  Ny20
A - 164 
A -  165 
A -  166 
A -  167 
A - 168 
A - 169 
A -  170 
A - 171 
A -  172 
A -  173 
A - 174 
A -  175 
A - 176 
A - 177
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=  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l  +  ad j32 . N s l  +  a d j33 . N t l )  -  N z l
dz
—  ~  in v d e tJ  (ad j 31 . N r2  +  adj 32 . N s2  +  adj 3 3 . N t2 ) =  N z 2
dz
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j31 . N r3  +  a d j32 . N s3  +  a d j3 3 . N t3 ) =  N z 3
dz
dN4
 =  in v d e tJ  (ad j 31 . N r4  +  adj 32 . N s4  +  adj 3 3 . N t4 ) =  N z 4
dz
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r5  +  ad j32 . N s5  +  a d j33 . N t5 ) =  N z5
dz
dN6 
dz
-  in v d e tJ  (a d j31 . N r 6  +  a d j32 . N s 6  +  a d j3 3 . N t6 )  =  N z 6
-  in v d e tJ  (adj 3 1 . N r7  +  a d j32 . N s7  +  adj 33 . N t7 ) =  N z 7
dz
flATQ
 =  in v d e tJ  (a d j31 . N r 8 +  a d j32 . N s 8 +  adj 33 . N t8 )  =  N z 8
dz
dN9 
dz
-  in v d e tJ  (a d j31 . N r9  +  a d j32 . N s9  +  ad j3 3 . N t9 ) =  N z 9
=  in v d e a  (adjai . N r lO  +  a d j32 . N s lO  +  a d j3 3 . N tlO ) =  N z lO
dz 
dNll
dz
-  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l  1 +  a d j32 . N s l  1 +  ad j33 . N t l  1) =  N z l l
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j31 . N r l 2  +  a d j32 . N s l 2  +  a d j3 3 . N t l2 )  =  N z l 2
dz . 
dN\3
dz
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l3  +  a d j32 . N s l 3  +  ad j33 . N t l3 )  =  N z l 3
dNl 4
 =  in v d etJ  (a d j31 . N r l 4  +  a d j32 . N s l 4  +  a d j3 3 . N t l4 )  =  N z l 4
dz
A -  178 
A -  179 
A -  180 
A -  181 
A - 182 
A -  183 
A -  184 
A -  185 
A -  186 
A - 187 
A -  188 
A -  1.89 
A - 190 • 
A -  191
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L E T  =  in v d e tJ (a d j3 1 . N r l 5  +  a d j32 . N s l 5  +  a d j33 . N t l5 )  =  N z l 5
dz
dNi 6
dz
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l 6  +  a d j3 2 . N s l 6  +  a d j33 . N t l 6 )  =  N z l 6
L E T  =  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l 7  +  a d j32 . N s l 7  +  a d j33 . N t l7 )  -  N z l 7
dz
=  in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r l 8 +  ad j32 . N s l 8 +  a d j3 3 . N t l8 )  =  N z l 8
dz
dN\9 .
dz
dN20
dz
in vd etJ  (a d j31 . N r l 9  +  a d j32 . N s l 9  +  a d j3 3 . N t l9 )  =  N z l 9  
in v d e tJ  (a d j3i . N r2 0  +  a d j32 . N s2 0  +  a d j33 . N t2 0 ) =  N z 2 0
F in a lly  m atrix  B  ca n  b e  eva lu ated  as
"d N i
dx
0 0
d N 2
d x
0 0 j. .
d N 2 0  
1 dx
0 0
0
d N i
dy
0 0
d N 2
dy
0 j. . 0
d N 2 0
dy
0
0 0
d N i
dz
0 0
d N 2  , 
d z  '
..| 0 0
d N 2 0
" d T
d N i d N i
0
dN 2 d N 2
0
, d N 2 0 d N 2 0
0
dy dx dy dx d y dx
0
dm d N i
0
d N 2 d N 2  ,
..| 0
d N 2 0 d N 2 0
dz dy dz dy dz dy
d N i
0
d N i d N 2
0
dN 2 , d N 20
0
d N 2 0
_ dz d x dz d x  1 dz d x  . 60x6
P roperty  m atrix  D  is in  fo rm  o f
A -  192 
A - 193 
A -  194 
A - 195 
A -  196 
A - 197
A - 198
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D  =
D „ ^12 D 13 0 0 0
^21 D 22 ^23 0 0 0
D 31 D 32 U 33 0 0 0
0 0 0 D 44 0 0
0 0 0 0 D 55 0
0 0 0 0 0 ^66
A -  199
6x6
T h ere fore  the p ro d u ct  o f  B  .D .B  is a  m atrix  o f  s ize  6 0 x 6 0 .
In tegration  o v e r  v o lu m e  (o r  su rfa ce ) in  eq u a tion  ( A -  4 9 ) is in  term  o f  lo c a l  coord in a tes  
w ith  an appropriate  ch a n g e  o f  lim its o f  integration . T h e  e lem en ta l v o lu m e  d x  d y  d z  
m ay  b e  w ritten  in  term  o f  dr ds dt b y  n o tin g  that
d x  .d y  .d z  =  |det J\ dr . ds . dt 2 0 0
T h ere fore  the e lem en t stiffn ess  m atrices  and n od a l fo r c e  v e cto rs  m a y  b e  w ritten  in  the 
fo rm  o f
K ' = m ,  K(r,s,t)drdsdt A -  201
and
fC= frf, (,/<>> s. A - 202
w h ere lim its o f  in tegration  is ch a n ged . T h ese  integrals ca n  b e  eva lu ated  b y  the 
num erica l in tegration  tech n iq u e . I f  there su rfa ce  traction  has b e e n  a p p lied  o n  the 
su rface , then  the in tegra tion  sh ou ld  b e  eva lu ated  o v e r  that su rface  ( f o r  ex a m p le  o n  t 
coord in a tion ) w h ich  y ie ld s
w h ere  the in tegration  is p re fo rm e d  o v e r  the tw o  seren d ip ity  co o rd in a te s , w h ich  are 
parallel to  that su rface .
T he in tegration  o v e r  s e sh ou ld  b e  eva lu ated  b y  e lem enta l su rface  area ds. A ssu m e  da 
represents the ou tw ard  n orm a l area v e c to r  to  a su rface  o f  con stan t serend ip ity
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coord in a tes  (o n e  o f  the fa ce s  o f  the b r ick  e lem en t). F or  ex a m p le , assu m e that the fa ce  
o f  the g lo b a l b ou n d a ry  o n  w h ic h  t = + 1  is the on e  that is  su b je cte d  to  su rfa ce  load . 
T h ere fore
, ,  dx . , dy . , dz . . , dx . , dy . , dz . .  , ,
d a  =  ( — 7 +  — J + — k)  x  ( — ( +  —  J +  —  /c )d r .d s  A - 2 0 4
dr dr dr ds ds ds
w h ere the v e c to r  cro ss  p ro d u ct  ca n  b e  eva lu ated  b y  w ritin g  it in  determ in ant fo rm  as
i j k
dx dy_ dz
dr dr dr
dx Hi dz
ds ds ds
T he m agn itude o f  da  ca n  b e  d eterm in ed  b y
da=
V v dr ds ds dr
+ dx dz 
dr ds
dx dz 
ds dr
( dx dy dxdyft 
ds ds dr
dr.ds A -  2 0 6
w h ere
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N o te  that eq u a tion  (A -  2 0 6 )  is v a lid  fo r  determ in in g  the in tegration  o f  da  o n  su rface  o f  
constant t (t =  1 o r  t =  -1 ) . I f  the in tegration  o v e r  oth er su rfaces o f  con stan t (s  o r  r) is 
requ ired , then  w ith  the sam e a n a lo g y  the re levan t ex p ress ion  m u st b e  d erived .
T h ese  in tegrals can  b e  d eterm in ed  b y  the n u m erica l in tegration  tech n iq u e . In this 
com p u ter  c o d e  the G a u ss -L eg en d re  n u m erica l in tegration  tech n iq u e  is  ch o se n  to 
determ ine the in tegrations.
T h e  b a s ic  c o n ce p t  o f  th is tech n iq u e  is ex p ressed  as
1 =  [ f ( x ) d x = s c af ( x ^ ) + c j ( x , ) + - - -  + c „ . j ( x nA =  '5lWi f i x5  A - 208
i= l
w h ere the W j (w h ic h  represen t c )  are w e ig h tin g  fa ctors  and Xj are fu n ctio n  argum ents 
k n o w n  as sa m p lin g  p o in ts  (s e e  tab le  A . l ) .
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Table A. 1. Weighting factors and function argument.
P oin ts W e ig h tin g  F actors F u n ction  A rgu m en ts
2
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 .5 7 7 3 5 0 2 6 9
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 7 7 3 5 0 2 6 9
0 .5 5 5 5 5 5 6 -0 .7 7 4 5 9 6 6 6 9
3 0 .8 8 8 8 8 8 9 0 .0
0 .5 5 5 5 5 5 6 0 .7 7 4 5 9 6 6 6 9
0 .3 4 7 8 5 4 8 -0 .8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 2
4
0 .6 5 2 1 4 5 2 -0 .3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 4
0 .6 5 2 1 4 5 2 0 .3 3 9 9 8 1 0 4 4
0 .3 4 7 8 5 4 8 0 .8 6 1 1 3 6 3 1 2
0 .2 3 6 9 2 6 9 -0 .9 0 6 1 7 9 8 4 6
0 .4 7 8 6 2 8 7 -0 .5 3 8 4 6 9 3 1 0
5 0 .5 6 8 8 8 8 9 0 .0
0 .4 7 8 6 2 8 7 0 .5 3 8 4 6 9 3 1 0
0 .2 3 6 9 2 6 9 0 .9 0 6 1 7 9 8 4 6
0 .1 7 1 3 2 4 5 -0 .9 3 2 4 6 9 5 1 4
0 .3 6 0 7 6 1 6 -0 .6 6 1 2 0 9 3 8 6
6
0 .4 6 7 9 1 3 9 -0 .2 3 8 6 1 9 1 8 6
0 .4 6 7 9 1 3 9 -0 .2 3 8 6 1 9 1 8 6
0 .3 6 0 7 6 1 6 -0 .6 6 1 2 0 9 3 8 6
0 .1 7 1 3 2 4 5 -0 .9 3 2 4 6 9 5 1 4
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